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ABSTRACT
Overlay networks, i.e., networks lying over IP networks, such as BitTorrent, which
is a popular Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file-sharing network, generate a significant amount
of Internet traffic and perform routing decisions based on overlay criteria and
possibly ignoring the status and the objectives of the physical network, i.e., the
underlay. Due to this possibly inefficient use of the physical infrastructure, cost
may increase for the Internet Service Providers (ISPs), whereas the end-users may
experience lower Quality-of-Experience (QoE) than that possible. The target and
eventually the contribution of this doctoral research is to address the efficient
management of the overlay traffic by means of an innovative mechanism that
provides incentives to the involved stakeholders so as to lead the system in a
situation where all stakeholders are better off.
In particular, in this doctoral dissertation, we investigate an innovative incentivebased caching approach, namely the insertion of a high-capacity ISP-owned Peer
(IoP). This approach allows for a more efficient operation of the underlying
network by the overlay, i.e., BitTorrent, and therefore results in mutual benefit for
the ISP, the overlay and its users, representing the underlay and the overlay
respectively. The motivation for this economic mechanism stems from the idea to
take advantage of BitTorrent’s self-organization mechanism for peer selection,
which is based on the tit-for-tat (T4T) mechanism that promotes reciprocation in the
sharing of resources among peers. Specifically, exploiting the choking algorithm of
BitTorrent by offering enhanced resources to a swarm, the IoP is preferably selected
by regular peers.
The proposed solution is evaluated by means of extensive simulations, as well as by
means of theoretical evaluations. Specifically, to theoretically evaluate the proposed
economic mechanism, we developed a mathematical model, which employs a
Markov chain to approximate the evolution of a swarm. This model can also serve
as a dimensioning tool for the IoP, as well as other similar solutions enhancing the
capacity of the overlay network. We assess the accuracy of the model by comparing
evaluation results obtained by the model itself to results obtained by simulation.

vii

Furthermore, we evaluate the IoP mechanism and its variations both by means of
simulations in a Java-based simulator on top of the ProtoPeer platform and by
means of the theoretical model. Evaluation results have shown that the transparent
version of the IoP indeed achieves significant reduction of users' file
download/completion times and ISP's incoming traffic, but simultaneously, it
increases ISP's outgoing traffic. We carefully examine this traffic imbalance of the
incoming vs. outgoing traffic on ISPs' inter-domain links, as well as its economic
implications for the ISP deploying the IoP and his neighbours, under various
charging schemes and inter-connection agreements.
Moreover, we consider the application of the IoP insertion combined together with
Biased Neighbour Selection (BNS) proposed by Bindal et al. Although, BNS was
observed to bring slight deterioration or no improvement to users' completion
times of file downloading, we show that the combination of BNS with the IoP
results in higher reduction (compared to the case where only BNS is employed) of
the incoming traffic for the ISP that employs it, as well as in significant
improvement of peers' performance.
Additionally, we specify and evaluate certain admission policies to better allocate
IoP's abundant capacity between different peer groups. On one hand, we propose
and examine the unchoking policy, which dictates that the IoP distinguishes peers
based on their AS id. On the other hand, we consider the swarm selection policy,
which employs the swarm id to decide which peers to provide content to. We
address the impact and suitability of the proposed policies again considering
different charging schemes and inter-connection agreements by means of extensive
simulations.
Finally, we study ISPs' dynamics when ISPs are employing economic mechanisms
such as the IoP, while anticipating users' reaction. The main question arising is how
an ISP reacts when a neighbouring ISP adopts such a mechanism. To investigate
ISPs' dynamics, we introduce an innovative game-theoretic framework that
employs best-response dynamics. The games within the proposed framework are
formulated as non-zero sum, multi-player games, which employ two metrics

viii

considered separately, i.e., users' performance and ISPs' cost, which are considered
in a prioritized way. Moreover, they employ memory of respective payoffs in
previous states, for the players to perform decision making. Our investigation
shows that taking into account also users' performance may lead to different
equilibria between the players, i.e., ISPs, than those that the system is led when
only cost is considered.
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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ
Η συνεχής εξέλιξη των Επιστημών Πληροφορικής και Επικοινωνιών έχει σαν
αποτέλεσμα την δημιουργία και υιοθέτηση νέων εφαρμογών δομημένων υπό
τη μορφή υπερκείμενων (overlay) δικτύων με αυξανόμενες απαιτήσεις φυσικών
πόρων, π.χ. εύρος ζώνης. Συγκεκριμένα, το BitTorrent, το πιο δημοφιλές
υπερκείμενο δίκτυο ομοτίμων οντοτήτων (Peer-to-Peer – P2P) για τη διαμοίραση
αρχείων μέσω του Internet, παράγει για μεγάλο όγκο της κίνησης στο Internet.
Τα

υπερκείμενα

δίκτυα,

όπως

το

BitTorrent,

λαμβάνουν

αποφάσεις

δρομολόγησης στο επίπεδο εφαρμογής βασιζόμενα σε κριτήρια του overlay,
δρώντας ανεξάρτητα από την κατάσταση του υποκείμενου φυσικού δικτύου.
Λόγω της μη αποδοτικής χρήσης των φυσικών υποδομών από εφαρμογές όπως
το BitTorrent, οι Πάροχοι Υπηρεσιών Διαδικτύου (Internet Service Providers ISPs) αντιμετωπίζουν σημαντική αύξηση του λειτουργικού τους κόστους,
κυρίως λόγω της αύξησης του κόστους διασύνδεσης κυρίως. Αντιστοίχως, λόγω
της υιοθέτησης από τους ISPs πρακτικών περιορισμού του διαθέσιμου εύρους
ζώνης για την κίνηση BitTorrent, οι τελικοί χρήστες λαμβάνουν χαμηλή
Ποιότητα Υπηρεσίας και Εμπειρίας (Quality of Service – QoS, Quality of
Experience – QoE).
Σε αυτή τη διδακτορική διατριβή μελετώνται μηχανισμοί προσωρινών
ενταμιευτών (caching), εξοπλισμένοι με αυξημένη χωρητικότητα πρόσβασης
(εύρος ζώνης), οι οποίοι δύνανται να επηρεάσουν μέσω μηχανισμών κινήτρων
(incentives) το υπερκείμενο δίκτυο ώστε αυτό με τη σειρά του να παίρνει
αποφάσεις επιτυγχάνοντας αμοιβαίο όφελος για όλους τους εμπλεκομένους. Οι
εν

λόγω

μηχανισμοί

εκμεταλλεύονται

εγγενή

χαρακτηριστικά

του

υπερκείμενου δικτύου, όπως τον αλγόριθμου choking του BitTorrent (ο οποίος
βασιζόμενος στον μηχανισμό του tit-for-tat (Τ4Τ) ενθαρρύνει την ανταλλαγή
πόρων μεταξύ των χρηστών), ώστε να γίνουν αποδοτικότεροι. Το αμοιβαίο
όφελος πρακτικά θα μεταφράζεται σε μείωση της κίνησης και του κόστους
διασύνδεσης για τον ISP και βελτίωση της ποιότητα υπηρεσίας για τους
τελικούς

χρήστες,

κυρίως

όσον

αφορά

x

το

χρόνο

ολοκλήρωσης

του

«κατεβάσματος»

ενός

αρχείου

περιεχομένου.

Ο

εν

λόγω

μηχανισμός

αξιολογήθηκε τόσο μέσω προσομοιώσεων στην πλατφόρμα ProtoPeer, όσο και
μέσω θεωρητικών μοντέλων.
Συγκεκριμένα, για την θεωρητική αξιολόγηση του οικονομικού μηχανισμού,
αναπτύχθηκε ένα πιθανοτικό υπόδειγμα διακριτού χρόνου που χρησιμοποιεί
μια μαρκοβιανή αλυσίδα για να προσομοιώσει την εξέλιξη ενός λογικού
δικτύου ανά αρχείο περιεχομένου (swarm) εξετάζοντας την κατανομή του
αριθμού των κομματιών (chunks) του αρχείου που έχει συγκεντρώσει ένα
χρήστης σε μια χρονική στιγμή (step). Το προτεινόμενο μοντέλο εξυπηρετεί δε
και ως εργαλείο διαστασιολόγησης για τον προτεινόμενο μηχανισμό ή για
παρόμοιους.
Βάσει των αποτελεσμάτων της αξιολόγησης, η διαφανής εκδοχή του
μηχανισμού, δηλ. η περίπτωση κατά την οποία δεν γίνεται αντιληπτός από το
overlay ή τους χρήστες του ως ξεχωριστή οντότητα αλλά ως απλός χρήστης,
επιτυγχάνει σημαντική μείωση της εισερχόμενη κίνησης και αύξηση της
επίδοσης των χρηστών, ενώ ταυτοχρόνως, αυξάνει την εξερχόμενη κίνηση του
ISP που τον υιοθετεί. Η επερχόμενη ασυμμετρία κίνησης στον σύνδεσμο που
διασυνδέει τον ISP με τον ISP ανώτερου επιπέδου και οι οικονομικές επιτπώσεις
της μελετήθηκε για τον ίδιο, όσο και τους γειτονικούς ISPs, λαμβάνοντας υπ’
όψιν διάφορετικά σχήματα χρέωσης κίνησης και συμφωνίες διασύνδεσης.
Επίσης, αξιολογήθηκε ο προτεινόμενος μηχανισμός έναντι του μηχανισμού
Biased Neighbour Selection (BNS) που προτάθηκε από τους Bindal et al. Παρ’ όλο,
που ο BNS επιφέρει μικρή επιδείνωση της επίδοσης των χρηστών (QoE),
παρατηρούμε ότι ο συνδυασμός του με τον προτεινόμενο μηχανισμό οδηγεί σε
σημαντικότερη μείωση της κίνησης στο σύνδεσμο διασύνδεσης σε σύγκριση με
κάθε έναν μηχανισμό ξεχωριστά, καθώς και οδηγεί σε σημαντική βελτίωση του
χρόνου ολοκλήρωσης.
Επιπροσθέτως, προτάθηκαν και μελετήθηκαν πολιτικές που επιτρέπουν την
πιο αποδοτική διαχείριση της χωρητικότητας του μηχανισμού επιλέγοντας την
ομάδα των χρηστών προς εξυπηρέτηση είτε βάσει του αυτόνομου συστήματος
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(Autonomous System - AS) όπου ανήκουν, είτε βάσει overlay χαρακτιριστικών,
π.χ., μέγεθος αρχείου περιεχομένου, αριθμός χρηστών στο swarm, κτλ. Οι
επιπτώσεις κάθε πολιτικής εξετάστηκαν μέσω προσομοιώσεων λαμβάνοντας
υπόψη διάφορετικά σχήματα χρέωσης κίνησης και συμφωνίες διασύνδεσης.
Τέλος, μελετήθηκαν οι αλληλεπιδράσεις μεταξύ ISPs που υλοποιούν τέτοιους
μηχανισμούς και λαμβάνουν υπόψη την 'αντίδραση' των τελικών χρηστών
λόγω των συνεπειών τους στην ποιότητα υπηρεσίας των τελευταίων. Για την
μελέτη αυτή, προτάθηκε ένα παιγνιο-θεωρητικό μοντέλο στο πλαίσιο του
οποίου κατά τη λήψη απόφασης λαμβάνονται υπόψη κατά προτεραιότητα: 1) η
επίδοση των χρηστών για τον ορισμό των «εφικτών» στρατηγικών, και 2) το
κόστος (διασύνδεσης) των ISPs για την εύρεση της βέλτιστης στρατηγικής
μεταξύ αυτών. Κατά τη λήψη απόφασης, το προτεινόμενο μοντέλο συγκρίνει το
payoff που επιτυγχάνεται αν επιλεγεί μια στρατηγική με αντίστοιχες τιμές σε
(δυο) παρελθούσες χρονικές στιγμές. Η μελέτη μας έδειξε ότι πράγματι η
συγκεκριμένη λογική λήψης απόφασης οδηγεί σε διαφορετικά σημεία
ισορροπίας από πολιτικές που λαμβάνουν υπόψη μόνο μια από τις δυο
προαναφερθείσες μετρικές (μόνες ή σε συνδυασμό), στα οποία επιτυγχάνεται
αμοιβαίο ώφελος για τον ISP και τους τελικούς χρήστες.
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1 Introduction
This doctoral dissertation focuses on caching as an incentive-based economic
mechanism for efficient management of overlay traffic. In this chapter, we describe the
context of our work, we provide the motivation for addressing overlay traffic and
specifically Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic, we define the design axes of our proposed
solution, we highlight our contribution and finally, outline the structure of the
dissertation and the content of the chapters to follow.
In this dissertation, we focus on P2P file-sharing overlay applications due to their cost
and performance implications on ISPs' network congestion and operational costs, as
well as other Internet users' Quality of Experience (QoE).

1.1

Context

P2P file sharing applications are highly popular among Internet users for sharing of
content such as music tracks, movies or even software releases. Because of their high
popularity and the large size of the files that are shared, P2P file sharing applications
generate huge volumes of traffic in the Internet. In particular, traffic stemming from
them constitutes currently up to 30% of the total Internet traffic. Although the
percentage of P2P traffic out of the overall Internet traffic is expected to decrease in the
future, i.e., 20% in 2015, its absolute volume is forecasted in [Cis11] to increase by an
annual growth rate of 20-25% by 2016.
The most notable P2P application is BitTorrent. The BitTorrent application [Coh03] is is
designed and implemented with the objective to disseminate large content files to a
large user population without the original distributor incurring entirely the costs of
hardware, hosting and bandwidth resources and in an efficient manner. BitTorrent
implements several optimization algorithms to achieve better QoE for the BitTorrent
users. Two such algorithms are the choking algorithm based on the tit-for-tat (T4T)1

1

Tit-for-tat is an English saying that means “equivalent retaliation”. It has been introduced in Game Theory
as an effective strategy for the iterated prisoner’s dilemma.
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principle, and the piece (chunk) selection algorithm following the rarest first replication rule
(see Section 2.1 for details).
Although, the T4T and the rarest first replication mechanisms naturally achieve
optimization of the dissemination process, their effect maybe retarded due to the other
decisions made at random in the swarm, e.g., the neighbour selection, due to lack of
information, also known as Incomplete Information (see Section 1.2), that would allow an
optimized selection. Essentially, these mechanisms aim at optimizing conditionally to
the outcome of these random decisions. As will be discussed in Section 1.2, Incomplete
Information may cause certain inefficiencies for the underlay or even for the overlay
itself.

1.2

Motivation – Main Idea

Peer-assisted

content

distribution

includes

content

dissemination

employing

decentralized, self-organized, highly robust and scalable overlay networks, such as
BitTorrent.
Overlay networks, or simply overlays, constitute logical networks that operate on top of
the physical network, also called the underlay. The overlay nodes that form the overlay
network correspond to underlay nodes in the physical network, while overlay links are
logical links that correspond to either a physical link, or most often to a physical path in
the underlay. Such overlays create their own logical networks, and perform their own
optimization, i.e., making routing decisions in the overlay, based on their own
optimization criteria, without taking into account the underlying topology (due to
incomplete information).
P2P overlay networks provide significant benefits to both end-users and Content
Providers (CPs); due to their high popularity, they generate large amounts of IP traffic.
Both the excessive traffic volumes generated by the BitTorrent file-sharing application,
and the sub-optimal decisions made at random in the overlay, influence greatly the
traffic patterns and increase costs for the ISPs in terms of both capital expenditures
(CAPEX) and operational expenditures (OPEX). In addition, monetary penalties related
to the existing interconnection agreements maybe incurred due to the change of traffic
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patterns and the very nature of such agreements may also change, e.g., a peering
agreement may have to be converted to a transit one, due to the change of traffic ratio
between peering ISPs. Note that peering is the business relationship whereby ISPs
reciprocally provide access to each other's customers, while transit is the business
relationship whereby one ISP provides access to all destinations in its routing table
(DrPeering.net).
Consequently, it is necessary for the underlay network to take the overlay applications
and their generated traffic into special account in order to achieve efficient traffic
management and optimal resource utilization in the underlying network. However, the
underlay should meet these objectives in a way that is incentive compatible for the
overlay provider, i.e., at the same time improving (or at least retaining) the overlay
application performance.
In this sense, an overlay path (i.e., a series of overlay links) might end up reusing
unnecessarily some physical links or even containing circles. Thus, due to such
inefficient use of network infrastructures by the overlay, the operating cost of the ISPs
increases, whereas users experience low QoE. For instance, random selection of
neighbours belonging to another ISP, while content is also available in peers of the same
ISP that are ‘closer’ to a peer w.r.t. some proximity metric, results possibly in delay (as
proxy for QoE) for the user to obtain the complete file and increase of inter-domain
traffic and therefore inter-connection costs for the ISP.
On the other hand, network management performed by the ISPs (representing the
underlay) employs different optimization criteria than those of the overlay, and takes
into account not only the traffic demands of the overlay but also those of non-overlay
traffic, ignoring though specific performance requirements of the overlay network.
Furthermore, ISPs often use methods such as traffic shaping or even throttling to deal
with the huge amounts of overlay traffic, so as to avoid increase of their operating costs
and to improve the performance of other types of traffic. Such methods though run the
danger of having detrimental effect on BitTorrent users QoE. Therefore, while serving
the ISP interest, they are non-optimal for the overlay users and can ultimately be
detrimental for the ISP himself.
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To this end, the misalignment of objectives between the overlay and the underlay leads
to a tussle2 between the ISP and the Overlay Provider (OP), along with the Incomplete
Information between the overlay and the underlay can result in degradation of the
overlay system performance and network cost increase) [LZ+05]. The interaction
between the two layers is depicted in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: Interaction between overlay and underlay [LZ+05].

To reconcile the goals of the overlay and the underlay, i.e., P2P networks and ISPs, the
need for bridging the information gap between them and providing incentives to them
so as to affect their behaviour towards a mutually beneficial situation becomes
important. For instance, traffic localization, i.e., reduction of inter-domain traffic
crossing the costly interconnection links, leads in clear benefit for the ISP, as depicted in
Figure 1-2. Nevertheless, the benefits of traffic localization approaches, e.g., exposure of
underlay information, caching, are not limitless. According to [Smo11b], even with
highest effectiveness, traffic localization cannot influence more than a share i.e., 30%, of
total BitTorrent traffic; still, the same percentage reveals the potential for optimization,
which is rather high.
On the other hand though, traffic localization cannot be employed unconditionally
[LD+10], since this may not be in-line with the inherent optimization in the P2P
protocol, and thus have negative effects on the condition of the P2P network and the

2

The term “tussle” has been introduced by D. D. Clark et al. [CWS+02] to describe the result of competing
antagonistic actions due to conflicting interests between parties implicitly cooperating in technological
terms, but resulting into negative global return.
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performance of its users. Phenomena of demand starvation, segmentation of the overlay
network and creation of isolated “islands” of overlay nodes may appear in such cases.

Figure 1-2: Impact of traffic localization on costly inter-domain links.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop economic-aware mechanisms that employ
incentives to affect the overlay routing decision in favor of the underlay and to lead to
benefits for all parties involved. A mutual benefit translates to operating cost reduction
for the ISPs and improved QoE for the users; the latter translates also to improved
performance for the overlay, since the overlay's and users' objectives are considered to
be aligned. Economic-aware traffic management mechanisms have been proposed
under the scope of Economic Traffic Management described in Section 1.3.
One such mechanism, proposed and investigated extensively in this doctoral
dissertation, is the insertion in the overlay of caches equipped with high storage and
bandwidth resources that belong to the ISP, which are able to store content and act as
regular overlay peers; henceforth called ISP-owned Peers (IoPs). The insertion of such
entities is a simple and non disruptive approach, since the caches inserted can be
transparent to the end-users and their function does not require the modification of the
BitTorrent tracker, the BitTorrent client, or the BitTorrent protocol itself. Moreover, it
will be seen that the insertion of these resourceful entities achieves the desired mutual
benefit for all players by promoting traffic localization.

1.3

Design Axes

In this section, we describe the two major design axes of the proposed solution, namely
the ISP-owned Peers insertion mechanism. These axes are Economic Traffic
Management and Overlay Self-Organization.
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1.3.1

Economic Traffic Management

Overlay network-based applications, as described in Section 1.1, have become
increasingly popular and are responsible for generating large volumes of IP traffic, thus
imposing a challenge for ISPs. The use of economic mechanisms for controlling and
managing application traffic in the Internet has been proposed, developed and
evaluated by the EU FP7 project SmoothIT3.
As already mentioned, the so-called Economic Traffic Management (ETM) [HH+09]
constitutes an innovative approach to control and manage traffic flows created by
overlay applications. ETM is based on incentive-schemes, possibly ISP-driven, aiming,
e.g., to guide the overlay to configure its traffic (for its own benefit) in such a way that
the overall situation in the network is also improved. Thus, when such an incentive
compatible mechanism is indeed in place, all parties are simultaneously better-off.
Thus, ETM mechanisms consist of ISP-driven traditional mechanisms of traffic
management with economic incentives of the involved stakeholders. A prominent
example of an ETM mechanism is time-of-day pricing for telephony or electricity: when
applied, users limit phone calls or energy consumption during peak hours to avoid high
charges, while simultaneously congestion of the network is avoided.
Furthermore, ETM aims to bridge the information gap, i.e., due to incomplete
information as described in Section 1.2, between the overlay and the underlay and to
achieve the co-operation between them, either explicitly or implicitly, resulting in traffic
patterns that optimize the use of network resources according to multiple given criteria.
For instance, in a content delivery scenario over a P2P network such as BitTorrent as the
one depicted in Figure 1-3, due to lack of information peer A requests a data chunk
from peer B; although B is A's neighbour on the overlay, in the underlay they are
located within different ASes, which may imply low QoE for A, if a bottleneck exists in
the backbone network of one of the two ASes, or the inter-domain link between them.
Additionally, the traffic generated by this chunk upload from B to A (and the aggregate
of all such traffic flows) incurs increase of the traffic on the inter-AS link, which may
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also imply increase of inter-connection costs (depending on the charging scheme); thus,
the ISP of user A would prefer A choosing C instead of B to download the chunk from,
as C is located within the same ISP. In order to achieve so, underlay information can be
provided by the network, e.g., AS id, to A; if A's performance does not get deteriorated
(incentive compatibility), A finally will request the desired chunks from peer C. On the
other hand, it is also plausible that A already knew that C is in the swarm, but does not
select to download from it, since B constitutes a better choice, i.e., because it provides
higher upload bandwidth.
Note that ETM operates under the assumption that incentive compatibility is achieved
for all parties, i.e., users, overlay provider, and ISP, voluntarily participate in a
management scheme that they all profit from, and thus the so-called Triple-Win (WinWin-Win) situation is achieved.

Figure 1-3: Overlay choices when underlay information is provided [PSS11].

3

http://www.smoothit.org/
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1.3.2

Overlay Self-Organization

Overlay Self-Organization [OS+08] includes the inherent capabilities of the overlay to
make optimal local decisions without any external or hierarchically higher authority
intervening directly. A self-organization mechanism is a concrete algorithm
implemented at each peer forming the overlay, which in interplay with the decisions
made by other peers influence the overlay network, i.e., its structure and subsequently
the performance attained towards an optimal situation. Specific examples of overlay
self-organization mechanisms are the peer and piece selection algorithm in BitTorrent
[Coh03], described in Section 2.1.
Each self-organization mechanism operates based on locally available information.
Related examples include: the download rate from another peer, or the information
exchanged with other peers, e.g., bit vector with acquired content pieces so far, which is
used as input to the algorithm. The exploitation of such self-organization mechanisms
by the underlay and their enhancement by providing them also underlay information
can lead to the desired Triple-Win.

1.3.3

Design rationale

As previously discussed, the insertion of IoPs in the overlay aims to manage overlay
traffic by addressing (favourably) the incentives of the overlay, and therefore to provide
benefit to both the ISP that deploys the solution, and the overlay users.
The insertion of IoPs equipped with high capacity, in terms of storage and mainly
bandwidth, targets to exploit the good inherent self-organization capability of the
overlay, namely the T4T principle deployed by BitTorrent's choking algorithm. The
rationale behind this is that due to its abundant resources the IoP will be preferred by
its neighbours, i.e., selected to exchange data with, with higher probability than other
regular peers. Thus, the IoP will be able to acquire the entire content file more quickly
(in the case he does not serve as seeder from the start), as well as to upload data blocks
to more neighbours within a choking interval.
Additionally, the use of IoPs is not mandatory. It can be optionally adopted by each
user only if it is beneficial to him. If an IoP functions transparently to the users, then it
is selected to be unchoked by means of the tit-for-tat rule due to its enhanced resoruces,
9

which means that it is a preferred choice for users to download from. If users are made
aware of its existence and function by the ISP (non-transparent function), then they can
still bypass it by either blocking it, or selecting an alternative source. Thus the insertion
of IoPs constitutes an Economic Traffic Management mechanism.

1.4

Contribution

In this doctoral dissertation, we investigate an innovative incentive-based caching
approach, namely the insertion of a high-capacity ISP-owned Peer (IoP) [PSS09]. This
approach allows for a more efficient operation of the underlay network in the presence
of the overlay, i.e., BitTorrent, and therefore achieves mutual benefit for the ISP
(underlay) and the overlay users. Note that we had provided a preliminary description
and brief evaluation of the mechanism in the Master’s Thesis [Pap08].
Caching is a well-known approach for optimizing content delivery in terms of high QoS
and content availability. However, in summary, the innovation in this research lies in:
a) the binding of caching with an overlay node running the actual overlay protocol,
b) the configuration of the cache (i.e., enhanced resources) to exploit the selforganizing capability of the overlay without requiring a modification/adaptation
of the BitTorrent client software,
c) the introduction of the admission policies, i.e., unchoking policy and swarm
selection that are employed by it (see below),
d) the evaluation of the impact of caching in complex and realistic topologies
taking into account business agreements, i.e., transit and peering, between ISPs,
e) the evaluation of caching in a two-swarm environment, which was performed
for the first time in literature, to our knowledge.
To address the incentives of the ISP, we take that ISP's utility is expressed in terms of
the volume of inter-domain traffic, which is employed as a proxy for ISP's interconnection/operating cost. The latter is considered to be calculated according to the
inbound and/or the outbound traffic (or a combination thereof) in an ISP’s network, as
is usually the case in reality, when the 95th percentile scheme is in general applied.
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Additionally, to address the incentives in the overlay download time (or duration) is
used as a QoS metric and a proxy for users' QoE/performance, and thus represents
utility of the overlay users.
As mentioned previously, the motivation for this economic mechanism stems from the
potential to take advantage of the already deployed self-organization mechanism of
BitTorrent for peer selection, i.e., the choking algorithm, which is based on tit-for-tat. In
particular, due to the high upload capacity of the IoP towards regular peers, the latter
would attempt to establish connections to the IoP more frequently than to other peers,
thus resulting in traffic localization, which is beneficial for the ISP. At the same time,
since more resources (i.e., upload bandwidth) are made available in the swarm, this is
also expected to result in performance improvements for the overlay users.
The solution is evaluated by means of extensive simulations (part of which are
published in [PSS09], [PS+11a] and reported in [SP+10]) in complex topologies taking
into account also business relationships between ISPs, i.e., transit and peering
agreements. Additionally, the IoP is evaluated also by means of theoretical evaluations.
Specifically, to theoretically evaluate the proposed economic mechanism, we developed
a mathematical model (published in [PS10]), which employs a Markov chain to simulate
a swarm's evolution, and which can also be employed as a dimensioning tool for the
IoP, as well as for other similar overlay network's capacity enhancing solutions.
Evaluation results have shown that the simple, transparent version of the IoP indeed
achieves significant reduction of users' file download/completion times and ISP's
incoming traffic, but simultaneously, it increases ISP's outgoing traffic. This traffic
imbalance of the incoming vs. outgoing traffic on ISPs' inter-domain links, as well as the
economic implications for the ISP deploying the IoP and his neighbours are carefully
examined under various charging schemes and inter-connection agreements.
Moreover, we consider the application of the IoP insertion combined together with
Biased Neighbour Selection (BNS). This is a popular traffic and effective mechanism for
traffic localization proposed by Bindal et al. [BC+06], which is briefly overviewed in
Section 2.2 and described in more detail in Section 3.1.4. Although, BNS was observed
in [BC+06] to bring slight deterioration or no improvement to users' completion times,
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we show that its combination with the IoP leads to more efficient traffic localization.
Specifically, the combination of BNS and IoP results in higher reduction (compared to
the case where only BNS is employed) of the incoming traffic for the ISP that employs it,
as well as in significant peers' performance improvement.
Additionally, we specify and evaluate certain admission policies to allocate efficiently
IoP's bandwidth between different peer groups; i.e., the unchoking policy based on the
AS id (reported in [SP+10]), and the swarm selection based on the swarm id (published
in [PS+11a]). Specifically, for the evaluation of the swarm selection policies, we
performed simulations of two-swarm scenarios [PS+11a], which were the first
accomplished in literature (to the best of our knowledge). The impact and suitability of
the proposed policies is again assessed considering different charging schemes and
inter-connection agreements by means of extensive simulations.
Finally, we study ISPs' dynamics, i.e., how an ISP will react to the decision of his
neighbouring ISP, i.e., to employ an economic mechanism such as the IoP, pursuing a
mutually beneficial situation. To investigate ISPs' dynamics, we introduce an innovative
game-theoretic framework (published in [PSS12]) that employs best-response dynamics.
The games within the proposed framework employ two metrics considered separately,
i.e., users' performance and ISPs' cost, considered in a prioritized way. Moreover, they
employ memory of respective payoffs in previous states, for the players to perform
decision making.
Additionally, we provide proof-of-concept for the proposed decision-making process by
showing that taking into account also users' performance may lead the players (i.e.,
ISPs), to different equilibria than those attained when only cost is considered.
Moreover, we investigated ISPs' dynamics in a complex 9-AS topology and concluded
what is the optimal strategy for an ISP in terms of inter-connection cost, to employ or
not the unchoking policy, taking into account the lower tier-ASes and the potential
revenues by them.
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1.5

Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide an extensive
literature overview of related approaches for overlay traffic management, which i)
presume a collaboration between the underlay and the overlay, which however cannot
be guaranteed, ii) are mandatory for the overlay, i.e., they cannot be bypassed, and iii)
require a modification of the overlay tracker, or the overlay client or both. Additionally,
we overview related work on theoretical models for the evaluation of P2P networks'
performance, and literature on game-theoretic frameworks and models for the
investigation of ISPs' dynamics in the context of efficient management of overlay traffic.
In Chapter 3, we define and specify the proposed incentive-based caching mechanism.
Moreover, we specify the associated policies of the IoP, namely the unchoking policy
and the swarm selection, and several implementation issues, which are not within the
scope of this doctoral research, are being addressed in order to argue for the
applicability of our approach in practice.
In Chapter 4, we evaluate the IoP insertion in simple topologies of up to three ASes by
means of simulations. Initially, we evaluate the IoP mechanism, either transparent or
promoted, with or without the unchoking policy, and then, in combination with the
BNS approach proposed in [BC+08]. Then, we evaluate the impact of certain overlay
factors on the swarm selection policy of the IoP. For each set of simulations, the
topology, setup, simulation tool, parameters' values, and selected metrics are provided.
Furthermore, results related to ISPs' inter-domain cost are discussed under the prism of
the inter-connection agreements considered between the ISP deploying the IoP, and his
upper tier ISP, or between the ISP and his peering, same tier, neighbouring ISPs.
Next, in Chapter 5, we introduce a Markov model to approximate the evolution of an
overlay swarm in transient state. First, we present the rationale and the simplifying
assumptions; analytical formulas are included at the end of the document in an
appendix (see Appendix A). Then, we validate the model's accuracy by comparing
evaluation results obtained by it, to simulation results derived by simulations of a
simplified version of BitTorrent, with random piece selection instead of rarest first
replication; we evaluate the impact of the swarm size and initial seeder's capacity on the
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swarm evolution. Finally, dimensioning of the IoP insertion is performed to address
more complex topologies using the proposed model and based on the swarm size.
In Chapter 6, we extend out evaluations to more complex and realistic topologies, i.e.,
with 6 and 9 ASes with various inter-connection agreements between them. Again, we
investigate economic implications of the IoP on the ISP deploying it and on his
neighbours. Specifically, we investigate ISPs' inter-domain costs taking into account the
charging scheme and the inter-connection agreements considered to be established
between them. Additionally, we consider neighbouring ISPs' gain due to indirect
exploitation of IoP's impact (free-riding), and finally, we address the actual P2P traffic
transit cost savings due to the IoP insertion.
In Chapter 7, we introduce the game-theoretic framework for the investigation of ISPs'
dynamics. We present in detail the rationale, game characteristics, strategy space, the
two separate payoff metrics considered and most significantly, the decision-making rule
of each ISP, based on memory of the payoffs of previous states. Also, IoP games are
formulated in different setups w.r.t. the number of players, or the various strategies,
and analysis of the interactions of the ISPs (players) is performed.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize and conclude our work, and discuss future
extensions beyond this doctoral research.
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2 State-of-the-art
This dissertation deals with the issue of efficient overlay traffic management by
employing incentive-based caching mechanisms. The focus is on overlay traffic
stemming from P2P applications, such as BitTorrent, and peer-assisted content delivery
platforms in general.
Therefore, in this chapter, we provide a brief description of the main functionalities of
the BitTorrent protocol, an overview of the state-of-the-art in the fields of peer-assisted
content delivery and optimization approaches for efficient overlay traffic management
both for the overlay and the underlay, i.e. the physical network.
Additionally, we provide an overview of theoretical models for the evaluation of P2P
inherent capabilities, and an overview of game-theoretic models for the investigation of
the dynamics of the various players in peer-assisted content distribution scenarios.

2.1

The BitTorrent Protocol

A BitTorrent swarm (see Figure 2-1) is practically an overlay network consisting of the
BitTorrent nodes-peers4 that participate in the dissemination of a file. The underlying
idea of BitTorrent (and generally P2P networks) is as follows: while a peer downloads
parts (chunks) of a file from various peers, he also “helps” these peers (or others) by
uploading to them already acquired parts.
The sequence of steps followed by a peer in order to join such a swarm are as follows: i)
the peer downloads a meta-file, called torrent, containing meta-information about the
content file to be disseminated, such as the IP address of the overlay tracker, ii) the peer
(particularly, his BitTorrent client) sends a request to the tracker to obtain an initial list
of neighbours, iii) the tracker randomly chooses a list of 50 peers from the set of peers
that participate at that time in that file's swarm and sends back a reply containing this
list to the requesting peer, and finally iv) the peer opens randomly up to 30 connections

4

The term 'peer' is used in the rest of the document equivalently with the term 'BitTorrent node' and
'BitTorrent user'.
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to respective number of neighbours requesting for randomly selected chunks, as
depicted in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Retrieval of peers from the tracker [Fer11].

Figure 2-2: Exchange of data pieces in BitTorrent [Fer11].

The dissemination of the content file begins then among the tagged peer and his
neighbouring peers that randomly unchoked him among others and by exchanging data
blocks with each other, as depicted in Figure 2-2.
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The random chunk selection and connection request, or the random connection
unchoking take place only when a peer joins a swarm. Afterwards, several optimization
algorithms are implemented by BitTorrent for these functions to achieve better QoE for
the BitTorrent users; two major ones are the choking and the chunk selection algorithm.
Once a peer joins the swarm, and each time he obtains a new block (part of a chunk), a
peer exchanges with his neighbours bit vectors of the blocks in their possession.
Through the bit vector, peers are in position to be aware of the content blocks that each
of their neighbours possesses at each time. The decision on which content block to
request from a peer’s neighbour is performed mainly on the basis of rarest first
replication algorithm; this dictates that the piece that appears less times in the bit vectors
of the neighbouring peers is requested first. Then, the peer sends an ‘interested’
message to his neighbours having the rarest chunks; the latter though are not obligated
to upload any of the requested blocks to that peer.
The choking algorithm makes decision on which interested neighbours to upload to,
giving priority to peers with highest upload bandwidth in order to ensure the quick
dissemination of the content file. Specifically, each peer can upload/unchoke up to a
fixed number, default is four according to [Coh03], of peers simultaneously. The
choking algorithm dictates that initially all connections are choked by default. Then,
every 10 seconds a peer can unchoke three (out of four) connections based on the tit-fortat (T4T) strategy, as follows: among the ‘interested’ neighbours of the peer, he
unchokes the three peers with the highest upload rate to him according to a rolling 20second average; namely, the average of the rate received by each of them within the last
20 seconds.

Finally, every 30 seconds, a fourth peer is unchoked at random from the
remaining choked ones to discover new resources; this is called optimistic unchoke.
According to [Coh03], 30 minutes is enough time for the upload to get to full
capacity, the downloading peer to reciprocate and the download to get to full
capacity as well.
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2.2

Improvement of Peer-assisted
Underlay Information Exposure

Content

Distribution

by

Peer-assisted content distribution is a cost-effective and bandwidth-intensive solution
for ISPs. Indeed, peer-assisted, decentralized and self-organized systems such as
BitTorrent provide significant benefits to end-users and content providers.
However, as indicated in Section 1.2, such systems create their own logical networks
and perform their own routing based on performance metrics, without taking into
account the underlying topology. In this sense, overlay paths might end up reusing
unnecessarily physical links or even containing circles. On the other hand, network
management may not take into account the requirements of overlay applications,
leading the system to a sub-optimal situation.
In [ZL+04] and [LZ+05], it is shown that this objective misalignment of ISPs and P2P
networks in combination with the incomplete information lead to performance
degradation both for the underlay and the overlay. An ISP-friendly peer-assisted
content distribution protocol that would exploit topology information is expected in
[KRP05] to alleviate ISPs’ induced costs and as well as to improve P2P users QoE.
It can be intuitively expected that using topological information in a P2P system would
significantly improve network performance (both overlay and underlay), if a better
selection of a “good” server or a close-by peer, in terms of latency, were performed.
This approach has been undertaken in several research works. In particular, in order to
achieve this, a distributed, scalable binning scheme that requires a small number of
landmark machines spread across the Internet is proposed in [RH+02].
Because of landmarking being not self-organizing though, a new model is proposed in
[LHS05]. The model uses Geographical Longest Prefix Matching (Geo-LPM) and RTT to
organize nodes into clusters each of which is a group of nodes that share a common
prefix and are close to each other. The fact that clustered Geo-LPM is combined with an
appropriate RTT threshold ensures that a node entering the network will find other
overlay nodes that belong to the same physical domain. However, in case of clusters
that share a common prefix, a solution is given by means of Geo-Partitioning.
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Furthermore, in [JC06] a 2-D Euclidean space model of the connectivity among
BitTorrent peers has been proposed with the objective to evaluate BitTorrent’s topology.
Parameters such as number of peers in the swarm, maximum number of unchokes, etc.,
have been also taken into account. Moreover, in [CB08], a lightweight approach to
reduce inter-ISP costs is proposed that exploits network information derived at low cost
from CDN queries.
In order to reduce downloading times of BitTorrent networks, also alternative chunk
selection policies have been proposed in [WLH07], while in [YTM07] a cost-aware
model to reduce both ISPs’ costs and distribution time is proposed. The latter approach
employs also alternative peer selection policies based on chunk availability on each
peer. Furthermore, in [LCY08], alternative peer selection based on RTT and number of
hops are considered, which seems to reduce ingress inter-domain traffic as well as
downloading times.
In [BC+06], Biased Neighbour Selection (BNS) is studied as an approach to enhance
BitTorrent traffic locality, in which a peer is enforced by the tracker to select the
majority of his neighbours from peers within the same ISP and only a few (namely, k
neighbours) that are outside the ISP. Additionally, the peer is modified to request a new
list of neighbours whenever its peer list has less local peers than a specific threshold.
This locality-awareness scheme can be implemented either by modifying tracker and
client, or by situating P2P shaping devices along-side the edge routers of the ISPs, so
that deep packet inspection is used to identify P2P traffic and manipulate it accordingly
by intercepting and modifying the exchanged messages. The BNS locality awareness
approach has been employed also in our investigation. Specifically, we compared our
proposed approach against BNS and have also evaluated the potential benefits out of
the combination of the two approaches. More details on the operation of the approach
proposed in [BC+06] can be found in Section 3.1.4, while results on its evaluation and
comparison with our proposed approach are presented in Section 4.4.
Instead of intervening directly in the overlay tracker decision, the following approaches
insert extra entities that perform rating of overlay peers based on underlay metrics and
return the outcome of this rating to the overlay. In particular, in [XY+08], the so-called
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P4P approach is proposed; the ISP introduces an entity referred to as iTracker that aims
to influence overlay routing so that certain performance indicators of the physical
network (such as link utilization) are optimized. To this end, the iTracker provides
information on the ”cost” of using certain routes to the overlay appTracker. Each
application session in progress makes its own routing selections according to this
information. The iTracker then updates the cost metrics according to these selections, in
order to further approach the optimal solution sought etc.
Next, in [AF07], an Oracle service is proposed, which provides useful information to
overlay users directly rather than through their application trackers. In particular, this
service provides to each user a ranking of its potential neighbors on the basis of
physical-topology proximity metrics (e.g., distance in hops). The user can finally choose
those to associate with on the basis of this ranking, which is expected to improve certain
metrics of the overlay graph and performance.
Both of the two previous approaches pre-assume collaboration with the overlay.
Additionally, the Oracle approach requires the implementation of a new protocol for
the communication of iTracker and appTracker, while the P4P one would require the
modification of the client of the end-users.
An approach that aims to attain P2P to ISP collaboration by providing incentives was
proposed in [ROL10]. An entity similar to the iTracker and Oracle, called here SmoothIT
Information Service (SIS) offers a ranking of potential neighbors either to overlay users
directly or to overlay trackers. This ranking can be based on proximity metrics related
both to topological metrics or to traffic conditions in such a way that the incentives of all
ISP, overlay provider and overlay user are promoted at the same time. Still
implementation of a communication protocol with the overlay tracker, or modification
of the client of end-users is required; though end-users are capable of rejecting/ignoring
SIS's 'advice', if not beneficial in terms of download completion times.
Our approach, the IoP insertion, can be employed with most of the previously
mentioned solution. However, it differs in the sense that it offers extra capacity to the
overlay network, i.e., upload bandwidth, while it can also employ underlay
information, e.g., AS id, to perform selection of users to be served. Additionally, it does
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not require implementation of any new communication protocol in its transparent
version, and no modification of the overlay client.

2.3

Caching for Improvement of Peer-assisted Content Distribution

The aforementioned approaches (in Section 2.2) for overlay traffic localization aim to
affect P2P traffic in a direct way, either by means of biasing neighbour selection, or
altering the connection management and bandwidth allocation mechanisms of P2P
systems.
However, there exist other indirect and less intervening techniques to affect how P2P
traffic is distributed among the intra- and inter-domain links of an AS, such as caching
mechanisms. In general, the objective of caching approaches is to maintain copies of
popular content inside a domain and re-direct requests for such content to be served by
the local copies rather than the original provider of the content that may reside outside
the domain. This way, important savings in the inter-domain links can be observed
since each content has to be downloaded only once by a P2P entity inside the domain,
while the rest of local peers that may ask for the same content will be served by its local
copy. At the same time, P2P application performance (e.g., file download times for the
end users) is improved.
Caches for P2P networks can be considered as successors of Web caches. Web caches,
often called proxies, are application-level mechanisms that try to reduce the bandwidth
usage of static web content within a domain. Furthermore, web caches target at
decreasing the server load and perceived lag between the server and the client. The
implementation of a Web cache is not technically complex since web content is always
transmitted over the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) (RFC6212). Hence, for a web
cache it suffices to monitor the HTTP traffic and serve the requests by replacing
references to remote content with the content already located inside the cache.
On the other hand, the implementation of a cache for localizing P2P traffic requires
more complex functionality. The main reason is that there is no standard protocol for
the participation in a P2P network, the discovery of neighbour peers and the exchange
of data blocks. Additionally, many P2P networks use encryption as a counter-measure
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against the unfriendly policies adopted by many ISPs. The way to overcome such
problems varies, depending on the purpose of the system and the assumptions
considered during the implementation phase.
In [AL+10], the authors categorize the caches into two types: transparent and nontransparent caches. Transparent caches always hide their true identity from the P2P
network, by intercepting P2P messages and masquerading as existing peers when they
need to communicate. In transparent caching, message interception is typically assisted
by DPI techniques. Non-transparent caches appear as distinct entities, visible to any
other regular peer.
Caching for P2P traffic localization has received some attention from the research
community. The effect of caching with respect to the savings for the ISPs has been
studied and several proposals exist covering the various implementation approaches. In
[GD+03], the authors, among other problems, study the effects of an “ideal” cache with
infinite capacity and bandwidth, providing an upper bound on the bandwidth savings
of any locality-aware mechanism. More specifically, they show that a large percentage
(86%) of externally downloaded bytes could be avoided by using a proxy and that the
hit rate of such a cache would reach an average of 63%.
The idea of partial caching of P2P content is also studied in [HS08]. After capturing the
characteristics of P2P traffic by adopting the best fitting traffic models, the authors
examine the benefits of partial caching, i.e., dividing objects into small segments and
incrementally admitting more segments of an object to the cache as the object receives
more requests. The authors consider their system as a transparent cache in the sense
that in order to detect P2P traffic, techniques such as application signatures and
connection patterns are used. However, they state that the particular method of traffic
identification method is independent from the operation of the cache and don’t go into
further details.
An initial study on where to place caches is included in [YWX08]. The benefits from
placing caches for P2P traffic in different parts of the network are examined and a
model is proposed to evaluate the benefit of deploying the P2P traffic management
devices in ISPs’ networks, giving different weight to the network’s physical links
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according to their link utilization and importance. The authors also propose two
heuristics to instruct deployment of caches in ISP networks so as to maximize the
benefit of their investment.
In [XLW08] the “Tod-Cache” framework is presented that introduces two application
layer devices: the super file server and the redirection box. The former device is an
always-available peer with enhanced physical characteristics (storage, access speed)
that participates in the P2P network, caches content and provides data per redirection
box. The redirection box decides which requests should be redirected to which peer (or
to the super file server) acting actually as smart proxies employing routing optimization
techniques; thus, the entire framework proposed in this work can be considered as a
non-transparent caching system, since the peers have to send their requests to the local
redirection box, pre-configured at the P2P client application.
A system with similar components as the Tod-Cache framework but with more
advanced functionality is presented in [HC+09]. There, the authors present a caching
solution called “B-Proxy”. The two major components of the system are the BitTorrent
Analyzer (BA) and BitTorrent Super Peer (BSP). The BA receives the mirrored network
traffic returned by the domain’s edge router and determines which torrents should be
localized. Upon selecting the target torrents, the BA transmits related information
derived from mirrored traffic including the tracker list and the internal (local) peer list
to the BSP for traffic localization. The BA sorts the active swarms based on the
remaining data volume to be downloaded, considering also the number of local peers,
and sends to the BSP the top swarms along with the accompanying information. The
BSP connects with all local peers and a few remote ones, by means of the standard P2P
protocol. The “B-Proxy” solution is similar to a transparent cache since, the normal
peers are not aware of the BA, which receives the mirrored P2P traffic (probably with
the help of a DPI device), and consider the BSP as a normal peer.
Major differences of the above mentioned caching approaches to our IoP insertion
include the fact that these solutions make extensive use of interception of messages sent
by the overlay nodes, as well as DPI techniques. Moreover, the use of these approaches
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is enforced for all peers regardless of their impact on peers' performance; thus, they do
not examine incentive compatibility.

2.4

Commercial Solutions employing Caching for Improvement of
Peer-assisted Content Distribution

There also exist some commercial products that apply caching for P2P traffic
localization, however there is limited disclosed information about these products. One
such example of a transparent cache is PeerApp5. PeerApp, founded in 2004, is the first
company to hold a patent on caching for P2P traffic. The PeerApp system is deployed in
conjunction with a Redirector (router, switch or DPI device). The cache intercepts
internal requests (through the Redirector) to establish the caching potential, before
forwarding them to remote peers. Data replies are intercepted (again through the
Redirector) and if the content is already cached, then the data transport is stopped, but
without terminating the remote connection to maintain transparency. The cache then
serves the content to the local peer, masquerading as a remote peer.
On the other hand, OverCache from Oversi6 is a case of a commercial non-transparent
cache which existed in 2009. OverCache is installed centrally in an ISP and integrates
with overlays as a normal peer. The system monitors P2P traffic, optionally with
assistance from DPI devices, and determines which content to cache, based on
popularity. The cache fetches content from remote peers using normal request and
transport methods of the overlay. On request from local peers, the cache serves content
as any other peer, but waives reciprocity to relieve access uplinks.
Another example of a commercial non-transparent cache was PeerCache from Joltid
(founded in 2001)7. PeerCache extended the concept of web proxying to P2P. An ISP
would deploy the cache centrally and advertise it with a different, but typical, host
name for each overlay system, e.g., btcache.p2p.ISP.net for BitTorrent. Local peers,
configured with that host name, would always contact the cache and delegate all

http://www.peerapp.com
http://www.oversi.com (This link was recorded in 2009 but it is not valid anymore.)
7 http://www.joltid.com
5
6
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overlay operations. The cache would handle all communication with remote peers,
while storing content to serve local requests. In fact, PeerCache acted as a proxy, in the
same sense that proxies are used for the web traffic nowadays. After some
deployments, PeerCache was eventually abandoned.
All of these commercially offered caching solutions perform extensive use of DPI to
achieve improvement of the P2P overlay performance, while they do not deal with
unnecessary P2P traffic on ISPs' inter-AS links.

2.5

Theoretical Models for P2P Evaluation

There is an extensive literature on theoretical models for peer-to-peer performance
evaluation. In this section, we overview selected articles that include models for the
performance evaluation of peer-to-peer file-sharing with emphasis on BitTorrent.
In [KR06], Kumar and Ross analyze the minimum distribution time for a file in a system
with seeds and leechers. In particular, by employing a deterministic fluid-flow model,
they provide a lower bound that involves the download and upload rates of the various
peers and then show that this bound can indeed be achieved by scheduling the various
transfers of the file appropriately.
In [YV06], Yang and de Veciana initially deal with the capacity attained in peer-to-peer
systems due to their fundamental feature that each peer can serve other peers while still
downloading the missing content. The authors thus develop a simple deterministic
model that shows the effect of this feature in the transient case similar to that of our
model, with only one of the peers storing initially the content file. In particular, it
follows that the average delay per peer is logarithmic in the number N of peers.
Moreover, if the file is partitioned into m chunks, then due to pipelining, the average
delay is reduced by a factor of m. The authors of [YV06] also develop a two-dimensional
Markov model for the steady state analysis of the system.
The problem of calculating the completion time is also studied by Mundiger et al. in
[MWW04], under more general assumptions. These authors derive the optimal
centralized upload schedules both for the case of a central server and for the case of a
decentralized system with all peers having equal capacities. They then develop another
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model for the transient evolution of a peer-to-peer system, whereby the number N(t) of
peers that have already downloaded the file by time t is modeled as an age-dependent
branching process with a family size of 2 in each generation. Therefore, the expected
value E[N(t)] grows exponentially with time t, provided that there is sufficient demand
in the system.
In [LH+07], Leibnitz et al. present a fluid flow model for evaluating the transient
performance, in particular reliability and efficiency, of content distribution services that
can be realized by traditional client/server (C/S) architectures or peer-to-peer networks
involving malicious peers.
Besides [MWW04], several articles deal with the steady-state performance analysis of
BitTorrent with dynamically varying population. Next, we briefly overview selected
such articles. In [GF+03], Ge et al. present a steady-state queueing model that comprises
all the main ingredients of a peer-to-peer file sharing system, while applies to a variety
of such systems. This model is then solved analytically by means of an approximation
based on bottleneck analysis, and it is validated by means of simulations.
The work of Fan et al. in [FCL06] deals with an important tradeoff arising in BitTorrent,
namely: achieving fast downloads vs. keeping “fat” (i.e. resourceful) peers in the system
as much as possible in order to help other peers attain a fast download. The latter
objective appears to be unfair for the fat peers, thus giving rise to a tradeoff between
performance and fairness (i.e. better service for peers contributing more to the system),
which is investigated in the paper by means of steady-state analysis.
In [QS04], Qiu and Srikant initially present a deterministic fluid model for the
performance of BitTorrent. The model of [QS04] is motivated by the Markov model of
[MWW04] and comprises the same parameters. The authors present (among others) a
probabilistic model for the evaluation of the parameter  that expressed the
effectiveness of BitTorrent in the sense of the degree of the contribution of each
downloader to the other ones. In particular, this model quantifies the probability  that
a particular downloader has a chunk that is among the ones needed by another one. It
k
turns out that   1  log N N  , where k is the total number of chunks of the file. This
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implies that for a large file (i.e. for a large value of k),   1 ; that is, a downloader
contributes to the others almost as much as a seed.
Moreover, the theoretical model, proposed in [LD+10], extends the fluid model of
[QS04] for BitTorrent performance evaluation to include also caches, inserting a new
parameter  which represents the capacity of the cache. Additionally, the fluid model
is combined with a simple model for inter-domain traffic. The model of [LD+10] could
be used to evaluate swarm selection policies as those proposed later in our work (see
Section 3.2.1), but only for disjoint swarms (i.e., non-overlapping ones). Additionally,
the model of [LD+10] could be used to perform dimensioning of a caching mechanism
such as the proposed one, i.e., IoP, however, this model was published later in literature
and thus, we developed our own model to dimension the IoP.
All of the theoretical models described in this section can serve as evaluation tools of
overlay characteristics, however the impact of cache insertion in the overlay and the
dimensioning of the cache can only be addressed by the latter, i.e., proposed in [LD+10],
which though is subsequent to our proposed Markov model (see Section 5.3).

2.6

Game-Theoretic Models for Investigation of Players' Dynamics
in a P2P context

Over the last years, investigation of the interactions among players performing overlay
traffic management is carried out by means of Game Theory in several works. The work
of [LZ+05] addresses the interaction between the underlay physical network, e.g. ISPs,
and the overlay, e.g. P2P networks. The game between these two players is formulated
as a game that converges to an inefficient Nash Equilibrium Point (NEP) for both
underlay and overlay due to the Incomplete Information between them. This work
advocates for the necessity of cross-layer optimization. Furthermore, [JZ+09] classifies
possible cooperation schemes between ISPs employing Traffic Engineering (TE) and
Content Providers (CPs) constituting content distribution networks based on the
information that needs to be shared among the players.
In [WCL08], a two-stage multi-leader-follower game is formulated where ISPs (leaders)
set the prices for access provisioning and self-interested users (followers) respond to the
prices by selecting ISP. In [Dan09], two game-theoretic models for ISPs, one considering
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ISPs as self-interested and the other as altruists, aiming at reducing their bandwidth
costs deploying cooperating caches are formulated. In [IK08], altruistic resource sharing
is seeked in order to avoid free-riding by a reputation-based mechanism for providing
incentives to peer for resource provisioning, besides resource consuming. Players, i.e.,
peers, are considered to not knowing other peers’ strategies and their intentions to
share their resources. Then, in [KTG09], best response dynamics between peers are
considered w.r.t. to two extreme load splitting policies, an egoistic and an altruistic one.
Including also scheduling in peer strategies, two-stage game models are devised where
at a first stage, a peer selects a scheduling rule in terms of a convex combination of
absolute priorities, and subsequently peers play the load splitting game.
In [Smo11a], ISPs’ dynamics in locality adoption are investigated by means of
simulations. A major conclusion drawn in this study is that initially the largest AS starts
to promote locality, and then the other ones are one-by-one forced to follow this
strategy too. Moreover, in [BG+11], a game-theoretic framework is proposed for the
development of techniques to promote cooperation (in the form of mutually beneficial
resource sharing) among ISPs in P2P streaming platforms. The derived strategies aim at
minimizing the inter-ISP traffic, though the implication of ISPs’ actions on users’
performance is not considered.
In [DJ09], a game between ISPs and Content Distribution Systems is formulated and the
existence of equilibria is proven; note that in [DJ09], a combined metric is employed,
instead of a single metric, as used in each of the previous approaches. However, as also
explained in [DJ09], even such a metric may not be able to capture the efficiency losses
in all cases. In our proposed framework (see Section 7.2), we argue also about the
potential inefficiency from the use of a single combined metric, and thus we propose in
contrast to all presented models, the use of two metrics, users performance and ISPs'
cost, to perform decision-making.
Furthermore, our proposed framework makes use of memory of the payoffs of previous
states. The use of memory of the payoffs of previous states in the selection of the current
strategy has been addressed in the literature before, yet in different formulations and
contexts than ours. For example, in [Axe87], when the strategies for playing the iterated
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Prisoner's Dilemma are considered, the outcomes of the three previous moves are used
to make a choice in the current move. The strategy selection for the noisy iterated
Prisoner's Dilemma is studied in [Lin91], where it is shown that the minimum memory
required to find good strategies is 4, i.e., the strategy should take into account the action
of both players in the previous two time steps. Moreover, in [Cro96], memory-based
strategies are evolved for the generalized Hawk-Dove game, and are proven to be
essential for social stability.
Last, in [Kit93], a two player game with two choices A and B is formulated. In this
framework, each agent (player) k is considered to select his strategy based on events
kept in his memory Mk, where each event m is memorized as a tuple including the time
of the event, the strategy of the player at that time and the reward received (payoff). In
a different setup, in [IYK04], the authors consider the minority game, which is a
repeated game with odd number of players that much choose between two alternatives
at each step. The action of each player is also here determined based on information,
called memory, on which action provided higher payoff at the last m time steps.
Compared to these approaches, in our framework, memory of the payoffs attained in
the exact two previous states is required to ensure that a player's payoff will not be
subsequently worse; we justify our choice and we provide more details on the decisionmaking process in Section 7.2).
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3 Insertion of ISP-owned Peers
In this chapter, we introduce a simple, yet innovative incentive-based caching
mechanism for efficient overlay traffic management published in [PSS09]. A
preliminary description of this approach was provided in Master's Thesis [Pap08], while
in this thesis we completely specify the proposed mechanism, its variations (e.g.,
transparent, promoted, etc.) and policies (i.e., unchoking policy, swarm selection).
Although caching has been proposed again in literature (see Section 2.3), the proposed
mechanism is innovative in the sense that it addresses the incentives of both the overlay
and the underlay, its application is not mandatory, while it does not require the
implementation of any new communication protocol or modification of the peer's client.
Additionally, it exploits the "good" inherent self-organization capabilities of the overlay
network, e.g., T4T, and moreover, it employs intelligent policies to apply admission of
users to the capacity of the cache, i.e., which users will be served by it.
It should be also noted that this simple and low-overhead mechanism was implemented
and evaluated in the network of PrimeTel8 in the context of FP7 project SmoothIT.

3.1

Description

The ISP-owned Peer (IoP) insertion [PSS09] aims to increase the level of traffic
localization within an ISP and to improve the performance enjoyed by the users of the
overlay application. The IoP is a resourceful entity in terms of access bandwidth
(mainly in the uplink) and storage capacity. It acts as a regular peer, running the
overlay protocol, e.g. BitTorrent, initially as a leecher, and subsequently as a seeder,
after he has acquired gradually the entire content file. Simultaneously the IoP serves as
a cache9 server storing selected, e.g., popular, content files in order to be able to serve
them to candidate future leechers, i.e., regular peers.

8
9

http://www.primetel.com.cy/en
In the rest of this dissertation, the terms "IoP" and "cache" are used interchangeably.
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Additionally, the IoP belongs to an ISP’s infrastructure and is fully controlled by the ISP
itself. It is neither an interceptive cache (e.g., PeerApp, OverCache described in Section
2.4), nor a super peer (e.g., KaZaA10, Skype11), nor a gateway node (e.g., Akamai12), nor a
gateway peer (e.g., see Section 2.3). The IoP can be totally transparent to the regular
peers, or advertised by the ISP itself or the overlay provider, i.e., the tracker, if a
suitable agreement is established between the latter and the ISP (see Section 3.1.2).

Figure 3-1: Insertion of an ISP-owned Peer (IoP) (the large pear in red colour) by 3B in swarm X.

In any case, the most important issue and what differentiates IoP from other related
approaches, is that IoP runs the standard overlay protocol, like every other peer in the
swarm; yet, there are introduced certain modifications in some parameters of the
protocol that serve IoP’s purposes and that are beneficial for other peers as well. In
particular, the IoP is capable of unchoking more peers than the regular peers can, in
order to exploit his abundant uplink capacity.
An IoP prototype has been implemented by a telecommunications vendor, i.e., Intracom
Telecom13 in Greece, installed and evaluated in the actual network of an operator, i.e.,
PrimeTel14 in Cyprus, in the context of FP7 project SmoothIT. Taking into account the
outcome of the trial of the IoP, which is reported in [Smo11b], and the feedback
received by the operator and the vendor, the IoP solution has been considered

http://www.kazaa.com
http://www.skype.com
12 http://www.akamai.com
13 http://www.intracom-telecom.com/
14 http://www.primetel.com.cy/en/about
10
11
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interesting and promising by them, due to its easiness in deployment and significant
impact.

3.1.1

Number of unchokes

According to the BitTorrent protocol, each peer is capable of uploading up to a specific
number of his neighbours. In the original version of BitTorrent [Coh03], as described in
Section 2.1, each peer can unchoke up to w = 4 peers, i.e., 3 peers based on the highest
upload bandwidth criterion every 10 seconds, and 1 peer based on the optimistic
unchoking concept every 30 seconds. Additionally, after a peer turns into a seed, it
unchokes w = 4 peers based on the highest upload bandwidth criterion; note that the
upload bandwidth of any given peer to the peer that performs the selection is
considered.
In order to exploit his abundant bandwidth, IoP can open and hold a higher number of
connections

w'

to his neighbours than the typical value of w. An upper bound value for

this parameter w' is in the homogeneous15 and heterogeneous cases, respectively, is:
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u D is the upload bandwidth of a regular peer D in swarm S , and U that of the

IoP. These upper bounds are loose and, as it is shown in Section 4.2.4.2, a much lower
number of unchokes is needed to be provide to the IoP to achieve similar impact due to
a saturation effect. Moreover, we have introduced in [PS10], a Markov model which can
better serve as a dimensioning tool for the IoP (see Section 5.5).
This way, we assure that the IoP opens as many connections it can without violating the
minimum bandwidth allocation rule (see Section 3.2.1). Of course, the IoP can
eventually open less connections than w', depending on the connection speeds achieved

15

All peers in the swarm have the same upload bandwidth.
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during the data exchange. Thus, w' denotes the upper limit of active connections per
swarm.

3.1.2

IoP Insertion and its Variations

The simple insertion of IoP in the overlay includes the installation of a cache running a
regular BitTorrent client, e.g., uTorrent16, equipped with storage space and high-speed
Internet connectivity. No other mechanism such as locality promotion is employed by
the ISP, and no agreement with the overlay provider is considered to have been
established. Thus, neither the overlay, e.g. the tracker, nor the overlay peers are aware
of the IoP’s existence as a special entity but they treat it as a regular peer. In this case,
the IoP is expected to be preferred by regular peers exclusively due to the choking
algorithm [Coh03] and because of its abundant resources, i.e., its high uplink capacity.
Based on the level of information exposure from the ISP to the overlay provider, the
simple insertion of the IoP can be distinguished to three modes:
i.

Transparent: Neither the overlay, nor the users are aware of the IoP’s
existence. The tracker treats it as a regular peer, and his neighbours may
unchoke him with higher probability than others, due to their high
download rate from him.

ii.

Promoted: The overlay tracker is aware of the IoP, but the users are not
explicitly notified. In order to boost overlay users’ performance, the tracker
injects the IoP in the list of neighbours returned to a peer after a related
request based on some criterion. For instance, the tracker may always inject
IoP's IP address in the reply list (given that the IoP participates in a common
swarm), or may inject the IoP only in replies towards peers located in the
same AS with the IoP. Later in our investigation, we take the latter
assumption. In the promoted case, an agreement needs to be established
between the ISP deploying the IoP and the overlay tracker.

iii.

Advertised: The users of an ISP are aware of that ISP's IoP and of the fact that
it offers resources, since the latter is advertised by either the ISP himself, or
in collaboration with the overlay tracker (promoted case). In the advertised

16

http://www.utorrent.com
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mode, the users can always select whether to connect to the IoP; then, the IoP
again decides whom of them to serve. In the advertised case, an agreement is
not necessary to be established between the ISP deploying the IoP and the
overlay tracker.
In Table 3-1, the relation of the function mode of the IoP vs. the information revelation
towards other stakeholders, the expected outcome on users’ performance is depicted,
and finally the need for collaboration with the overlay. Regarding performance
improvement, we qualitatively expect that the transparent mode will lead to some
improvement of the peers' performance which will be lower compared to the other two
cases. This is due to the fact that we expect that the IoP's effect will be limited as less
peers 'know' it.
Table 3-1: Function modes of the IoP insertion.

Overlay’s IoP
awareness

Users’ IoP
awareness

ISP
collaboration
with the
overlay

Performance
improvement

Transparent

No

No

No

Low/Average

Promoted

Yes

No

Yes

High

Advertised

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

High

Mode

In our evaluations, we investigated extensively in multiple scenarios and topologies the
effects of the two modes, i.e., transparent and promoted. In the transparent mode, we
assume that both the tracker is unaware of the IoP, namely cache-unaware, while in the
promoted/advertised mode, the tracker is cache-aware and as a part of their agreement,
injects the IoP in the neighbours list to be returned to a peer, if the latter is located in the
same AS with the IoP. In Table 3-2, the algorithm for replying to a peer’s request for
neighbours running at the cache-aware tracker is described in pseudo-code.
The advertised mode is not explicitly considered in our evaluations, because it is
expected to have same effect as the promoted one. This approach would differ from the
promoted one only in the deployment phase, as no agreement would be required to be
established with the overlay tracker and thus no extra cost would be inferred. Still, no
need for modification of the overlay client would be, as users' would be notified on the
insertion of the IoP by their home ISP and would add it by themselves in their
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neighbours list within their client (similar to setting a preferred DNS server in one's
network interface).
Table 3-2: The Cache-aware Tracker algorithm.
Cache-aware tracker (Address destination, int numWant)
1. destAS = destination.getAS();
2. for (Cache c: allCaches)
3.
if (c.getAS() == destAS)
4.
neighbours.add(c);
5.
numWant--;
5.
end
6. end
7. neighbours.add(allPeers.randomDraw(numWant);
8. return(neighbours);

3.1.3

Highly Active Peer: an alternative ISP-driven approach

An alternative approach to the insertion of the IoP, which is again ISP-driven yet not
fully ISP-controlled, is the Highly Active Peer (HAP) initially proposed in [Smo11a].
The HAP traffic mechanism aims at promoting a ‘good’, namely ISP-friendly, behavior
among overlay peers. If a peer is seeding for large time intervals (altruistic peer), as well
as it cooperates with the operator in the sense that prefers local peers to upload to, then
the ISP may increase the upload and download bandwidth of this peer, i.e., provide
extra bandwidth capacity to the overlay as in the IoP case, but through a more
distributed, and not fully ISP-controlled solution.

The purpose of this action is two-fold: firstly, the ISP chooses those peers who
upload mostly to local peers, therefore, increasing the amount of bandwidth
available to local peers. By doing so, less data is to be downloaded from distant
domains. Secondly, the HAP constitutes a strong incentive scheme for the peers
to behave socially and locality-aware. The complete specification of this
mechanism as well as its evaluation has been published in [PK+10]. In the
remainder of this thesis, we will focus on the fully ISP-controlled insertion of
bandwidth capacity in the overlay, namely the insertion of the IoP approach.

3.1.4

Combination with Locality Promotion

Besides the transparent operation, the IoP mechanism can be deployed in combination
with other traffic management mechanisms, e.g., mechanisms promoting locality that
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intervene in the overlay network formation and structure. Such mechanisms include
Biased Neighbour Selection [BC+06], P4P [XY+08], Oracle [AFS07], ONO [CB08], and
BGP-Loc [ROF10] (see Section 2.2).
Depending on their implementation, these mechanisms could be either: a) transparent
to the peers, i.e., they run along with the original protocol, or b) non-transparent i.e.,
they are introduced along with a modified version of the protocol, e.g. a modified P2P
client or tracker. Metrics that can be used as proximity criteria are: the Round Trip Time
(RTT) and the number of hops associated with remote peers, peers’ AS id, or BGP
information, etc. Due to these locality mechanisms, the IoP would be mostly preferred
by peers that are ‘closer’ to it according to one or more of the proximity criteria.
In this PhD research, we have evaluated the insertion of IoP when combined with
Biased Neighbour Selection (BNS) proposed by Bindal et al. in [BC+06]. In BitTorrent,
neighbour selection is performed by the tracker, who randomly selects 35 peers in a
torrent's swarm and returns a list containing them to a requesting peer; the latter then
opens connections to these peers forming this way an overlay network.
When BNS is employed, only k peers are selected from outside the AS that the
requesting peer is located, while the remaining 35-k peers are chosen from the same AS,
i.e., local ones. If less than 35-k peers exist internally in the same domain, then all of
them are selected, and more than k are chosen from outside. The more neighbours are
selected from external domains, the lower the probability for a peer to 'starve', i.e., not
to find missing content blocks, but the higher the traffic on the inter-domain link.

Figure 3-2: Uniform random selection versus Biased Neighbour Selection [BC+06].

The challenge in this approach lies in informing the tracker of the ISP locality.
Alternative options as reported in [BC+06] include: i) tracker's modification to either use
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Internet topology maps or IP to Autonomous System (AS) mappings to identify ISP
boundaries, or to receiver IP addressed ranges directly from ISPs wishing to preserve
traffic locality; ii) ISP's proxy to append a new header “X-Topology-Locality” that
contains a locality tag to packets originating from a specific client within ISP's premises
and destined to the tracker, then, all peers with the same locality tag can be assumed to
be from the same ISP; the latter would require a modification of the client as well.
Moreover, evaluation results presented in [BC+06] reveal that although BNS achieves
significant inter-domain traffic reduction, both in the outbound and the inbound links,
it simultaneously brings no improvement or even results in slight deterioration on
peers' download times due to the fact that no extra capacity is offered to the swarm,
while extra constraints are set; thus it is highly interesting to investigate how the
combination of the two mechanisms will affect the two metrics, i.e., inter-domain traffic
and therefore cost, and peers' performance. Finally, evaluation results discussed in
Section 4.4 reveal that the combination of BNS with IoP results in optimal performace,
as IoP eliminates any performance deterioration caused by BNS due to the extra
resources provided to the swarm, and BNS eliminates any potential inefficiency due to
outgoing traffic increase by the IoP.

3.2

Policies for Enhancing IoP's Effect

The IoP is described in Section 3.1 as a P2P cache equipped with abundant resources in
terms of storage space and access bandwidth. On one hand storage is considered in our
studies to be a relaxed constraint, namely we assume that IoP's storage capacity is
adequate to cache an unlimited number of content items to be disseminated.
On the other hand, the access bandwidth is abundant, though not unlimited. Access
bandwidth is considered to be a constraint in our investigations, since the lower the
available bandwidth, the smaller the effect of the IoP on the swarms it participates in.
Since the number of swarms where users within an ISP may participate in is quite high
according to recent studies [HL+11], and thus there are many candidate swarms for the
IoP to join, in order to achieve the optimal allocation of its bandwidth and thus the
highest possible positive impact on the swarms it joins, the IoP needs to employ certain
admission policies.
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Taking into account the bandwidth constraints, the main phases of the IoP's function
can be distinguished as follows:
1. swarm selection: the IoP selects which swarms to participate in,
2. bandwidth allocation: the IoP decides how much bandwidth is allocated to
each selected swarm, and
3. neighbour selection: the IoP selects which peers to upload content blocks to.
Below, we address the swarm selection, bandwidth allocation and neighbour selection
by specifying admission policies that take into account certain overlay parameters or
underlay metrics as criteria to make decisions. Evaluations of the proposed policies for
the swarm and neighbour selection are presented in Chapter 4, while further
investigation and evaluation of bandwidth allocation policies are reported in [PS+11a].

3.2.1

Swarm Selection

The IoP participates in the P2P network pro-actively by running the standard P2P
protocol, joining swarms and exchanging content with other peers. In order to decide
which swarms are beneficial for the ISP to join, the IoP needs to detect the swarms that
are active and then to estimate the impact of caching the exchanged content to ISP's
costs and users' performance.
Swarm detection can be performed by establishing agreements with popular overlay
trackers that will provide swarms' information to the IoP. However, this would require
the development of a new protocol for the communication of the IoP and the overlay
tracker, as well as the implementation of specific interfaces. As a general principle, we
try to avoid such requirements in our approach as much as possible.
Alternatively, the IoP could perform swarm detection by employing BitTorrent crawlers,
such as those described in [KC+11], which do not provide only swarm ids, but also
other overlay characteristics such as the size of the content file to be disseminated, the
number of seeders, and the number of leechers.
Then, swarm selection among detected swarms can be performed by the IoP based on
overlay criteria as those already mentioned. In particular, the selection of swarms to join
can be performed in three ways:
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a. Trial-and-error: The IoP can join randomly selected swarms in popular trackers,
monitor whether his intervention has the desired impact for the ISP and local
peers, and decide whether to maintain his position, and/or when to leave a
swarm.
b. Based on Content-file-size: The IoP joins those swarms disseminating the
content file with the largest size, since these swarms are expected to incur higher
traffic volumes on the ISP's network, and because the higher the download time
for the peers, the higher the possibility for improvements.
c. Based on Swarm-size: The IoP joins those swarms with the largest number of
leechers and/or smallest number of seeders, namely the swarms with the highest
upload capacity and content availability needs.
The trial-and-error approach may need longer time to discover swarms whose
operation has significant impact on ISP's traffic and costs, due to the fact that the
number of candidate swarms for the IoP to join is high, as previously discussed.
Furthermore, the approaches based on the content-file-size and the swarm-size are
performing an optimized selection of swarms w.r.t. some overlay criterion, and thus
they are expected to perform better than the trail-and-error one. Alternatively, the
swarm selection criteria can incorporate also underlay information, e.g., the number of
local seeders, the number of local leechers, which may have significant impact on interdomain cost for the ISP deploying the IoP. For instance, it is expected that an IoP may
have higher impact in terms of inter-AS traffic on a swarm where more local peers
participate, than a swarm with higher overall population but only few local peers
participating. Evaluation of swarm selection based on the content-file-size-based and
the swarm-size-based approaches is presented in Section 4.5.
Nevertheless, in order to estimate how many swarms the IoP should join, a lower
bound of the capacity allocated by the IoP to each swarm needs to be calculated, in the
sense that an even lower such value would not have any notable impact. To this end,
we denote the total upload and download bandwidth of the IoP as U and D ,
respectively. Practically, these parameters are tuned by the ISP and are related to the
physical link that provides Internet connectivity to the IoP. The upload and download
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bandwidth allocated by the IoP to a swarm i are denoted as u i and d i , respectively,
while T is the set of the swarms joined by the IoP at a given time; thus, it holds:

 ui  U , and  di  D .
iT

iT

Since the leeching phase of the IoP is shorter (i.e., time to complete its own download)
than the seeding phase (i.e., the IoP can serve as seeder for a large time), the uplink of
the IoP which is related to his seeding function is of higher importance to our
investigation. Thus, for simplicity, we henceforth focus on the implication of the the
uplink bandwidth.
The minimum amount of upload bandwidth to allocate to a swarm to achieve some
impact, ui ,min , is different per swarm and depends on the size of content file, the
upload capacity of the peers in the swarm, and the swarm size, namely the peer
population. An estimation of ui ,min can be derived by means of the theoretical model
we develop in Chapter 5. The swarm selection algorithm incorporating the content-filesize-based or the swarm-size-based approach is presented in Table 3-3 in pseudo-code.
Periodically, the swarm selection algorithm needs to re-run, and ui ,min needs to be recalculated for each swarm i , due to the fact that the popularity of the content file and
hence the peer population for the respective swarm may have significantly changed.
Table 3-3: The Swarm Selection algorithm.
Swarm Selection (Swarm[] allDetectedSwarms)
1. sortedSwarms = sort(allDetectedswarms, swarmAttrb);
2. i = 1;
3. Uleft = U;
4. for (Swarm s: sortedSwarms)
5. if (Uleft >= s.umin)
6.
join(s, umin);
7.
Uleft = Uleft - u;
8. end
9. end

Certainly the number of swarm the IoP joins should be not too small, since the IoP
would have impact to only few swarms, and not too large since then the impact of the
IoP insertion to each swarm would be minimal. By assumption, the number of swarms
that the IoP joins is also not too large, thus not introducing significant management
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overhead. Finally, the IoP leaves a specific swarm i , when that swarm i is ranked
according to the swarm selection criterion in a lower impact position and swarm which
are higher in ranking consume all IoP's upload bandwidth.

3.2.2

Bandwidth Allocation

Following the swarm selection process, the IoP needs to estimate the amount of upload
bandwidth to be allocated to each swarm. Initially, the IoP allocates ui ,min to each
swarm i . As the selected swarms evolve, new peers may join the swarm, or some old
ones may abandon it. Due to this dynamic peer participation, ui ,min needs to be recalculated. The re-calculation of

ui ,min can be performed either statically, or

dynamically.
In the static case, re-calculation of ui,min takes place in a long timescale, every time the
swarm selection algorithm runs (see Section 3.2.1); we adopt this approach in our
evaluations. In the dynamic case, bandwidth allocation policies as the ones proposed
and evaluated in [PS+11a] can be used in a short timescale. Although the static policy
may be less efficient than more dynamic policies, however it is easy to implement and
convenient for the ISPs, since it generates very low management overhead.

3.2.3

Neighbour selection

Similarly with regular peers, IoP's function in a BitTorrent swarm is divided in two
phases: the leeching one, and the seeding one. So far, we have implied that in both
phases the IoP did not discriminate among peers; instead it serves any incoming
connection according only to the inherent choking algorithm of BitTorrent.
Practically, this implies that also peers located in ASes external to the ISP deploying the
IoP (i.e., remote peers) would benefit by the IoP insertion, without their ISP sharing the
cost of IoP's deployment, i.e., they would perform free-riding). Additionally, remote
peers consume resources, i.e., upload bandwidth, that could be used by local peers, i.e.,
peers located in the same AS as the IoP. Moreover, as expected, preliminary evaluation
results presented in [Pap08], [PSS09], of the IoP have revealed an increase of the
outgoing traffic on the inter-domain, due to serving also peers in other ASes.
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In order to boost the performance of some specific group of peers, e.g., it local ones, and
to reduce the outgoing traffic on the inter-domain link, the IoP may employ a restrictive
policy, the so-called Unchoking Policy (UP). The unchoking policy dictates that i) in the
leeching phase of the IoP, i.e., when it gathers missing chunks of the content file, all
connections are treated based on BitTorrent's choking algorithm, ii) in the seeding
phase, i.e., when it has acquired the complete content file, connections initiated from
remote peers are choked by default, while the remaining ones originating from local
peers are examined based on the native choking algorithm.
While a leecher, the IoP should be able to connect to any peer (either local or remote)
and exchange data blocks with him so as to avoid starvation and decrease his overall
completion time (i.e., to download the content file faster). After having acquired the
entire content, it is beneficial for the ISP that the IoP serves only his local peers. This
unchoking policy is presented in Table 3-4 in pseudo-code.
In particular, in Chapter 4, we present extensive evaluation results by means of
simulations on the effectiveness of the unchoking policy on both ISP's inter-domain
traffic, and on peers' download times. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of the
unchoking policy on ISP's inter-connection charges taking it into account in scenarios
with transit, or peering agreements (i.e., paid peering), and different charging schemes.
Table 3-4: The Unchoking Policy algorithm.
Unchoking Policy ()
1. interestedPeers = getInterestedPeers();
2. for (Peer p: interestedPeers)
3.
if (p.getAS() != myAS)
4.
interestedPeers.remove(p);
5.
end
6. end
7. // run native BitTorrent's choking alg.
8. go to 1

3.3

Further Issues

In this section, we address important issues regarding the implementation and
parameterization of the IoP such as number and location of IoPs, storage management,
and legal issues are addressed.
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3.3.1

Number and location of IoPs

An ISP can deploy multiple IoP instances in its domain. Assuming a certain budget
invested by the ISP for installing IoPs, there is a trade-off between the number of IoPs
and the performance benefit attained by each of them. Increasing the population of IoPs
up to a certain number implies improvement of performance but also increases the
CAPEX of the ISP. Additionally, the more IoPs exist in an ISP’s network, the more intradomain traffic is generated. After this traffic exceeds a threshold, more congestion on
intra-domain links may result, thus leading to deteriorated performance for overlay and
its users and increase of OPEX for the ISPs. Thus, the number of IoPs should be
carefully selected.
Regarding the location of IoP(s), there exist three alternatives: i) centralized: one 'large'
IoP (in terms of resources allocated) is deployed in the IP backbone of the ISP in order
to assure lower delays and higher throughput, introducing however more traffic to the
backbone links, ii) de-centralized: several 'smaller' IoPs are deployed at some
aggregation points, e.g. at the DSLAMs, so as to reduce the hop distance of regular
peers to the IoP, as well as to maintain less congestion in the backbone links and iii)
combination where the IoPs are deployed both in the backbone and the access links, so
that the advantages of both approaches are enjoyed.
Before the selection of such an approach many other issues should be addressed such as
content availability, content duplication, etc. The location of the IoPs is related but not
identical to problems on cache dimensioning and placement. Related techniques from
that field could be employed.
Generally, both the number and the location of the IoPs within an ISP have to be jointly
decided by the ISP itself taking under consideration traffic measurements on inter- and
intra-domain links, as well as the impact of the traffic on the interconnection costs.
Throughout this dissertation and in order to keep the analysis simple, we consider only
one IoP per domain, which is assumed to be placed in the backbone of the ISP’s
network.
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3.3.2

Storage management

In general, the storage space assigned to the IoP is also determined by the ISP that
deploys it. As discussed in Section 3.2, the storage capacity of the IoP, although not
limitless, is not considered as a constraint compared to the upload bandwidth of the
IoP. Specifically, due to the low price of storage, e.g., currently €150,00 for 3 TBs of
HDD, we expect that the IoP can be equipped with high amounts of storage capacity
setting it capable of storing not only the content files of the swarms served, but also
files, which it has previously served and whom it may possibly serve in the near future,
e.g., in case local leechers in a swarm of a popular file are currently reduced, but may
increase again in the near future.
Since storage space is not limitless, standard or more sophisticated cache replacement
techniques need to be adopted in order to always have updated and popular content
stored in the IoPs cache. A variety of such policies has been proposed in the literature;
the most popular of which are Least Recently Used (LRU) and Least Frequently Used
(LFU). LRU discards the least recently used items first, whereas LFU discards the least
frequently used first. The first policy requires the system to know when each item was
last used, while the second one how often it is used. Cache replacement techniques will
not be further analyzed here, since they fall out the scope of our research.

3.3.3

Legal issues

P2P networks have been associated widely with the illegal sharing of non-copyrighted
content, e.g., the PirateBay BitTorrent tracker was charged for promoting copyright
infringement17. In the EU, there is a series of copyright-related legislation in place. The
main EU legislation on copyright in the information society is found in Directive
2001/29/EC [GWR07]. The directive differentiates three types of rights in relation to
copyrighted material: reproduction right, right of communication to the public, and the
distribution right. In general, these rights are attributed exclusively to the copyright
owner, normally the author of a work.
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The IoP insertion mechanism is making use of caching and being involved in the
support of content distribution may risk inflicting with the right to reproduction and
the right to distribution. Thus, the ISP deploying such a solution may see itself liable for
supporting copyright infringements. However, since content distribution has been
identified as a key revenue opportunity for ISPs, the latter establish agreements with
content providers, e.g., content distribution networks, software vendors, music
industry, movies distributors, TV channels, etc. and they should consequently establish
agreements with the content owners in order to download, store and serve licensed
content over the BitTorrent protocol in order to exploit good inherent capabilities of it,
such as robustness and increased availability.
Research has been done recently towards the development and deployment of
authentication and billing systems along with distributed peer-assisted content
distribution. Such a capability could allow ISPs to deal with the intellectual property
rights issue as well as gain a larger portion of the revenue paid for content. For instance,
in [FGM06], an architecture is proposed for helping ISPs and carriers exploit advantages
of P2P content distribution networks within a legal framework. Additionally, the use of
caches to assist the content distribution is also considered in this architecture.
To summarize, the aforementioned legal issues do not diminish the value of ETM
mechanisms and their benefits, because as previously explained peer-assisted
approaches are applied extensively for the distribution of legal content too, e.g., free
online documentaries in agreement with production companies or TV channels, free
software such as Linux releases, or User-Generated Content (UGC) such as home-made
videos.

17

http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/Pirate-Bay-Guilty-of-Copyright-Infringement-UK-High-Court629682/
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4 Evaluation of the IoP Insertion in Simple
Topologies
In this chapter, we present the simulation tool, and the scenarios, parameters, metrics
used in the evaluation of the IoP insertion mechanism in simple topologies, and the
evaluation results obtained thereoff. We have considered the IoP insertion in various
topologies and setups (i.e., inter-connection agreements), both as a stand-alone
mechanism and in combination with the BNS locality approach [BC+06]. Additionally,
we evaluate the insertion of IoP in transparent and promoted mode, as well as both
with and without unchoking policy.
Furthermore, we present and discuss evaluation results in the simple topologies, single
and two-swarm cases, and assess IoP's impact taking into account business agreements
established between the ISP deploying the IoP and his neighbouring ISPs. Finally, we
investigate the benefit of other ISPs due to IoP insertion in a domain external to them,
and consider the actual cost savings taking into account global traffic measurements
and the price for transit.

4.1

Simulation Tool: ProtoPeer and SmoothIT Simulator

In our evaluations, we have used the SmoothIT simulator18, which has been developed
by FP7 project SmoothIT19 on top of the ProtoPeer simulator20, which had been
developed by researchers in EPFL (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne). The
ProtoPeer simulator/emulator ([GA+09]) is a prototyping toolkit that allows for
switching between the event-driven simulation and live network deployment using the
same application code. ProtoPeer defines a set of APIs for message passing, message
queueing, timer operations, overlay routing and overlay neighbours selection and
management. Source code is in the Java21 programming language, while XML22 scripts
are used for the simulation setup. Developers can plug in their own custom

http://protopeer.epfl.ch/wiki/BitTorrent
http://www.smoothit.org/
20 http://protopeer.epfl.ch/index.html
21 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/
18
19
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implementations of most of the parts of ProtoPeer including custom network models for
simulation and custom message passing over different network stacks.
Additionally, it has a system-wide infrastructure for event injection, measurement
logging, measurement aggregation and managing evaluation scenarios. Finally,
ProtoPeer scales to tens of thousands of peer and give accurate predictions
approximating well the live network measurements. The architecture of ProtoPeer is
depicted in Figure 4-1,

Figure 4-1: The ProtoPeer architecture [GA+09].
The SmoothIT simulator was developed within the SmoothIT project and supports
simulation of both file-sharing and video-streaming BitTorrent-like applications. It is
built on top of ProtoPeer and it is highly modular too. Thus, the implementation of
alternative overlay functionalities is quite straightforward; such functionalities include:
chunk selection and peer selection, or alternative peer behaviours, the insertion of new
entities in the network (both overlay and underlay), e.g., a server offering advice
according to some underlay criterion or a P2P cache, or the development of new
measurement modules.

22

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
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The SmoothIT simulator is conceptually separated into 4 main blocks: First, the physical
network, which handles the simulation of message exchange and data transfer between
hosts in a network. The network model defines the topology under study. The basic unit
of the topology is the AS (Autonomous System). ASes are connected with each other
with transit links, unless stated differently. In the intra-domain peers or other entities
can be connected to different POPs (Points-of-Presence). Additionally, heterogeneous
access bandwidths and access types (wired, wireless, or shared) are supported.
Second, the overlay, which contains the peers and their functionality. The overlay
model defines the overlay nodes arrival/departure process, e.g., distribution of online
time, the swarm size and the share of peer in each AS. Additionally, Java classes
describing detailed peer selection and chunk selection can be provided.
Third, the data or files, which are exchanged between peers, and fourth, the simulation
itself, its instantiation from configuration files and measurement modules of statistical
data.
Finally, as stated earlier, the SmoothIT simulator allows for simulation of both filesharing and video-streaming applications. In particular, the BitTorrent version
described in [LUM06] was implemented for file-sharing, while the BitTorrent-like
version of Tribler23 (described in [PG+06]) for video-streaming.

4.2

Evaluation Setup

In this section, we provide details on the topologies, scenarios, parameters and metrics
considered throughout our evaluation studies by means of simulations of the IoP
insertion mechanism.

4.2.1

Simple topologies under study

Initially, in our evaluations of the IoP insertion mechanism, we considered the
"dumbbell" topology. The dumbbell topology is practically a topology that results from
the inter-connection of two simple star topologies (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2: The symmetric dumbbell topology.
Each star sub-topology represents an AS with multiple peers; the 2 ASes are interconnected with each other through a bidirectional peering link. We have considered
both symmetric ASes (i.e., of the same size) corresponding to two Tier-2 ISPs, e.g., 3A
and 3B (depicted in Figure 4-2), and asymmetric ASes (i.e., of different sizes)
corresponding to a Tier-2, e.g., 2A, and a Tier-3 ISP, e.g., 3A (depicted in Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3: The asymmetric dumbbell topology.

For each of these topologies, we consider that each end-user within an AS is considered
to be a regular BitTorrent peer and that he is connected to the router of its AS via a
duplex asymmetric intra-domain link (e.g., an ADSL link). Initially, each peer is a
leecher of the disseminated file, i.e., he holds no part of the total content file; after he

23

http://www.tribler.org/trac
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completes the download, he serves as a seeder in that file's swarm for specific time
before exiting the swarm. Additionally, we consider the insertion of a unique seeder
who is attached to AS 3A/2A (depending on the topology) and is equipped with 10
Mbps upload bandwidth. The unique seeder is the only source of the content file blocks
initially in the swarm; it starts at time 0.0 sec. and exits the swarm after 1000.0 sec.
In order to further investigate the implications of the IoP mechanism w.r.t. the interconnection agreements, we considered also a modification of the dumbbell topology.
The modified dumbbell topology includes also a third AS providing inter-connection
the other two ASes, e.g., an upper Tier ISP having transit agreements with 3A and 3B,
respectively. Again, we distinguish three cases: a) the upper tier ISP having no users
(Figure 4-4), thus only offering interconnection to the lower tier ISPs, b) the upper tier
having users (Figure 4-5) whose participation in the swarm (e.g., traffic destined
to/from them) affects the entire system, and c) the upper tier ISP having users and a
third inter-domain link is assumed to directly connect 3A to 3B (Figure 4-6), and thus, a
triangle topology is formed among the three ASes. The motivation for these three
similar topologies is to identify potential differences in IoP's impact when different
setups are in place, more external peers, or more external ASes. Especially, regarding
the triangular topology in Figure 4-6, we aim to observe potential traffic imbalance in
the peering link.

Figure 4-4: The modified dumbbell topology - the upper tier has no peers.
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Figure 4-5: The modified dumbbell topology - the upper tier has peers too.

Figure 4-6: The modified dumbbell topology - the upper tier has peers and a direct link interconnects 2A and 2B.

Figure 4-7: The modified dumbbell topology - the bottleneck is in the backbone network.
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In all the aforementioned topologies, the bottleneck is assumed to be the uplink
of the users, due to the asymmetric nature of the access network technology, i.e.,
ADSL. Finally, returning back to the initial simple and symmetric topology, we
consider an alternative topology where the bottleneck is the inter-domain link
(Figure 4-7). Our aim is to investigate IoP''s impact on traffic and peers'
performance, when upload bandwidth received by remote peers is degraded due
to the bottleneck on the inter-domain link. Intuitively, even higher traffic savings
and performance improvement, for the AS that inserts the IoP and his peers,
respectively, are expected.

4.2.2

Scenarios

The scenarios that have been evaluated in our simulations in the SmoothIT simulator
are listed below. We executed 10 simulation runs for each scenario using different seeds
(to generate random numbers) in order to derive average values and confidence
intervals for the metrics that were monitored.
A. Transparent IoP insertion in a BitTorrent swarm
In this scenario, the IoP is considered to be injected in the swarm fully transparently,
i.e., neither the tracker, nor the peers are aware of his identity, thus they treat him as
any regular peer. The purpose is to investigate the impact of the mechanism if no
collaboration with the overlay is established. Additionally, in this simple yet indicative
scenario, we tuned parameters such as the number of unchoking slots of the IoP, and
made design decisions for our next evaluations.
B.

Transparent IoP insertion in a BitTorrent swarm combined with BNS locality approach

Next, we assume that the overlay tracker is locality aware, and performs BNS (as
described in Section 3.1.4), yet without being cache-aware. Then, an IoP is again
inserted by the ISP and treated by other as regular peer. Note that the IoP insertion is
independent of the BNS application. The purpose of this evaluation is first to compare
the impact of of the BNS locality approach to the impact of the IoP alone, as well as to
the impact of their combination.
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C.

Non-transparent IoP insertion - Cache-aware overlay tracker

In this scenario, we consider the case where the overlay tracker is cache-aware and
therefore includes the IoP in his replies towards peers requesting neighbours, if the
latter belong to the same AS with the IoP. Thus, we aim here to investigate possible
benefits from the collaboration of the ISP with the overlay.
D. Non-transparent IoP insertion with the unchoking policy
As a next step, we assume the insertion of an IoP that employs the Unchoking Policy,
when the tracker is cache-aware or not. Our target is to investigate whether extra
improvements and savings arise by the application of the Unchoking Policy.
E.

Transparent IoP insertion when swarm selection is employed

Finally, we consider the IoP insertion in a multi-swarm environment, i.e., the IoP is
capable of participating in multiple swarms, and we evaluate the impact of two swarm
selection policies, i.e., two policies based on the swarm-size and one based on the size of
the content-file, on IoP's effect.

4.2.3

Metrics of interest

In order to assess the impact of the IoP, the IoP combined with BNS and the IoP's
policies, we use as evaluation metrics, ISP's inter-connection cost as a proxy for ISP's
operating cost, and users' performance.
To do so, we monitor the traffic in the inter-domain (i.e., inter-AS) links of an ISP, and
we derive the associated inter-connection cost based on the 95-th percentile
measurement of the traffic in the inter-domain links. The 95-th percentile is calculated
as follows (DrPeering.net): every five minutes the meter on the service is sampled, the
delta between two adjacent samples is calculated and stored, at the end of the month
the five minute deltas are stacked lowest to highest and the 95-th percentile measure is
used to calculate the traffic volume for the month.
Then, in order to estimate inter-connection cost, we take into account business
agreements between ISPs. Specifically, we assume either transit, or peering
relationships (see Section 1.2). Our methodology to evaluate cost implications for ISPs
under such relationships is provided in Section 4.2.3.1 and Section 4.2.3.2.
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Finally, we monitor peers' download completion time (or download duration) and use
this as a proxy for peer's QoE.

4.2.3.1 Transit relationship
In the case of transit, we apply five different charging schemes to derive cost savings,
which are summarized in Table 4-1. The charging schemes applied take into account
either the 95-th percentile of the incoming, or the 95-th percentile of the outgoing, or a
combination of them.
Table 4-1: Charging schemes considered for the transit links.
Charging scheme

What 3x is charged for

IN

{incoming}

OUT

{outgoing}

SUM

{incoming + outgoing}

DIFF

{incoming - outgoing}

MAX

{max(incoming, outgoing)}

The reason for addressing all five charging schemes is the fact that all of them may be
applicable in different setups. For instance, when it comes to CDN traffic, the CDN is
charged on the basis on the outgoing traffic, as the ISP that terminates the traffic, i.e.,
edge ISP, is the one that has the market power in this setup. On the other hand,
concerning P2P traffic, which is generated by end-users, charging is performed by
upper tier ISPs that provide to a lower-tier ISP interconnection with the rest of the
Internet. Thus, a Tier-2 ISP is charged by a Tier-1 ISP based on the former’s incoming
traffic, or the difference of its incoming and outgoing traffic.
The application of the aforementioned charging schemes to the 95-th percentile
measurements derived by simulations will provide us with estimates of traffic savings,
i.e.,

z Mbps per swarm, for each specific variation of the insertion of an IoP serving a

single swarm with 40 Mbps bandwidth compared to the case where no IoP is inserted.
Note that we focus on

z , as it is the measure derived in our simulations to follow and

for the specific IoP bandwidth; thus, based on that we are capable to identify in which
cases net profit is made despite the costs associated with IoP deployment.
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Let us now consider a 'generic' ISP inter-connected with his upper tier through a 6 Gbps
inter-domain link; while we assume that only 4 (out of 6) Gbps of that link's capacity are
used. In order to identify the traffic share of P2P on this link, we project the total P2P
traffic share of the global fixed IP traffic. Table 4-2 presents the absolute P2P traffic
volume and its percentage of total consumer IP traffic in fixed networks. Note that P2P
traffic is limited to traditional file exchange and does not include commercial videostreaming applications that are delivered through P2P, such as PPStream or PPLive.
Table 4-2: Total fixed consumer IP traffic and P2P traffic [Cis10], [Cis11].

Fixed

Total consumer IP traffic

P2P traffic

P2P traffic (%)

2011

17467

5967

34%

2013

32097

7060

21%

In [HH+10], it is identified that a few larger swarms, i.e., with more than 100 peers,
generate the 80% of the total P2P traffic. Therefore, in order for the IoP to have a more
significant impact and keep the effort to do so lower, e.g., overhead, we assume that it
only joins medium to large swarms. Additionally, according to our simulations, a
medium to large swarm generates up to 40 Mbps traffic (see Figure 4-9); thus, we can
calculate the number of medium to large swarms that are active on the average in such
an ISP. Specifically, we take 28 and 16 swarms, for 34% (in 2011) and 21% (in 2013) of
P2P traffic to the overall IP traffic.
Then, in order to estimate the cost savings of the ISP due to the respective caching
approach, we assume that the IoP has a symmetric capacity of 40 Mbps, which is
utilized as follows:
a. The IoP operates constantly for the entire month, by participating always in two
medium to large swarms, and when exiting a swarm, join another subsequently.
(In fact, in order for the 95-th percentile to be reduced it suffices if the
continuous operation of the IoP applies during the periods with high traffic in
the interconnection link.)
b. The IoP equipped with the same upload capacity, i.e., 40 Mbps, can serve
simultaneously two swarms achieving the same traffic savings
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z Mbps for each

one of them, i.e., a total of 1.2  z Mbps, and therefore an average traffic saving
of 0.6  z Mbps per swarm. Indeed, as shown in the evaluation of the swarm
selection policies in Section 4.5, with the same upload bandwidth, i.e., 40 Mbps,
the IoP can achieve higher total traffic reduction when inserted in both swarms.
Therefore, if the IoP is required to be equipped with 40 Mbps capacity to affect 2
swarms, it will need up to 320 Mbps to affect favorably 16 swarms. However, due to
mulitplexing gain, the average traffic savings per swarm will increase; say by 33%, thus
achieving a traffic saving of z   0.8  z Mbps per swarm, where we remind the reader
that

z is the traffic saving per swarm achieved by the IoP or its variations. Next, we

assume that the cost of capacity doubles, as capacity increases by a factor of 4, and since
the price of a 10 Mbps symmetric link is taken €28,00 ([Smo11b], 2011), we have that the
retail price of 320 Mbps symmetric capacity is € 156,00; this is a conservative assumption
as well, as price for bandwidth decreases by time.
Moreover, we need also to consider operational costs of the IoP. We take that: i) the
profit margin of the ISP is 20%, thus, 80% is the actual cost of the line, and iii) other
costs such as deployment, power, etc. constitute an overhead of 30%; thus, the
operational cost of the ISP for maintaining a 320 Mbps symmetric line equals
approximately: € 163,00, or equivalently, € 10,19 cost per swarm when P2P traffic is 21%
of the overall IP traffic.
Taking into account that price for transit is € 1,18/Mbps in 2013 (see Table 4-3), we
obtaine that we need a reduction of traffic by z   8.635Mbps per swarm, which
corresponds to z  10.793 Mbps, in order to meet the cost of the cache insertion; this is
a conservative estimation as it addresses the most unfavorable scenario, i.e., in 2013 P2P
traffic share is only 21% and price for transit is reduced to € 1,18 only.
Table 4-3: Transit price per Mbps (DrPeering.net).
Year

Price for transit

2011

$ 3.25 / € 2.43

2013

$ 1.57 / € 1.18
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Below, in the evaluation of the IoP and its variations in various topologies and
scenarios, we will revisit this outcome and we will identify the cases, where this
reduction is indeed achieved (for the incoming charging scheme only).

4.2.3.2 Peering relationship
Then, in the case of peering between 3A and 3B, we investigate the potential impact of
the imbalance due to potential traffic asymmetry in the peering link among the two
ASes. In order to assess potential benefit of the P2P traffic reduction/increase in the
peering link, we need to take also into account the background traffic due to other types
of services, e.g., video streaming, gaming, live TV, voice, etc. According to [Cis11], P2P
traffic constitutes almost 17% of total consumer IP traffic, i.e., it holds

 1

Tback  
 1  TP 2 P  3.7  TP 2 P ;
 0.21 
namely, the background traffic is up to 5 times the P2P traffic in the inter-AS link.
Taking into account a reduction x% of incoming traffic to AS2 due to the IoP insertion,
we

estimate

that

the

incoming

traffic

of

3B

(outgoing

of

1  x  TP2P  3.7  TP2P . On the other hand, considering an increase

3A)

will

be

y % of outgoing

traffic from 3B, we estimate the outgoing traffic of 3B (incoming of 3A), as follows:

1  y   TP2P  3.7  TP2P .
Let us now consider a paid peering agreement between 3A and 3B. Paid peering is the
business relationship whereby ISPs reciprocally provide access to each others’
customers, but with some form of compensation or settlement fee (DrPeering.net).
Thus, in our setup, we assume that if the peering ratio, i.e., r p , is violated, then
charging for the exceeding amount of the percentile of the inter-domain traffic will
apply.

1  y   TP 2 P  3.7  TP 2 P
1  x   TP 2 P  3.7  TP 2 P

 rp 





1  y  3.7
 rp 
1  x  3.7

y  4.7  rp  1  rp  x .
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If we take rp  1.2 , which is said to be the not-to-exceed ratio (DrPeering.net), then for
reduction x  20% of 3B's incoming traffic, an increase y  70% of 3B's outgoing
traffic is required to violate the peering ratio, which is extremely difficult to happen. If
we take rp  1.1 , which is a normal, yet strict value, in the sense that it gives rise to
imbalance more frequently than rp  1.2 , then for reduction x  20% of 3B's
incoming traffic, an increase y  25% of 3B's outgoing traffic is required to violate the
peering ratio; the latter is much more possible to happen when a caching mechanism is
in place, and due to the traffic asymmetry generated by it.
To this end, after we have identified a peering ratio violation, we need to identify what
the compensation will be for this violation and who will be charged. In general, the
agreement and the respective charging scheme will be dictated by the ISP that has the
market power among the two. Theoretically, the AS will be charged, which "provokes
the problem" in the peering link; practically, however, it is not clear in this setup who is
the one provoking the traffic, the cache of 3B, or the users of 3A that download from it.
If we assume thet 3B is charged for the excessive outgoing traffic, then we can safely
expect that 3B will adopt another variation of the IoP resulting in less asymmetry and
thus, no compensation fee. Alternatively, 3B will break the paid peering agreement; as it
is not reasonable to assume that 3B will get charged by 3A for a mechanism that 3B
deploys, but 3A also gets benefit from.
In any case, the compensation fee will be estimated based on the excessive traffic in the
peering links, which is estimated as follows:

Texc  1  y   TP 2 P  3.7  TP 2 P  rp  1  x   TP 2 P  3.7  TP 2 P  









Texc  4.7  1  rp  y  rp  x  TP 2 P .
Below, in the evaluation of the IoP and its variations in various topologies and
scenarios, we will revisit this outcome and we will identify the cases, where the peering
ratio is violated, and how much the excessive traffic is.
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4.2.4

Parameters

In all our evaluations, we considered homogeneous access bandwidth of 16/1 Mbps
downstream/upstream for all peers (i.e., asymmetric ADSL lines), which are typical
values for relatively well-provisioned home user Internet access connections in Europe.
Moreover, all peers are assumed to run the original BitTorrent protocol, chunk selection
and peer selection algorithms, and they are equipped with three unchokes based on the
T4T principle, and one optimistic.
Additionally, we assumed that the swarm evolves dynamically. In particular, the arrival
process of the peers in the swarm follows the Poisson distribution; thus, constant mean
inter-arrival time is assumed throughout the simulation duration. By default, the meaninter-arrival time of the peers for each AS is 10.0 sec., unless otherwise stated. In order
to define different AS sizes, we use different mean-inter-arrival time of peers arriving in
each AS. Thus, the lower the mean-inter-arrival time, the larger the AS, while when we
discuss about equal or symmetric ASes, we imply that symmetric arrival processes of
the peers in these ASes are considered.
Furthermore, each peer is considered to remain in the swarm after his download
completion and serve as a seeder for mean seeding time equal to 600.0 sec. (10 minutes).
Note that such values are considered typical according to BitTorrent measurements
performed in real topologies [HL+11] and have been used in again in literature, e.g.,
[LD+10], [PLD12].
The IoP, when inserted, is currently equipped with a symmetric xDSL line of 40 Mbps,
and he is present and active during the entire duration of the simulation of the scenario.
The IoP runs the original BitTorrent protocol, except for the peer selection. Depending
on whether the IoP is assumed to employ or not the unchoking policy, it runs an
alternative version of BitTorrent's choking algorithm. In particular, if the policy is
applied, then the IoP uploads only to local peers (i.e., same AS id) in his seeding phase.
Furthermore, we consider that the IoP has not any content blocks initially. Nevertheless,
as already explained, the existence of a unique original seeder is assumed, who is the
only one that possesses all the content blocks of that file, and is active only for one hour
after the start of the content file dissemination.
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4.2.4.1 Duration of warm-up phase
Figure 4-8 depicts the swarm population evolution for a portion of the total simulation
time, which is 12600 sec., on the average over 10 simulation runs when no cache is
inserted. It can be seen that after 1.5 hour (5400 sec.) the swarm population remains
almost steady. Thus, we only take into account results obtained after 1.5 hour of
simulation, while we ignore the interval prior to the 1.5 hour as warm-up phase.
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Figure 4-8: Peer population evolution for a part of the total simulation duration for 3B.

4.2.4.2 Number of unchokes
In order to decide on the number of unchokes that the IoP will be equipped with, we
performed simulations of the simple, transparent IoP insertion in 3B AS in the simple
symmetric topology of two ASes (see Figure 4-2) for varying values of the number of
unchoking slots. In particular, values {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13} have been considered, where 3 is
the number of unchokes based on the T4T principle in the original BitTorrent
implementation. Additionally one optimistic unchoke is considered as being also
performed in each case.
Figure 4-9 depicts the 95-th percentile of the traffic on the inter-domain links 3A3B and
3B3A over 24 5-minute intervals (i.e., 3.5 hours total simulation duration without 1.5
hour warm-up time), while Figure 4-10 the average download duration for peers in
ASes 3A and 3B, respectively. It can be observed that even with only four available
unchokes in total (including the optimistic unchoke), the IoP achieves significant
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improvement of the incoming inter-AS traffic on the inter-domain link, and of the
download times of the users.
Additionally, we observe that both incoming inter-AS traffic and peers' download
duration are reduced as the number of unchokes available to the IoP increases, as
expected intuitively, though with a decreasing rate which implies that after some value
the increase of the number of unchokes will not bring any further improvement. Based
on these experimental results, we shall use the value of 10 unchoking slots (in total) per
IoP in our evaluations. The upper bound of the number of unchoking slots (as described
in Section 3.1.1) is calculated as follows: w' = 4 * 40 / 1; this is too loose, as apparently
10 unchoking slots seem to be adequate to achieve highest efficiency.
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Figure 4-9: 95-th percentile of traffic on inter-
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Figure 4-10: Average peers' download duration.

domain links.

4.2.4.3 Selfish vs. altruistic peers
Next, we evaluated the impact of users' behavior on IoP's effect. As long as peers
operate as leechers, i.e., from the time when they join a swarm, until the time when they
complete the download of all blocks that constitute the content file, they are obliged to
upload data chunks to other peers. If they don't, due to the T4T principle employed by
the choking algorithm, they will not be unchoked by others as well. Nevertheless,
BitTorrent itself does not provide incentives to peers to keep seeding, i.e., remain and
upload chunks to other leechers, after they finish downloading. The sooner a seeder
exits the swarm, the more selfish is considered his behaviour; on the contrary, the more
time he seeds, the more altruistic he is.
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There are private trackers, which usually require user's registration in order to join any
swarm handled by that tracker, and which monitor user's peering ratio (i.e., upload /
download ratio); if the latter drops below a pre-defined threshold they expel the peers
or downgrade their profiles (e.g., they have the right of simultaneously participating in
fewer swarms). However, in our research we focused on the case of a public tracker,
where no requirements w.r.t. the peering ratio are posed, and thus seeders are free to
abandon the swarm anytime without any consequences.
In order to investigate the impact of IoP on ISP's inter-domain traffic and peers'
completion times, w.r.t. the level of selfishness or (equivalently) of altruism of the peers,
we evaluated the IoP insertion in two swarms: in one of them we assume that peers
after finishing their download serve as seeders for mean seeding time (mST) equal to
600 sec. (i.e., 10 minutes) as our base case, while in the other they serve for mST = 300
sec. (i.e., 5 minutes), which is half the seeding time of the base case.
Figure 4-11 depicts the 95-th percentile of the traffic on the inter-domain links 3A3B and
3B3A over 5-minute intervals for the two cases. Figure 4-12 depicts the average
download duration for peers in AS 3B.
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Figure 4-11: 95-th percentile of traffic on inter-
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Figure 4-12: Average peers' download duration.

domain links.

It can be observed that the 95-th percentile of the traffic on the inter-domain links is
almost equal in both cases (i.e., mST = 300.0 sec., mST = 600.0 sec.), while also similar
reduction is achieved when the IoP is inserted in the two swarms. Regarding the
average download duration, we observe that the more altruistic the peers (on the
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average), the lower the download completion times, which holds also for the case
where the IoP is inserted. Additionally, it can be seen that the performance
improvement due to IoP insertion is similar for both the 'selfish' and the 'altruistic' case,
i.e., almost equal to 50%.
Based on these observations, we can claim that the IoP impact is not adversely affected
by the selfishness (or altruism) of the peers in the swarms; additionally, the IoP does not
need to rely on peers' altruism in order to attain a higher impact. Based on the above
investigation, we henceforth select in the setup of our experiments that mST = 600.0 sec.,
without revisiting the issue.

4.3

Evaluation of the IoP Insertion as a stand-alone mechanism

In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of the IoP insertion, depicting
the 95-th percentile of the traffic samples collected every 5 minutes for each AS in the
considered topology, and the average download completion times of the peers per AS.
We also estimate the OPEX savings achieved in each case for each ISP depending on the
charging scheme or inter-connection agreement, and finally, we study ISPs' incentives
to adopt such a mechanism or not.

4.3.1

Symmetric topology under peering agreement

Next, we investigated the impact of the insertion of the IoP in the AS 3B in the simple
symmetric topology, where the two ASes are directly connected by means of a peering
link, see Section 4.2.1. In Figure 4-13, the updated symmetric topology with the IoP is
presented. In this evaluation, we considered the 5 scenarios presented in Table 4-4.
In Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15, the 95-th percentile of the traffic per 5 minute intervals
per link, and the average download duration per AS are depicted, respectively. These
results are in full agreement with results reported in [Pap08] and published [PSS09]. By
the simple IoP insertion (i.e., IoP) in the swarm, a decrease of incoming traffic to 3B by
19.7% is achieved, and simultaneously an increase of the outgoing traffic by 39%. Note
that we refer specifically to the traffic generated only by that specific swarm, ignoring at
this point any background traffic crossing 3B's inter-AS links.
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Figure 4-13: Insertion of IoP in 3B - symmetric - peering.
Table 4-4: Scenarios evaluated in the simple symmetric topology.
Scenario
name

IoP

Cache-aware
tracker

Unchoking policy
application

noIoP







IoP







IoPUP







IoP unchokes: 10

IoPCT







Peers' mIAT: 10.0 s.

IoPCTUP







Other parameters
IoP: 40 Mbps down/up,
Peers: 16/1 Mbps
down/up,

Peers' mST: 600.0 s.
File size: 150 MB
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Figure 4-14: 95-th percentile of traffic on inter-

Figure 4-15: Average peers' download

domain links - symmetric.

duration - symmetric.

The significant increase of the outgoing traffic is due to the fact that the IoP uploads
content blocks also to peers located in 3A as he does to peers within his AS. Due to
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symmetry, 3A sees a similar increase of his incoming traffic by 41%, and an outgoing
traffic increase by 19%. Furthermore, we observe a significant reduction of up to 54% of
the average download duration for peers located in both ASes. The latter observation
implies that although 3B bares the deployment cost of the IoP, peers of both ASes enjoy
the same benefits, i.e., improved QoS.
Additionally, it can be observed that the application of the unchoking policy by the
transparent IoP (i.e., IoPUP) achieves a similar reduction to the IoP, i.e., 19,6%, of the
incoming traffic of 3B, but achieves also a small reduction of 3B's outgoing traffic by 9%
compared to the no IoP case. Regarding completion times, performance of peers in 3A
and 3B is improved by only 19% and 44%, respectively.
One would intuitively expect that the IoPUP would achieve higher incoming traffic
reduction and performance improvements than the simple IoP. However, under IoPUP,
i.e., transparent IoP with policy, the cache does not serve remote peers of 3A; it serves
only a subset of the local peers of IoP, namely those local peers that have received IoP as
candidate neighbour by the tracker. The remaining local peers do not exploit the
bandwidth of the IoP because they do not know him, while they can discover it only
through the optimistic unchoke, and thus with a quite low probability.
Moreover, 3B's peers do not indirectly get benefit by the IoP through their neighbours
in 3A, since the latter do not get unchokes anymore and thus, they progress more
slowly. Therefore, the slightly worse peers' performance is due to the fact that a portion
of the capacity of the IoP remains unused. Additionally, as external peers do not get
served by the IoP, they interact more with peers in 3B; thus, due to the T4T principle,
traffic towards 3B is normally expected to slightly increase.
The aforementioned suboptimal usage of IoP's remaining capacity is overcome by IoP
insertion along with the use of a cache-aware tracker (i.e., IoPCT); the cache-aware
tracker can also be used simultaneously with the unchoking policy (i.e., IoPCTUP).
These two approaches achieve similar reduction of the outgoing traffic, i.e., 10% and
13%, but they both achieve double incoming traffic reduction compared to IoP and
IoPUP, i.e., 38% and 41%, respectively, and both achieve higher performance
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improvement for 3B's peers, i.e., 70% (see columns with light colours on the right of
each group of bars).
The more efficient exploitation of IoP's upload bandwidth is due to the fact that in both
cases the tracker always includes IoP as candidate neighbour in his reply to local peers'
requests. Thus, all peers located in the same AS with the IoP become aware of it.
Additionally, we observe that even peers in 3A get benefit, still not as much as peers in
3B. The latter is due to the fact that they interact with peers in 3B, which are served by
the IoP, and thus, are indirectly affected.
Considering the traffic imbalance in the peering links and according to the analysis in
Section 4.2.3.2, we observe that for x  19.7% , i.e., incoming traffic reduction achieved
by the simple IoP insertion, y should be y  25% to achieve violation of the peering
ratio. Since y  41% , peering ratio violation is observed, and thus, the excessive traffic
is 3,29 Mbps. This result does not hold for the remaining IoP variations, as they lead to
reduction of traffic in 3B3A, thus lower traffic imbalance in the inter-domain link.

4.3.2

Symmetric topology under transit agreement - no peers in upper tier AS

We investigate here the impact of the IoP insertion and his alternatives as presented in
Table 4-4, when transit agreements are in place. In particular, we consider the
symmetric dumbbell topology of Figure 4-4, where the two AS, i.e., 3A and 3B, are
inter-connected though a third upper tier AS, i.e., 2A, who has not any peers though.
The updated topology under evaluation is depicted in Figure 4-16.

Figure 4-16: Insertion of IoP in 3B - symmetric - transit.
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Simulation results obtained by the IoP evaluations in the considered topology provided
us the exact same results as those presented in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15, for the
symmetric topology where the two ASes, 3A and 3B are directly inter-connected by
means of a peering link. This is due to the fact that the bottleneck is considered to be the
uplink of the end-users, while no extra traffic is generated or consumed, since the
overlay conditions of our setup remain unchanged (no new peers in the swarm), and
since the underlay topology is similar.
Therefore, our aim here is to investigate the cost savings for both Tier-3 ASes under
different charging schemes (see Table 4-1), when the IoP, or his alternatives, is
employed. We assume that both 3A and 3B are charged by 3A for the 95-th percentile of
the traffic that they cause in the respective transit links. In Table 4-5, we present the
calculated traffic savings (not taking into account background traffic) based on the
simulation results obtained by our evaluation per scenario and AS. Note that a negative
value (presented in grey shaded cells) implies a respective cost increase by that value.
Table 4-5: Savings for 3A and 3B, when IoP is inserted in 3B (Mbps) - symmetric.

Charging
scheme

3A

3B

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

-15,74

3,80

4,03

5,15

7,59

7,55

14,65

15,84

OUT

7,59

7,55

14,65

15,84

-15,74

3,80

4,03

5,15

SUM

-8,14

11,35

18,68

20,99

-8,14

11,35

18,68

20,99

DIFF

-23,33

-3,75

-10,62

-10,69

23,33

3,75

10,62

10,69

MAX

-15,74

3,80

4,03

5,15

-15,74

3,80

4,03

5,15

IN

We observe that when the transparent IoP is employed without the unchoking policy,
then there might be an inter-connection cost increase for 3B under the charging schemes
that take into account outgoing traffic proportionally, i.e., OUT and SUM, or charge
based on the maximum value, i.e., MAX. This increase is due to the significant increase
of the outgoing traffic of 3B because of IoP serving also remote peers, i.e., located
outside 3B domain.
As already mentioned, 3B to overcome this traffic (and potentially cost) increase can
choose to employ one of the IoP variations. Indeed, we observe in Table 4-5 that
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independently of the charging scheme there are always savings for 3B, when he deploys
one of the IoPUP, IoPCT or IoPCTUP approaches. For these three approaches, the
highest savings are achieved when 3B is charged by 2A for the sum of its incoming and
outgoing traffic when IoPCTUP is employed. That is, the IoP inserted is employing the
unchoking policy and the tracker is cache-aware. This is due to the more efficient IoP
capacity exploitation by only local peers. Nevertheless, the lowest traffic savings are
achieved when IoPUP is employed and 3B is charged for the difference of his incoming
and outgoing traffic.
On the other hand, 3A has no savings, when 3B deploys the transparent IoP, unless
OUT charging scheme is considered, or whenever the DIFF scheme is applied
regardless the IoP variation adopted. When though IoPUP, IoPCT, or IoPCTUP are
employed by 3B, then he gets benefit too.
Taking into account that by all approaches, 3A has benefit due to 3B's mechanism in
many cases, without though baring the related deployment cost (free-riding). In our
evaluations of the IoP mechanism in more complex topologies (see Chapter 6), we
investigate more deeply into these issues.
Finally, considering the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1, we identify that the IoP insertion is
profitable when IoPCT and IoPCTUP are employed under the IN charging scheme
(light green cells in Table 4-5).

4.3.3

Symmetric topology under transit agreement - peers in upper tier AS

We consider next in the investigation of IoP's impact in the simple symmetric topology,
where again transit agreements are in place. The difference is here that the upper tier
AS, i.e., 2A, has also peers with peer arrivals following again the Poisson distribution
with mean inter-arrival time mIAT = 5.0 sec., namely roughly double number of peers
located in 2A compared to 3A and 3B, who serve as seeders for mean seeding time mST
= 600.0 sec. after they acquire the entire content file.
The updated topology under evaluation is depicted in Figure 4-17. The 95-th percentile
of the traffic per 5-minute intervals per link, and the average download duration per AS
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are depicted in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19, respectively. Note that we consider again
the 5 scenarios presented in Table 4-4.
As it can be observed, by the simple IoP insertion (i.e., IoP) in the swarm, a decrease of
incoming traffic to 3B by 8% is achieved, but simultaneously a significant increase of the
outgoing traffic is observed by 71%. Due to existence of peers in 2A, we observe that the
former symmetry does not apply anymore. Therefore, 3A does not see a respective
increase of his incoming traffic simultaneously; 3A's incoming traffic increases only by
15%, while his outgoing is reduced by 6%.

Figure 4-17: Insertion of IoP in 3B - symmetric - transit.
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Figure 4-19: Average peers' download duration -
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symmetric.

The application of the unchoking policy, i.e., IoPUP, achieves similar incoming traffic
reduction for 3B by 8%, and also a decrease of his outgoing traffic by 9%. The insertion
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of the IoP without or with policy when the tracker is cache-aware, i.e., IoPCT and
IoPCTUP, achieve a significant reduction of 3B's incoming traffic by 56% and 60%, and
outgoing traffic by 12% and 22%, respectively.
Regarding the download duration, we observe that a significant reduction of up to 26%
of the average download duration for peers located in all three ASes is achieved by the
transparent IoP insertion without policy. The application of the unchoking policy brings
only 1-2% reduction of 2A and 3A peers' download times, while up to 17% reduction is
achieved for peers in 3B; this reduction is lower compared to the one achieved when no
policy is employed due to the unexploited IoP capacity (as explained in Section 4.3.1).
Furthermore, it can be seen that the tracker's cache-awareness allows for an
improvement of 3B's peers performance by up to 68%, when no policy is employed, and
up to 72% when it is. Indirectly, also peers in 2A and 3B get benefit by 3B's peers
improved performance; thus they also experience a reduction of the download duration
by 15%.
In Table 4-6, the traffic savings of ASes 3A and 3B are presented taking into account the
95-th percentile of the traffic on inter-domain links 2A3A, 3A2A, and 2A3B, 3B2A, and
applying the charging schemes presented in Table 4-2.
Table 4-6: Cost savings for 3A and 3B, when IoP is inserted in 3B (Mbps) - symmetric.
3A

3B

Charging
scheme

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IN

-7,08

-0,18

-1,45

-2,10

3,80

3,82

25,91

27,69

OUT

2,74

1,09

2,69

2,27

-29,88

3,81

5,10

9,38

SUM

-4,34

0,91

1,24

0,17

-26,08

7,63

31,00

37,07

DIFF

-9,83

-1,27

-4,14

-4,37

33,68

0,02

20,81

18,31

MAX

-7,08

-0,18

-1,45

-2,10

-26,09

3,82

8,88

13,16

We observe significant traffic savings for 3B when the IoPCT and IoPCTUP variations
are employed, and specifically for charging schemes IN, SUM and DIFF. If the simple
IoP is employed, then savings hold only when IN and DIFF are applied. On the other
hand, 3A has some savings too, but in fewer cases compared to the scenario discussed
in Section 4.3.2. Moreover, considering the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1, we identify that
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the IoP insertion is profitable when IoPCT and IoPCTUP are employed under the IN
charging scheme.

4.3.4

Asymmetric topology

We focus next on the evaluation of IoP insertion in the simple asymmetric topology, as
depicted in Figure 4-3. In the considered scenario, peers arrive in AS 3A with mIAT =
3.3 sec, while in 3B with mIAT = 10.0 sec. Thus, 3 times more peers arrive in 3A than 3B,
while the 2 ASes are assumed to be inter-connected by means of a peering link. In
Figure 4-20, the updated asymmetric topology is presented.
IoP is assumed to be inserted in AS 3B, while the original seeder and the overlay tracker
are located in 3A, the larger AS.

Figure 4-20: Insertion of IoP in 3B - asymmetric - peering.

In Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22, the 95-th percentile of the traffic per 5 minute intervals
per link, and the average download duration per AS are depicted, respectively.
We observe that the inter-domain traffic for 3B, both incoming and outgoing, and the
peers' download times are similarly affected as in the symmetric topology where the
upper tier AS, i.e., 2A, has also peers.
Considering inter-AS traffic, we observe that by the simple IoP insertion, a decrease of
incoming traffic to 3B by 8% is achieved, but simultaneously a significant increase of the
outgoing traffic is observed by 71%. Then, the application of the unchoking policy, i.e.,
IoPUP, achieves similar incoming traffic reduction for 3B by 8%, and also a decrease of
his outgoing traffic by 9%. Moreover, the insertion of the IoP without or with policy
when the tracker is cache-aware, i.e., IoPCT and IoPCTUP, achieve a significant
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reduction of 3B's incoming traffic by 56% and 60%, and outgoing traffic by 12% and
22%, respectively.
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Figure 4-22: Average peers' download
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duration - asymmetric.

Taking the above mentioned reduction/increase percentages into account and using the
relationship derived in Section 4.2.3.2, we identify potential violation of a 1.1 peering
ratio when IoP is applied. For instance, for x  8% when IoP is employed, y  38%
needs to be achieved to lead to peering violation; since the achieved increase of
outgoing traffic measured is 71%, while the excessive traffic to be charged is 11,16
Mbps. Finally, no peering violation holds when other IoP variations are employed.

4.3.5

Triangular topology

We focus next on the investigation of IoP's impact in a triangular topology consisting of
3ASes; an upper tier AS 2A, and 2 lower tier ASes 3A and 3B, as depicted in Figure 4-6.
In the considered scenario, peers arrive in 2A with mIAT = 5.0 sec, while in 3A and 3B
with mIAT = 10.0 sec. All ASes are connected to each other via direct inter-connection
links. Links between 2A and his lower tiers are considered to be transit links, while the
link inter-connecting 3A and 3B is assumed to be a peering one.
In Figure 4-23, the triangular topology considered with the IoP in 3B is illustrated, while
in Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25, the 95-th percentile of the traffic per 5 minute intervals
per link, and the average download duration per AS are depicted, respectively. Again,
we study the 5 IoP variations in Table 4-4.
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We observe that both traffic and performance implications due to the various IoP
alternatives in the transit link 3A3B are similar to the respective ones observed in the
symmetric topology when 2A has peers and no peering link exists between 3A and 3B.
Additionally, the traffic in the peering link between 3A and 3B also follows similar
patterns (although in smaller scale in absolute value).

Figure 4-23: Insertion of IoP in 3B - triangular topology.
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triangular.

Nevertheless, the simple IoP achieves for 3B up to 11% incoming traffic reduction, while
the reduction reaches 57%, when the tracker is cache-aware, and 61% when combined
with cache-aware tracker and unchoking policy. Moreover, the simple IoP insertion
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without policy results in significant outgoing traffic increase from 3B to both ASes, i.e.,
2A and 3A; while in all other cases, i.e., IoPUP, IoPCT, and IoPCTUP outgoing traffic
decreases too.
In Table 4-7, the traffic savings of ASes 3A and 3B are presented taking into account the
95-th percentile of the traffic on inter-domain links 2A3A, 3A2A, and 2A3B, 3B2A, and
applying the charging schemes presented in Table 4-2.
Table 4-7: Savings for 3A and 3B, when IoP is inserted in 3B (Mbps) - triangular.
3A

3B

Charging
scheme

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IN

2,23

-1,08

-2,76

-3,80

4,08

3,30

21,87

23,23

OUT

2,23

0,70

-2,10

-2,94

-25,74

4,20

4,16

8,40

SUM

4,47

-0,38

-4,86

-6,75

-21,66

7,50

26,04

31,63

DIFF

0,00

-1,79

-0,66

-0,86

29,82

-0,90

17,71

14,84

MAX

2,23

-1,08

-2,76

-3,80

-23,08

3,30

6,82

11,05

We observe significant traffic savings for 3B when the IoPCT and IoPCTUP variations
are employed, and specifically for charging schemes IN, SUM and DIFF. If the simple
IoP is employed, then savings hold only when IN and DIFF are applied. On the other
hand, 3A has some savings too, but in fewer cases compared to the scenarios discussed
in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3. Moreover, considering the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1,
we identify that the IoP insertion is profitable for 3B when IoPCT and IoPCTUP are
employed under the IN charging scheme.

4.4

Comparison and Combination of IoP Insertion with BNS

In this section, we evaluate the impact of the IoP, both when the tracker is cache-aware
and when not, the impact of the BNS [BC+06] application by the overlay tracker, and
their combination in the symmetric topologies represented in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-4.
The application of BNS by the overlay tracker implies that when the tracker is replying
to a peer's request for neighbours, instead of 50 randomly selected peers, the tracker
includes a number of peers located in the same AS with the requesting peer, i.e., local
peers, and the remaining ones are randomly selected. The ratio of locally selected peers
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to the total number of peers to be replied (i.e., 50) is called locality ratio and is set in our
scenario equal to 0.7. Namely, 35 out of 50 peers are locals of the original peer that
issued the request.
The IoP, in the case it is indeed inserted, is assumed to be either transparent (both to the
overlay tracker and the peers), or promoted by the overlay tracker. The IoP is
considered to be inserted in 3B, while both the overlay tracker and the unique original
seeder are attached to 3A. Traffic originated from and destined to the overlay tracker is
considered negligible, while traffic caused due to the original seeder is not taken into
account. The latter is due to the fact that the seeder is set to exit the swarm at 1000.0 sec.,
i.e., within the warm-up phase, which we ignore as we focus on the steady-state of the
swarm. As a representative case of topology for this analysis, we consider the simple
symmetric dumbbell topology of 2ASes with a peering link between them, as depicted
in Figure 4-26. Obtained results, i.e., the 95-th percentile of the traffic per 5 minute
intervals per link, and the average download duration per AS are depicted in Figure
4-27 and Figure 4-28, respectively.

Figure 4-26: Insertion of IoP in 3B - combination with BNS.

We observe that BNS alone achieves approximately 29% reduction of both the incoming
and outgoing inter-domain traffic of 3B, while only a slight improvement is achieved in
peers' completion times for all ASes. Note also that in some cases (not reported in
[BC+06] for brevity reasons) even slight deterioration was also observed, especially as
the locality ratio increased; we remind that the locality ratio is defined as the ratio of
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local peers to total peers included in the tracker's reply to a peer's request for
neighbours. On the other hand, the insertion of IoP alone, when the tracker is cacheunaware achieves up to 20% incoming traffic reduction and 35% outgoing traffic
increase for 3B, while simultaneously a high improvement up to 52% of peers'
completion times can be seen. The asymmetry of traffic volume on the inter-domain
link may indeed be harmful or beneficial for 3B under different charging schemes.
Additionally, the combination of BNS and IoP insertion when the tracker is cacheunaware leads to 45% incoming traffic reduction, i.e., higher than the reduction by each
mechanism separately, 11% outgoing traffic increase, i.e., outgoing traffic remains
almost the same as in the reference scenario, and simultaneously, 55% reduction of 3B's
peers' download times.
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Regarding the tracker cache-aware IoP insertion, we observe incoming and outgoing
traffic reduction of 40% and 8% respectively, and an even higher peers' performance
improvement of 68%. Finally, the combination of BNS with the IoP insertion when the
tracker is cache-aware leads to incoming and outgoing traffic reduction of 60% and 25%,
respectively, and a peers' performance improvement of 69% for 2B's peers.
Thus, the combination of the BNS locality approach with the insertion of IoP (both
transparent and promoted) proves to be highly beneficial both for the ISP and its endusers. Taking into account the relationship for traffic imbalance in the peering link
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(introduced in Section 4.2.3.2), we derive that no peering violation happens when any of
the IoP, BNS and their combinations are employed.
Table 4-8: Cost savings for 3A and 3B, when IoP is inserted in 3B (Mbps) - combination with BNS.
Charging
scheme

3A

3B

BNS

IoP

IoPBNS

IoPCT

IoPCTBNS

BNS

IoP

IoPBNS

IoPCT

IoPCTBNS

IN

12,54

-14,00

-4,63

3,59

10,33

11,68

8,15

17,99

15,94

23,68

OUT

11,68

8,15

17,99

15,94

23,68

12,54

-14,00

-4,63

3,59

10,33

SUM

24,22

-5,85

13,36

19,52

34,01

24,22

-5,85

13,36

19,52

34,01

DIFF

0,85

-22,15

-22,61

-12,35

-13,35

-0,85

22,15

22,61

12,35

13,35

MAX

12,46

-14,00

-4,63

3,59

10,33

12,46

-14,00

-4,63

3,59

10,33

If we consider the same topology as in Figure 4-26, considering that an upper tier AS,
e.g., 2A, without end-users is selling transit to both 3A and 3B, while 3A and 3B can
only communicate by means of the transit links to 2A. Then, traffic crossing the inter-AS
links would be similar to the traffic measured for the peering toplogy (see Figure 4-30).
In that case, the traffic savings of ASes 3A and 3B would be as presented in Table 4-8.
We observer that regardless the charging scheme, the BNS approach leads both ASes to
some traffic savings, specifically when SUM is applied. Additionally, when IoP is
adopted under OUT, SUM and MAX, 3B has cost increase, while IoPCT and IoPCTUP
lead him always to significant traffic savings. Regarding 2A, when DIFF is applied,
regardless of the IoP variation adopted, it always see cost increase; however, this is not
the case for other charging schemes as well.
Additionally, taking into account the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1, we must note that we
have not considered here the operational costs of the BNS mechanism; however, if we
assume that IoP is inserted in a network where BNS is already deployed, then we
identify that the IoP insertion is profitable when IoPBNS, IoPCT and IoPCTBNS are
employed under the IN charging scheme.
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4.5

Evaluation of the Swarm Selection Policies

In this section, we investigate the IoP's insertion impact without policy on both
incoming inter-domain traffic and peers' download duration in a multi-swarm
environment where swarm selection is employed. We focus here on the investigation of
policies based on content-file-size and on swarm-size, as we intuitively expect that they
will perform better than the trial-and-error one. As the swarm-size is observable by the
IoP and in order to express the swarm-size in our simulations, we use two setup overlay
parameters as proxies for the number of leechers and the number of seeders, respectively:
the leechers' mean inter-arrival time (mIAT), and the seeders' mean seeding time (mST).

4.5.1

Monotonicity verification w.r.t. the swarm selection factors

In order to verify monotonicity of the number of leechers and seeders w.r.t. the
aforementioned parameters for a single swarm, we used the theoretical model proposed
in [LD+10]. Thus, we calculated numerically average numbers of leechers and seeders in
a swarm w.r.t. the file size, the leechers’ arrival rate, or the seeders' depart rate in
steady-state. For a simple scenario of three ASes and one swarm and using default
values for the parameters of the model (as given in [LD+10] and summarized in Table
4-9), we derived results for varying file sizes, arrival rates and departure rates.
Table 4-9: Model parameters for monotonicity investigation.
Parameter

Value

Definition

λi

[6, 12, 18]

θ

0.01

Abort rate of leechers

γ

0.1

Departure rate of seeders

η

0.9

Effectiveness of file sharing

μ

0.05

Peer upload capacity

c

0.8

Peer download capacity

xi

-

Number of leechers in ISP i

yi

-

Number of seeders in ISP i

Arrival rate in ISP i

The file size is indirectly considered in the model of [LD+10], peers' upload and
download capacities are normalized by it. In particular, peers upload and download
capacities of 1/16 Mbps, respectively, normalized by the file size, which is taken equal
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to 150 MB, correspond to μ = 0.05 and c = 0.8, respectively, for the analytical model.
Thus, varying the peers upload capacity μ from 0.000625 to 0.125 is equivalent to
varying the file size from 3.8 MB to 375 MB.
Figure 4-29 depicts the number of leechers and seeders w.r.t. varying file size. As it can
be observed, the number of leechers is highly dependent on the file size, and increases
with exponential rate as the file size increases. On the other hand, the number of
seeders increases insignificantly with the file size.
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Figure 4-29: Number of leechers/seeders w.r.t. the content file size.

Next, we consider the impact of the mean inter-arrival time on the number of leechers
and seeders in the swarm. Though, the mean inter-arrival time is inversely proportional
to the lechers arrival rate, i.e., mIAT  1  ; thus varying the arrival rate λ from 0.01 to
20 corresponds to varying the mIAT from 100.0 minutes (i.e., 6000.0 sec.) to 0.05 minutes
(i.e., 3.0 sec.).
Figure 4-30 depicts the leechers and seeders number w.r.t. the arrival rate. As it can be
observed, both leechers' and seeders' numbers are directly proportional to the leechers'
arrival rate, although the seeders number is lower than that of leechers; thus, as the
mIAT decreases, the numbers of leechers and seeders in the system increase inversely
proportionally.
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Next, we investigate the impact of the mean seeding time on the leechers' and seeders'
numbers. Instead of the mean seeding time, we consider as proxy the impact of the
seeders departure rate on the number of leechers and seeders. Note that the number of
seeders that remain in the system is increasing in the mean seeding time; thus, as the
departure rate of seeders increases, the mean seeding time decreases and vice versa.
Therefore, departure rate close to zero implies that all peers remain active in the swarm,
serving as seeders for a long time after they finish downloading, thus mST becomes
very high; while departure rate equal to one implies that all peers abort the swarm
immediately after they finish downloading, thus mST  0 .
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Figure 4-30: Number of leechers/seeders w.r.t. leechers' arrival rate.

Figure 4-31 depicts the number of leechers and seeders w.r.t. varying seeding time from
0.01 to 1. We observe that as the seeders departure rate increases, i.e., the mean seeding
time decreases, the number of seeders is decreasing, at an increasing rate, while the
number of leechers increases, but at a decreasing rate.
Summarizing our investigation, we have verified the intuitively expected monotonicity
of the number of leechers and seeders. We have also observed that the number of
leechers increases exponentially with the file size, linearly with decreasing mIAT and
logarithmically with decreasing mST. On the other hand, the number of seeders is
independent of the file size, increases linearly with decreasing mIAT and decreases at
increasing rate with decreasing mST. Additionally, due to the increasing/decreasing
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rate of the number of leechers and seeders w.r.t. the swarm selection factors, we expect
that these factors will have an impact in the swarm selection procedure. Thus, as the
system performance is highly dependent to the leechers number, the relationship of the
three swarm selection factors w.r.t. their impact is expected to be: increasing file size >
decreasing mIAT > decreasing mST. Based on these latter observations, we respectively
design the evaluation plan of the swarm selection accordingly (see Section 4.5.2).
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Figure 4-31: Number of leechers/seeders w.r.t. seeders' depart rate.

4.5.2

Setup of the swarm selection evaluation

In our evaluations for the investigation of the swarm selection, we consider in the
underlay the symmetric peering topology of Figure 4-13, where the IoP is inserted in 3B,
while the overlay tracker and original seeder are located in 3A. Regular peers have an
access bandwidth of 16/1 Mbps down/up, the original seeder has an upload capacity of
10 Mbps, and the IoP is equipped with 40 Mbps down/up capacity, which is adequately
large to reveal the swarm selection procedure's impact.
Additionally, the IoP is assumed to be transparent to both the overlay tracker and the
peers, and does not apply the unchoking policy. As observed in the evaluations
reported in Section 4.3, the simple, transparent IoP insertion leads to lower incoming
traffic reduction than his alternatives, and outgoing traffic increase. To assess the
swarm selection policies, we choose to focus only on the incoming inter-domain traffic
metric.
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On the overlay, we consider that two swarms evolve in parallel on top of the same
physical topology; swarm X and swarm Y, which are specified by three certain overlay
parameters, i.e., content file size (FS), mIAT, and mST. By default, both ASes have some
peers that participate only in swarm X, some that participate only in swarm Y and peers
that participate in both X and Y. Note that the bandwidth of the latter set of peers is
statically and equally allocated between the two swarms, i.e., 512 kbps are consumed
for uploading to each swarm.
Furthermore, the default file size is 150 MB, the leechers' mean inter-arrival time is
meanIAT = 60.0 sec, and the mean seeding time meanST = 600.0 sec. These assumptions
result in swarms of about 50-120 peers concurrently online in steady-state. Such values
are common according to recent measurements of actual swarm sizes [HL+11].

Figure 4-32: Insertion of IoP in 3B in the multi-swarm case.

In order to evaluate IoP's impact when inserted in each or both of these swarms, we
tune one of these parameters in scenarios I, II and III only for swarm Y. In order to
further elaborate on the trade-offs between parameters, in scenarios IV, V and VI, we
investigate the impact of each parameter opposed to one of the other two parameters,
e.g., higher file size in swarm Y versus lower mIAT in swarm X. The overlay parameters
values selected for our simulations are summarized in Table 4-10.
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Table 4-10: Swarm selection evaluation parameters for swarm Y.
Scenario

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Default

mIAT: 60.0s

FS: 150 MB

FS: 150 MB

values

mST: 600.0s

mST: 600.0s

mIAT:10.0s

mST: 600.0s

mIAT: 60.0s

FS: 150 MB

-

-

-

mIAT: 20.0s

mST: 200.0s

mST: 200.0s

FS: 450 MB

mIAT: 20.0s

mST: 200.0s

FS: 450 MB

FS: 450 MB

mIAT: 20.0s

Modified
values for
swarm X
Modified
values for
swarm Y

The simulation duration was 3.5 hours, but the results of the first 1.5 hours were
ignored as this was considered to be the warm-up phase (see Section 4.2.4.1).

4.5.3

Results of the swarm selection evaluation

In Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34, the 95-th percentile of the traffic per 5 minute intervals
per link, and the average download duration per AS and per swarm is depicted,
respectively, when only one of the tunable parameters is modified, i.e., scenarios I, II
and III; while in Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36, the obtained results are depicted for the
scenarios where tuneable parameters are modified in pairs, i.e., scenarios IV, V and VI.
As it can be observed from the evaluation results derived for scenarios I, II and III, the
reduction of the incoming inter-AS traffic of 3B is higher when the IoP has joined a
swarm that either i) serves a content file of larger size (in accordance to findings
reported in [HH+10], or ii) has lower mean inter-arrival times of leechers and, thus,
more leechers (see Section 4.5.1), or iii) has lower mean seeding time and, thus, more
leechers and less seeders (see Section 4.5.1). Thus, IoP insertion has a larger impact on
swarms with lower total available upload capacity, or equivalently, higher capacity
needs. However, we can observe that in scenarios II and III, even higher improvement
is achieved when the IoP shares equivalently his capacity among the two swarms; the
latter observation does not hold for scenario I, where the highest improvement is
achieved when the IoP offers his capacity only to swarm Y's peers (i.e., swarm serving
the larger video file).
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Concerning the peers performance, for all scenarios, we observe that the IoP achieves
performance improvement only for the peers of the swarm it joins each time. However,
it can be seen that among all peers of 3B (regardless of the swarm they participate in),
the average download duration is lower when the IoP splits his upload capacity
between peers of the two swarms. Thus, it can be claimed that splitting IoP's capacity
between the two swarms leads to a fairer outcome in this setup.
Regarding the evaluation results derived for scenarios IV, V and VI, we observe that the
reduction of the incoming traffic is higher when the IoP serves either i) the swarm with
the larger file but higher mIAT of leechers (slight difference), or ii) the swarm with the
larger file but higher seeding time, or iii) the swarm with the lower mIAT but higher
mST. Thus, we can conclude that in general the impact of the selection based on
content-file-size is more significant then that of the selection based on the swarm-size
on the incoming inter-AS traffic. This is in accordance to our expectations w.r.t. the
monotonicity investigation in Section 4.5.1. Additionally, the mean inter-arrival time
seems to play a more improtant role compared to the mean seeding time when it comes
to the inter-AS traffic; the latter was intuitively expected due to our investigation on the
altruism/egoism of the peers in Section 4.2.4.3 as well as the monotonicity investigation
in Section 4.5.1.
In all three scenarios though, splitting the IoP's capacity among the two swarms
outperforms any other option, thus ideally the IoP should join both swarms. If joining
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both swarms is inevitable, then the mean inter-arrival time is more significant when it
comes to the peers’ performance.
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4.6

Summary of the IoP Evaluation in Simple Topologies

In this chapter, we have evaluated the insertion of the IoP in a multitude of topologies
comprising two or three ISPs, with certain inter-connection agreements (i.e. transit or
peering) between them. In every topology it is taken that only one ISP inserts an IoP. .
Concerning performance metrics, we have monitored the 95-th percentile of traffic in
inter-AS links as a proxy for ISPs' inter-connection cost and have also analysed the
potential cost savings due to respective traffic savings under transit and peering
agreements, for different charging schemes. Additionally, we have monitored peers'
download time as a metric of their performance.
Below, we summarize major conclusions of this investigation, which are similar across
all topologies when taking similar values of the set-up parameter i.e., peers’ access
bandwidth, peer inter-arrival and seeding times.
By the transparent IoP insertion in a swarm, a significant decrease of incoming traffic of
the ISP deploying the IoP is achieved; however, simultaneously, an also significant
increase of the outgoing traffic is observed. This is due to the fact that the IoP uploads
content blocks also to peers located to its counterpart ISP as much as he does to peers
within his AS. This phenomenon is alleviated by
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the insertion of the IoP with unchoking policy achieves a similar but slightly lower
reduction of the incoming traffic, and also a reduction of the outgoing traffic. As
external peers are not served by the IoP, they interact more with regular peers within
IoP's domain; thus, due to the T4T reciprocation principle, a minor increase of incoming
traffic of the ISP inserting the IoP is seen.
On the other hand, the insertion of an IoP that is promoted by the overlay tracker, with
or without policy achieves double incoming traffic reduction, while a slightly higher
reduction of the outgoing traffic can be seen compared to the transparent case. The high
reduction of inter-AS traffic, and improvement of the performance of peers in the same
domain with IoP is due to the more efficient utilization of the IoP resources.
Moreover, the combination of the transparent IoP insertion with the Biased Neighbor
Selection (BNS) approach [BC+06] leads to significant benefit both for the ISP and its
end-users. In particular, it was observed that the BNS reduces significantly the increase
of the (potentially harmful) outgoing traffic increase, while the IoP eliminates the
potential deteriorating effect of the BNS on peers' performance.
Regarding cost savings, when a transit agreement is in place, we observe that there is
clear net profit for the ISP deploying an IoP, which is promoted by the overlay tracker
(or advertised by the ISP itself), despite the associated costs under the IN charging
scheme. Under the remaining charging schemes, traffic savings are achieved as well,
which are significantly higher in the case of the promoted IoP.
On the other hand, in peering topologies, we observed that a peering ratio violation is
possible when the transparent IoP is employed, mainly due to the high increase of the
outgoing traffic. Even in these cases though, the excessive inter-AS traffic in the peering
link is measured to be relatively low; the latter is important if we assume that the ISP
inserting the IoP is the one to be charged for provoking this traffic imbalance.
Concerning download times, the transparent IoP insertion achieves high improvement
for peers in all ASes, while the application of the policy achieves slightly lower
reduction of the download times of the local peers, and expectedly, significantly lower
improvement for the external ones. The fact that local peers' performance is slightly
worse, compared to the case where no policy is applied, is due to the fact although the
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IoP does not serve external peers, local peers do not get benefit by that. The latter is due
to the fact that local peers are not aware of the IoP and their potential to connect to it by
optimistic unchoking is rather low. Thus, the high capacity of the IoP is not fully
utilized, which however is due also to the fact that we considered that it serves only a
single swarm (see below). This issue is resolved by the promoted IoP insertion, as then,
significantly higher improvement of the performance of local peers is attained.
Moreover, also peers in other domains still get benefit, indirectly through their
interaction with the peers located in IoP's domain.
Concerning the counter-part ISP, when a transit agreement is in place, there is high
potential of cost increase under some charging schemes due to the increase of its
incoming traffic, when the transparent IoP is in place. However, when a promoted IoP
is deployed, it has (lower) cost savings and, additionally, (lower) improvement of the
performance of its peers is achieved, due to indirect exploitation of the IoP's capacity
(free-riding). In our evaluations of the IoP mechanism in more complex topologies (see
Chapter 6), we investigate more deeply into the free-riding issue.
Finally, we evaluated the transparent IoP insertion in a two-swarm environment. In this
study, we employed default values for certain set-up parameters of the overlay, namely,
the size of the content file, the mean inter-arrival time of leechers and the mean seeding
time of seeders, and tuned these parameters, one by one or in pairs, for one of the
swarms. We identified that the IoP insertion has a larger impact on swarms with lower
total available upload capacity, or equivalently, higher capacity needs, while higher
performance improvement is achieved only for the peers of the swarm that the IoP joins
each time. Notably, we also observed that the overall performance of all peers located in
the ISP deploying the IoP is better, when the IoP splits its upload capacity between
peers of the two swarms, instead of offering his capacity only to one of them.
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5 Theoretical Model for Dimensioning
Evaluation of the IoP Insertion

an

In this section, we develop a Markov model for a swarm with a fixed number of peers
running a BitTorrent-like [Coh03] file-sharing protocol. The Markov model proposed in
this chapter models a BitTorrent swarm, namely an overlay network for the sharing of
one file, and estimates approximately the transient distribution of the number of chunks
already downloaded by a certain peer at any time. We focus on BitTorrent since it is the
most popular file sharing application. The purpose of the Markov model is the analysis
of certain properties of BitTorrent,
The model can serve as a tool to analyse certain properties of BitTorrent, such as
monotonicity and scalability of performance, and primarily, to evaluate of IoP insertion
[PSS09] as a means to achieve performance improvement and other similar approaches.
Additionally, the Markov model described in this section can serve as a dimensioning
tool for the IoP and other similar caching or generally upload capacity enhancing
solutions.
It should also be noted that for both purposes, a model for the transient evolution of the
swarm like the Markov model proposed is much more suitable, because the insertion of
an IoP mainly aims to have a positive impact in the beginning, where most of the
leechers in a swarm are lacking the largest part of the shared content. Once this purpose
is attained, then the IoP can devote its resources to another swarm, rather than remain
in the original one.

5.1

Markov Model Motivation

In the model presented below, a Markov chain is employed to estimate approximately
the transient distribution of the number of chunks downloaded by each peer. Based on
this, we can also estimate other performance measures such as the upper tail of the
distribution of the time required for a peer to complete downloading a file. For the
purpose of analytical tractability, the model employs certain simplifications of
BitTorrent; thus, it is expected that its outcomes will constitute bounds for the
corresponding metrics of the actual BitTorrent.
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The Markov model in its present version can be employed for studying the following
issues:


Monotonicity of completion times in a BitTorrent network for different
numbers of regular peers;



Impact of the insertion of an IoP on performance; tradeoff w.r.t. the
associated capacity of the IoP;



Impact of insertion of multiple IoPs with heterogeneous capacities; tradeoff
w.r.t. the number and capacity of the IoPs.

For each one of the cases involving IoP(s), the transition probability matrix of the
Markov chain is slightly different than that of the first case without IoP. Moreover, the
model can easily be extended to cases and scenarios where other optimization
approaches, e.g. locality awareness, are employed, or other types of applications are
addressed, e.g., Bittorrent-like streaming applications such as Tribler [PG+06]
In the Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, we present the basic assumptions, the rationale and
basic equations that describe the evolution of the Markov chain, while the complete
model is presented in the Appendix A. Furthermore, in Section 5.4, we present and
discuss evaluation results obtained by the proposed model.

5.2

Approximation Assumptions

In this section, we present our assumptions on the modeling of the peer-to-peer
application. First, we consider a discrete time Markov model, where each time step
corresponds to one choking interval, i.e., 10.0 seconds. Originally, we consider N  1
peers in the swarm; namely, N leechers with initially 0 chunks, and 1 seeder, who has
all K chunks that the content file to be disseminated comprises of. For simplicity, we
assume that the N+1 peers join the swarm all together and they immediately start to
disseminate the file.
Moreover, we assume that no other peers join the swarm while it is evolving; thus, the
peer population remains constant. Additionally, it is assumed that after a peer (i.e.,
leecher) finishes his downloading then he turns into a seeder, namely he does not leave
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the swarm. By introducing minor modifications to the formulation, the model can
accommodate other assumptions on this issue.
Concerning the chunk selection, we assume random and uniform selection, instead of
BitTorrent’s rarest first replication. Thus, due to symmetry among chunks in their initial
distribution, the system’s state is fully specified by the number of chunks that each peer
has acquired until the end of step n, or equivalently by the number of peers out of N
that have 0, 1, …, or K chunks at step n. Therefore, the number of different states with
this formulation would be equal to the number of choosing k elements out of n with
repetition:

 N  K  N  K !

 
.
K! N!
 K 
Due to the prohibitively large state space we resort to an approximation, which is
motivated by the fact that due to symmetry the evolution of the marginal distribution of
the state of any given peer is the same as that of any other peer. Let D be a tagged peer
out of the set of the N leechers. The state of D (as well as that of any other peer) belongs
to {0, 1, 2, ..., K}. Therefore, the objective of the proposed model is to derive this marginal
distribution of the state of the tagged peer D.
Furthermore, for simplicity reasons, we assume that at every step n, only 0, 1 or 2
chunks can be downloaded by each peer regardless how many peers have unchoked
this peer. The selection of the value of 2 as an upper bound of the number of chunks
downloaded per peer per choking interval is justified by means of simulations in
Section 5.4.1. Additionally, as in real BitTorrent, each peer can be unchoked by every
other peer only once in one choking interval. Due to the random chunk selection, all
chunks that D is missing are considered useful and assumed to be sought
simultaneously.
Concerning the peer selection, we assume random and uniform selection of peers too
out of the set of all potentially interested neighbours; namely, BitTorrent’s choking
algorithm, which employs the well-known ‘tit-for-tat’, is ignored for simplicity and
tractability. As in real BitTorrent, each peer is considered to have the possibility for CL
unchokes, where parameter CL represents the minimum of:
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a. the actual number of unchokes that each peer possesses (usually 4 by the
BitTorrent protocol), and
b. of the number of unchokes possible due to the upload bandwidth capacity
bottleneck in this peer.
For instance, the protocol allows each peer to unchoke up to CL  4 other peers per
choking interval. In order to derive results comparable with results attained by the
simulations, we take CL  2 . For instance, a peer with nominal upload bandwidth equal
to 512 kbps is able to upload/serve only 2 chunks. Indeed, 512 kbps corresponds to 64
KB/s upload. In an interval of 10 secs, this corresponds to uploading 640 KB, which is
slightly higher that 2 x 256 KB (where 256 KB is the size of a chunk).
Due to the aforementioned assumptions, our Markov model corresponds to a version of
BitTorrent where all decisions are made randomly and uniformly with restricted
opportunity for unchoking. Thus, the model's outcome is expected to yield an inferior
performance state compared to the actual performance achieved by the original
BitTorrent. Consequently, the estimates obtained by our model are expected to
constitute upper bounds of the actual performance of the BitTorrent protocol.

5.3

The Markov Chain Evolution

In this section, we first consider modeling the native BitTorrent protocol without any
additional mechanism or entity, while next we extend our model to incorporate the
insertion of the IoP/IoS entity.

5.3.1

Modeling the BitTorrent overlay

The transient marginal distribution of the state of a regular peer D at step n is denoted

Pn  Pn 0, Pn 1,..., Pn K  , where Pn k   PrX n  k . The transient distribution at
step n+1 is derived as follows:

Pn1 k   Pn k  2  Pn1 k  2, k   Pn k  1  Pn1 k  1, k   Pn k   Pn1 k , k ,
where the transition probability Pn1 k  2, k  corresponds to the event that peer D is
unchoked by and finds useful chunks in two or more other peers at step n+1, given that
peer D has k  2 chunks at the end of step n; transition probability Pn1 k  1, k  is
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defined similarly, while Pn1 k , k  is the transition probability expressing that peer D is
either choked by all peers or does not find any useful chunk, given that it has k chunks
at step n. As we take that Pn1 k  m, k   0, m  3 , then the three aforementioned
transition probabilities sum to one.
The calculation of the transient probabilities at every step is an iterative process; the
procedure is depicted in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Iterative process for calculating the model's transient probabilities.

Due to the fact that population size N is fixed, there is a deterministic upper bound in
our setting for the overall completion time, which equal to the total number of chunks
of the content file divided by two, which is considered to be the maximum step in the
Markov chain, i.e., K 2 . Since the completion time of the last peer(s) might be quite
large, this upper bound can be loose. Thus, we choose to consider the G-th percentile of
the overall completion time; that is step n*, when a large portion of the peers (e.g., 90%
or 95%) will have finished downloading; i.e., 90% or 95% of the peers will have K
chunks each. Using the transient marginal distribution of the state of D, it follows for

n* : n*  min n : Pn K   G,
where G will be taken either 0.90 or 0.95. Additionally, we also consider the average
completion time among all peers, which is:

n :

 1  Pn K    n  Prcompletion at exactly n




n1

n1
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steps .

The detailed equations that characterize the Markov chain evolution for the BitTorrent
overlay are given in the Appendix; these equations involve also the distribution of: a)
the number N s n  of leechers that have K chunks at step n, and b) number N e n  of
leechers that have 0 chunks at step n. Note that the corresponding sets of leechers are
non-overlapping. Since K is large, initially N s n   0 , while as time progresses

N e n   0 . As an approximation, these random variables are taken to be independent.
Moreover, their distributions are approximately taken as binomial, i.e.:

 N  1
Pn K x 1  Pn K N 1 x ,
PN s n   x   
 x 

 N  1
Pn 0z 1  Pn 0N 1 z .
PN e n   z   
 z 
This amounts to taking that the event where a certain peer is in state 0, (or respectively,
in state K) is independent of the corresponding events for other peers; note that all
these events are identically distributed for the various peers.

5.3.2

Modeling the IoP/IoS insertion

Next, we model the insertion of an IoP equipped with higher capacity than regular
peers in the BitTorrent swarm. In this case, the transition probability matrix of the basic
Markov chain is modified as follows: due to the higher capacity, we assume that the IoP
is always unchoked twice by the original seeder thus, consuming both of the seeder's
unchokes; namely the IoP downloads 2 chunks at every step, one of them from the
original seeder with probability 1.
The IoP is considered to be definitely unchoked by the original seeder, due to his high
download capacity. Indeed, in [Coh03] it is stated that when in seeder's state,
unchoking is performed based on the highest download rate criterion, i.e., the fastest
peers are prioritized. Additionally, the fact that he always downloads 2 chunks has
twofold impact: first, he is able to finish downloading much earlier than other peers,
while the seeder's unchoke allocated to the IoP becomes unavailable to the regular peers
thus initially 'harming' their performance.
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According to the aforementioned considerations, the IoP behaves as a leecher until step

n  K 2 , and from that step ahead as a seeder. Moreover, step n  K 2 constitutes also
a lower bound for all peers performance; i.e., no one can finish downloading in less
time steps (see also Section 5.3.1).
In order to further study the impact of the IoP on the BitTorrent overlay's performance,
we also considered a third case, namely, the insertion of an IoP who serves a seeder
from the moment he joins the swarm, i.e., he posesses the entire content file. This entity
is called ISP-owned Seed (IoS). Performance improvements achieved by the insertion of
the IoS are expected to constitute an upper bound to the performance improvements
achieved by the insertion of IoP in transit; in steady-state both entities are expected to
have the same impact on peers' performance.

5.4

Numerical Results of the Theoretical Evaluation of the IoP

In this section, we present experimental and numerical results in order to: a) validate
the approximating assumptions of the model, b) assess the accuracy of the model, c)
evaluate the performance of the BitTorrent overlay with and without IoP/IoS, and d)
dimension IoP's capacity w.r.t. the swarm size.
Experimental results were obtained by means of simulations in the ns-224 simulator
employing a BitTorrent patch25; namely 6 classes implementing BitTorrent's basic
entities and their functions, i.e., client, tracker, choking algorithm, rarest first, etc.

5.4.1

Validation of approximating assumptions

First, we present experimental results in order to validate the approximating
assumptions of the model as described in Section 5.2. Simulation setup includes a
topology with 2 symmetric ASes, interconnected by means of an inter-domain link, as
depicted in Figure 5-2.

24
25

http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/
http://ns-2.blogspot.gr/2007/04/simulation-of-bittorrent-peer-to-peer.html
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Figure 5-2: Topology under evaluation - symmetric, peering.

Each peer is considered to have an access link of 4096/512 kbps download/upload
bandwidth, while the content file size is 80 MB. Moreover, we have taken that all peers,
including the original seed, start at the same time instant (0.0 sec.). In our study, small
and medium swarm sizes have been considered e.g., with N = {20, 30, ..., 160} peers.
Indeed, in reality, a significant portion of swarms has such populations, according to the
measurements of the sizes of actual swarms in the Internet presented in [HL+11].

5.4.1.1 Two-step transition Markov chain.
The Markov model restricts the maximum possible number of downloaded chunks by a
peer per choking interval to 2. The reason for this assumption is two-fold: 1) It does not
give rise to too complicated equations, while 2) it is a rather realistic approximation as
will be seen below.
In order to decide on adopting this assumption, we monitored the number of the new
chunks that every peer obtains during each choking interval in the regular BitTorrent
where this restriction does not apply. We focus on an experiment with a swarm having
50 peers monitored for a period of 50 slots. Approximately 70% of the 2500 samples of
the number of new chunks downloaded per peer and per slot were equal to 0, 1 or 2.
Figure 5-3 depicts the average number of chunks downloaded by all 50 peers of the
swarm in each choking interval. Note that only in less than 20% of the cases the average
number of chunks is greater than 2, yet it is still less than 2.5 in all such cases. The
average number of downloaded chunks over all peers equals 1.449 < 2. Thus, the
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underlying assumption of maximum 2 chunks downloaded per choking step is
satisfactorily accurate.

5
4.5

Number of chunks

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Choking intervals

Figure 5-3: Average number of chunks downloaded per choking interval over all peers.

5.4.1.2 Native vs. randomized BitTorrent.
Next, we aim to evaluate and compare the performance achieved by the BitTorrent
protocol, i.e., with the choking algorithm and rarest first being employed, to the
performance attained by a simplified version of BitTorrent where both peer and chunk
selection are performed at random. The latter simplified version of the BitTorrent
protocol is of high interest to us, as it is approximated by the proposed Markov model.
We ran simulations for the regular implementation of the BitTorrent protocol and the
simplified one, and compared them in terms of completion times. In Figure 5-4, the
average completion times for swarms of N = {20, 30, ..., 160} peers, disseminating a
content file of 80 MB size, are presented for the two implementations.
Note that regardless the swarm size increase, the difference in completion times
between the two implementations remains almost fixed and bellow 11%. This also holds
when comparing the performance of the two variations of BT and when other
approaches are employed such as the IoP insertion. Therefore, performance difference
between the simplified and regular BitTorrent implementation remains bounded.
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Figure 5-4: Performance comparison between regular (blue, *) and simplified (cyan, +) BitTorrent.

5.4.1.3 Model verification
We consider the same simulation setup as in Section 5.4.1.2, and we aim to compare the
download times derived by simulations (continuous time) to the number of steps or
choking intervals (discrete time) derived by calculation of the Markov chain in Matlab26,
in order to verify the approximation of the proposed Markov model to the BitTorrent
implementation. For this purpose, we need to transform discrete results to continuous,
namely by converting time measured in steps to time in seconds. As mentioned above,
each step of the Markov model corresponds to one choking interval, which has duration
10 seconds [Coh03]. Therefore, in order to transform steps to seconds, we multiply the
number of steps by the duration of the choking interval.
Figure 5-5 depicts simulation results, when a 40 MB size file is disseminated, for the
regular

BitTorrent

implementation

(blue,

*),

and

the

simplified

BitTorrent

implementation (green, +); both of them are compared to results derived by the Markov
model for CL  2, 3, 4 , multiplied by 10 seconds (cyan, ^; magenta, <; red, >).

26

The Mathworks: Matlab – The language of technical computing:
http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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We observe that relative difference between calculated results for CL = 4, and
simulation results (for the native BitTorrent implementation) is below 10%, but the
values of download times obtained are consistently underestimated for all swarm sizes.
For CL = 3, the relative difference is below 5%. The value CL = 2 results in a relative
difference, while the values of download times obtained are consistently higher for all
swarm sizes. Thus, the Markov model approximates satisfactorily the native version of
BitTorrent, particularly for CL = 3. In the evaluations to follow, we will employ though
the value of CL = 2; this is a conservative choice to yield higher download times that will
constitute upper bounds of the peers' performance. This choice will lead us to safer
choices when using the Markov model as a dimensioning tool by comparing the
performance attained with the IoP/IoS insertion, to the performance without it; see
Section 5.5. At the same time, this value CL = 2 also leads to more efficient
computations.
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Figure 5-5: Verification of the Markov model -

Figure 5-6: Verification of the Markov model -

comparison with BitTorrent's implementations.

comparison with BitTorrent's implementations
(zoom-in).

5.4.2

Evaluation of BitTorrent overlay properties

Next, we present numerical results calculated according to the Markov model in
Matlab. As stated in the beginning of Section 5.1, one of objectives of the Markov model
is to study the inherent properties of the BitTorrent overlay such as monotonicity of
performance w.r.t. the swarm size, and impact on performance of the original seeder’s
capacity. Below, we discuss the results of our investigation.
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5.4.2.1 Monotonicity w.r.t. the swarm size
We considered swarms with N = {10, 15, 20, 25, ..., 160} peers, with each peer having
capacity cl = 2, and one original seeder with upload capacity cs = 2. The file size to be
disseminated is 40 MB, thus consisting of approximately 160 chunks of 256 KB each.
Note that the Markov chain for this file size has 161 possible states, e.g. {0, 1, 2, ..., K},
and that the first step when Pn K  is non-zero is n  81 . This lower bound follows from
the fact that up to 2 chunks per peer can be downloaded at each step, but only 1 chunk
can be downloaded from the unique original seeder in the 1 st step, while the total
number of chunks is 160.
Figure 5-7 depicts the calculated G-th percentile, i.e., n*, of the completion time for
varying swarm sizes. Observe that n* increases only slightly (almost remains stable) as
the swarm size increases, which verifies scalability of this peer-to-peer protocol.
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Figure 5-7: G-th percentile n* for varying swarm size.

5.4.2.2 Impact of the original seeder’s capacity
In [BC+06], Bindal et al. argue that the original seeder’s capacity has important impact
on the download times. In particular, they observe that their biased neighbour selection
may deteriorate the completions times. However, they show that the greater the
seeder’s capacity, the less the impact of biased neighbour selection on the completion
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times. Furthermore, in [BLD08], Le Blond et al. argue that the original seeder’s capacity
is critical to the high chunk diversity (higher probability for the peers to find useful
chunks), which impacts the overhead (amount of content that crosses an inter-ISP link)
and peers’ slowdown (the experimental peer download completion time normalized by
the ideal completion time).
In order to evaluate the original seeder's capacity on the swarm evolution, we
considered a swarm with N = 100 peers with upload capacity CL = 2, and one original
seeder with varying upload capacity CS = c. The file size is again taken to be 40 MB.
Figure 5-8 presents the G-th percentile n* for G = {0.90, 0.05} attained for different values
of seeder’s capacity C = {2, 4, ..., 20}. Note in Figure 5-8 that as the seeder’s capacity
increases, n* decreases with constant rate, which is in agreement with the
aforementioned results of [BCC06] and [BLD08].
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Figure 5-8: G-th percentile n* for varying seeder's capacity for G={0.90,0.95}.

5.4.3

Results of the evaluation of IoP/IoS insertion in a BitTorrent overlay

Next, we present numerical results calculated according to the Markov model for the
evaluation of the IoP/IoS insertion. As stated in the beginning of Section 5.1, the main
objective of the Markov model is to serve as an evaluation tool for certain optimization
approaches of peer-to-peer networks, such as cache insertion. Below, we present and
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discuss the impact of cache insertion on the overall completion times of the whole
swarm and the on upper tail distribution of an individual peer.
In [PSS09], we have shown by means of simulations in ns-2 that the insertion of the IoP
in one of the ASes participating in a swarm results in important reduction of the
completion times of all peers participating in that swarm; these results have been
verified also in our investigation by means of simulations in Chapter 4, and specifically
Section 4.3.1.
Apart from the improvement of the peers' performance, both in [PSS09] and our
investigations in Chapter 4, it was shown that significant inbound inter-domain traffic
reduction for the AS that deploys the IoP is achieved. However, in its current version,
the proposed Markov model does not incorporate any information on the AS to which
each peer belongs, and therefore cannot lead to conclusions on inter-domain traffic.
Extending the model appropriately so as to provide estimates for the volume of interdomain traffic can be a direction for future work.
Thus, the main objective of this section is to provide evidence that the proposed Markov
model validates simulation results that reveal the positive impact of the insertion of the
IoP on the download times. In this investigation we considered the same setup as in
Section 5.4.2 for three scenarios:
i.

no IoP/IoS insertion,

ii.

insertion of the IoP, and

iii.

insertion of the IoS,

where the IoP/IoS entity is assumed to have upload capacity C = 10.
Figure 5-9 depicts the 95-th percentile (i.e., G  0.95 ) of the overall completion time for
the three aforementioned scenarios, while Figure 5-10 depicts the upper tail of the
distribution of chunks acquired by peer D. Observe that the insertion of IoP improves
significantly the estimate of the overall completion time especially for small or medium
to small swarms, whereas the insertion of IoS achieves even higher reduction. As
expected, the performance achieved by the insertion of IoS constitutes a lower bound
for the performance achieved by the insertion of IoP. However, despite its advantage,
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the IoS insertion is only slightly better than the IoP, since the phase when the cache acts
as leecher is too short compared to the swarm’s lifetime. Similar results hold for G =
0.90.
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Figure 5-9: 95-th percentile of completion time n* for no IoP insertion, vs. IoP or IoS insertion.
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Figure 5-10: Upper tail of chunks distribution for no IoP insertion, vs. IoP or IoS insertion.

At this point, it should be noted that while in [PSS09] or in Chapter 4 the upload
capacity of IoP was 20 or 40 times greater, respectively, than that of the regular peers, in
the current setup, it is only 5 times greater; thus a rather moderate value for the IoP/IoS
capacity has been chosen.
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Additionally, the IoP/IoS capacity has been kept fixed as the swarm size increases,
hence the deterioration of the improvement attained. Nevertheless, an ISP could
achieve even higher performance improvements for larger swarms by either increasing
the capacity of the IoPs/IoS, e.g., by increasing the capacity of IoP/IoS's uplink, or by
introducing more such ‘small’ IoPs/IoSs in its domain.
In order to investigate IoP/IoS's capacity impact on the G-th percentile of the completion
time, i.e., n*, we varied IoP/IoS's capacity, i.e., c = {2, 4, ..., 20}, for N = 160 peers and file
size equal to 40 MB. Figure 5-11 depicts the G-th percentiles of the overall completion
time of the swarm for different values of upload capacity of the IoP. We observe that the
percentile is improved significantly, up to 13%, when the capacity of the IoP is cp  20 ,
namely 10 times the capacity of the regular peers. Since this is a moderate value for the
upload capacity of the IoP, we expect even lower completion times for higher values of
upload capacity. Eventually, we expect that the system will be led to a saturation point,
where any further increase of the IoP capacity will lead to no further improvement of
the performance. Such an analysis is performed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5-11: G-th percentile of completion time for varying IoP/IoS capacity.

Finally, we compare the estimates of completion times derived in [KR06] and [YV06]
with our outcomes. Indeed, [YV06] is based on the assumptions of unconstrained
download capacity and optimal scheduling of chunk selections and uploads; so that
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uploading of chunks from one leecher to the others is exploited as much as possible.
These would give in our case a completion time per peer of log2 N  2K  1 2 CS ,
which is a very loose lower bound; e.g. for N = 100, K = 161, and CS = 2, this equals 83.41
which is almost equal to the lower bound of 81 steps calculated by the Markov model.
Also, [KR06] is based on optimal scheduling; for the cases of Figure 5-11, [KR06] would
give the straightforward lower bound of 80, since each peer can download at most 2
chunks per slot and the total number of chunks is 160.

5.5

The Markov Model as a Dimensioning Tool

In this section, we illustrate how the proposed Markov model can be employed to
dimension the IoP in terms of upload bandwidth for different swarm sizes potentially
corresponding to more complex topologies of 6 and 9 ASes (see Section 6.1.3).
By means of the Markov model, we calculate the download time of the peers for two
swarms of N = 40 and N = 60 peers, respectively. Note that the peers' upload capacity CL
was taken equal to 2, as in previous evaluations by means of the Markov model, while
the IoP's capacity C varied from 2 to 30. Figure 5-12 illustrates the attained download
times for the two swarms for varying C.
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Figure 5-12: Saturation point s* for N = 40 and N = 60.
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We observe that, in both curves, there exists a saturation point, i.e., s*; namely the
capacity of the IoP beyond which any further increase does not result in further
performance improvement. In particular, the saturation capacity for the swarm with N =
40 peers is C = 22, while for the swarm with N = 60, the IoP capacity is C = 24. Indeed,
beyond these points practically no further improvement of the download time is
observed.
This capacity can be converted to actual upload bandwidth for the IoP (in Mbps) by
multiplying the IoP capacity by a factor of 11 and 12, respectively; note that this is the
relative difference between the IoP capacity that achieves s* and the capacity of regular
peers. Thus, the saturation level of the capacity of the IoP for the two swarms of N = 40
and N = 60 peers is estimated at 11 Mbps and 12 Mbps, respectively.
It should be clarified, that the purpose of dimensioning the IoP by means of the Markov
model is just to select the appropriate capacity, rather than to also estimate the resulting
download times. The latter estimate can be obtained more accurately by means of
simulation of the particular topology where the IoP is inserted. However, by selecting
the IoP capacity by means of the Markov model we can considerably save on
simulations aiming to discover where the saturation of the download times actually
arises. Specifically, an outcome is obtained within few minutes by means of the Markov
model, compared to several tens or hundreds of minutes per experiment in the case of
simulations; note that tens of simulation runs need to be performed also in order to
derive confidence intervals.
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6 Evaluation of the IoP insertion in Complex
Topologies
In this chapter, we investigate the IoP insertion in larger and more complex topologies.
In particular, we evaluate the IoP insertion, when it is transparent or promoted by the
overlay, with or without application of the unchoking policy in 6-AS and 9-AS
topologies. Furthermore, we assess the impact of the inter-connection agreements,
based on the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1 and Section 4.2.3.2, between the ISP deploying
the IoP and his neighbouring ASes on the cost of this ISP together with the impact of
IoP on users' performance. Finally, we investigate the benefit of other ISPs due to IoP
insertion by another ISP.

6.1

Complex Topologies and Scenarios

In Chapter 4, we extensively evaluated the IoP's impact in simple 2-AS or 3-AS
topologies, considering also transit or peering agreements between the AS deploying
the IoP and his neighbours. In this chapter, we consider hierarchical topologies of 6 and
9 ASes with three tiers of ASes.

6.1.1

Summary of topologies under consideration

In the 6-AS topology, we consider only one AS, i.e., 1A, in the higher tier, and 2 tier-2
ASes, i.e., 2A and 2B, who are customers of 1A, i.e., they buy transit inter-connection
service from 1A. In the bottom tier, 3 ASes are considered; two of which, i.e., 3A and 3B,
are 2A's customers, and a third one, i.e., 3C, which is 2B's customer. The difference
between the two 6-AS topologies is the existence (or not) of a peering link between the
two tier-2 ASes, namely 2A and 2B, while a paid peering scheme is considered between
those two ASes.
In the 9-AS topologies, we consider the same hierarchy of ASes. The only difference is
that we assume that a third tier-2 AS exists, i.e., 2C, which is customer of 1A too.
Furthermore, we consider two more tier-3 ASes, i.e., 3D and 3E, which are 2C's
customers. The difference between the two 9-AS topologies considered is again the
existence (or not) of a peering link between 2A and 2B, while again a paid peering
scheme is assumed between them.
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In Figure 6-1, a summary of all topologies used in our evaluations is provided. The
simple topologies used in our evaluations, as presented in Chapter 4, are depicted in the
left-hand side of the figure, the 6-AS topologies under consideration in Section 6.2 are
depicted in the middle of the figure, while the 9-AS topologies also under consideration
in Section 6.2 in the right-hand side of the same figure. Note that we have re-named the
ASes in the 2- and 3-AS topologies to 2A, 2B and 1A (from 3A, 3B and 2A, respectively)
to denote that the IoP is always inserted in AS 2B; nevertheless, nothing changes w.r.t.
our investigation and evaluations in Chapter 4.

Figure 6-1: Summary of evaluation topologies under study.

6.1.2

Motivation for the evaluation in complex topologies

The motivation for our evaluation of the impact of the complex topologies on IoP's
performance and the inter-connection cost of the AS that inserts the IoP can be analyzed
based on the simulation topologies roadmap, as depicted in Figure 6-2.
The ISP that inserts the IoP in the overlay is always considered to be 2B; thus, 2B is
central to our interest. Initially, we investigated the IoP's impact on the simplest
topology, namely the dumbbell topology (see Section 4.2.1), with two ASes interconnected with each other through a peering link (cycled with cyan dashed line in
Figure 6-2). The second step was to consider a third upper tier AS that would interconnect the two ASes via 2 transit links, in order to investigate the impact of the various
transit charging schemes on 2B's cost; while the third step was to assume the existence
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of a peering link between the two ASes, simultaneously with the upper tier transit
provider to gain insight into the impact of the IoP in the peering agreement (dashed
magenta cycle labelled "3AS" in Figure 6-2).
We aimed, next, to investigate the impact on IoP's effect of 2B turning into a tier-2
provider selling transit connectivity to one tier-3 AS. Therefore, the fourth step of the
analysis was to assume lower tier ASes that are customers of the ISP deploying the IoP,
i.e., 2B, and his peer 2A, and the fifth step was to assume the simultaneous existence of
a peering link between 2B and his same-tier neighbour 2A (dashed green cycle labelled
"6AS" in Figure 6-2).
Finally, our target was to assess the impact of extra traffic originating from or destined
to 2B's peers. In order to do so, the 6-AS topology was extended by adding one more
'branch', with one tier-2 and two tier-3 ASes below 1A, constituting thus a 9-AS
topology (dashed orange cycle labelled "9AS" in Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2: Evaluation topologies roadmap.

Summarizing our goals, the set of complex topologies selected for the evaluation of the
IoP insertion serves the following purposes:
i.

to gain insight on the IoP's impact on a tier-2 ISPs' cost, taking into account
traffic originating from or destined to his customer AS's peers

ii.

to investigate the impact of peering agreements between the tagged tier-2 AS
and his equal-tier neighbours,
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iii.

to identify possible implications due to the existence of extra traffic originating
from or destined to 2B's peers in an even larger topology.

In any case, the 6-AS and 9-AS topologies are rather more interesting for our
investigation, since they are much more realistic. Furthermore their investigation is
necessary to gain insight on the implications of the IoP insertion on the inter-AS links
connecting the ISP deploying the IoP with his upper tier transit provider, his lower tier
transit customers, and his same-tier peering ASes; this investigation could not be
accomplished by simply considering a much larger counter-part AS in the 2-AS
asymmetric topology introduced in Section 4.2.1.
As in the simple topologies studied in Chapter 4, we will investigate the cost savings for
the ISP deploying the IoP. It is important that an net economic profit indeed applies for
the Tier-2 ISP deploying the IoP in a realistic topology, where the charges due to traffic
in all associated inter-domain links are taken into account; i.e., in transit links
connecting the Tier-2 ISP to its Tier-1 provider, to its Tier-3 clients and to its Tier-2
peering ISPs.

6.1.3

Parameters and scenarios

In each topology a tier-1 AS is considered, which has no end-users. Tier-2 ASes, i.e., 2A,
2B and 2C, and tier-3 ones, i.e., 3A, 3B, ..., 3E, have peers, whose arrivals follow the
Poisson distribution with mean inter-arrival times = 10.0 sec. and 20.0 sec., respectively.
All peers, regardless of their AS, after completing their downloading remain in the
swarm and serve as seeders for mean seeding time = 600.0 sec.
Moreover, the original seeder and the overlay tracker are assumed to be located in 2A
AS (similarly to the setup of the simple topologies), while the IoP is as previously
mentioned always inserted in 2B. As in our previous evaluations discussed in Chapter
4, we assumed that all peers have homogeneous download/upload capacity of 16/1
Mbps, while the upload capacity of the original seeders' is assumed to be 10 Mbps.
In order to decide on the capacity of the IoP, we performed simulations by means of the
SmoothIT simulator (see Section 4.1) for the 6-AS and 9-AS topologies without the IoP
and we measured the average number of peers and leechers in steady-state, in
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topologies with 6 and 9 ASes. Table 6-1 summarizes the average number of peers and
leechers in the entire swarm and in 2B only, in a 3-AS, 6-AS and 9-AS topology. Note
that this a time-average obtained over 10 simulation runs for the duration of the
simulation, when excluding the warm-up phase (see Section 4.2.4.1). It is notable that,
as the size of the topology and the swarm increases, and thus more peers arise in the
swarm, the average number of leechers present momentarily remains almost constant
or even decreases, which is due to the good inherent characteristics, i.e., scalability and
robustness, of the BitTorrent overlay.
Table 6-1: Average number of peers and leechers in steady-state.
Peers
Topology

Leechers

(seeders+leechers)
Swarm

2B

Swarm

2B

3 AS

120-150

55-65

45-90

25-35

6 AS

180-230

60-70

80-150

25-40

9AS

210-230

35-45

100-150

15-30

In order to perform IoP's dimensioning, we decide to take into account the average
number of leechers per swarm. The reason for this is two-fold: i) in the Markov model
of Chapter 5, the swarm is considered to have initially N leechers and only one seeder,
and ii) the IoP should have adequate capacity to address the needs of all leechers, not
only of the leechers located within the ISP that deploys it, because under certain
charging policies it might be beneficial to serve also external ones. It is plausible that if
this is not the case, then an ISP can ultimately select a lower capacity of the IoP, in order
to only serve its own local peers. However, in the investigations to follow, we ignore
this possibility, since we wish to make comparisons of the impact of the same IoP
among the different cases of IoP and charging policies.
Based on the investigation in Section 5.5, 11 Mbps are adequate for the IoP to attain the
saturation performance improvement w.r.t. users' download times for swarm of N = 40,
while 12 Mbps are enough for N = 60. The swarm sizes presented in Table 6-1 are
considerably larger. In order to select the corresponding IoP capacity, we argue as
follows: for the 6-AS topology with N = 180 = 3  60, we reasonably expect that an IoP
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capacity of 3  12 Mbps = 36 Mbps will be appropriate. Similarly, for a 9-AS topology
with N = 210 = 3.5  60, the necessary IoP capacity can be 3.5  12 Mbps = 42 Mbps.
We performed further simulations in the SmoothIT simulator, and varied the IoP's
capacity from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps maintaining all other parameter values fixed, to
verify that this methodology indeed leads to a good estimate of the IoP capacity. Figure
6-3 and Figure 6-4 depict the average download duration over 10 simulation runs for all
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Figure 6-3: IoP dimensioning in 6-AS topology.
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As it can be seen, in the 6-AS topology, the download duration is no further improved
when the IoP capacity is over 40 Mbps (i.e., saturation), while in the 9-AS case the
respective capacity is 50 Mbps. Thus, our initial approximation by means of the Markov
model is quite accurate. As already explained in Section 5.5, employing for
dimensioning purposes the Markov model only can save on simulations, since one can
then run only those for the selected capacity value of the IoP.

6.2

Evaluation Results

In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of the IoP insertion, depicting
the 95-th percentile of the traffic for each AS in the considered topology, and the
average download completion times of the peers per AS. We also calculate the traffic
savings achieved in each topology for 2A, 2B and 3C, depending on the charging
scheme, and address the potential traffic imbalance in the peering link, when a peering
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agreement is considered. Finally, we analyze ISPs' incentives to adopt such a
mechanism or not, and re-visit the issue of free-riding, initially identified in Chapter 4

6.2.1

6-AS reference topology

Figure 6-5 depicts the 6-AS topology used for the IoP evaluation. IoP is inserted in 2B,
who is assumed to sell transit to 3C, and to buy transit from 1A. On the other hand, 2A
sells transit to 3A and 3B, and buys from 1A as well.
Obtained simulation results are depicted in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7. In particular,
Figure 6-6 shows the 95-th percentile of traffic on links: 1A2A, 1A2B and 2B3C, in both
directions, while Figure 6-7 depicts the average download times per AS.

Figure 6-5: 6-AS reference topology.
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As it can be observed, the impact of the IoP insertion and its variations, e.g., IoP with
unchoking policy (IoPUP), IoP with cache-aware tracker (IoPCT), and IoP with cache-
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aware tracker and unchoking policy (IoPCTUP), on the inter-domain traffic between 2B
and 2A and their upper tier AS, 1A, is similar to that observed in the simple 3-AS
topology.
The simple IoP insertion achieves 13% reduction of 2B's incoming and due to symmetry
of 2A's outgoing traffic. Additionally, 32% increase of 2B's outgoing traffic and 2A's
incoming is also achieved by IoP. Note that the reduction on 3B's incoming traffic is
lower that the respective one in the 3-AS topology, which is reasonable due to the extra
traffic crossing the link towards 3C.
Regarding the IoP insertion with policy, IoPUP achieves lower improvement of 2B's
incoming traffic compared to IoP, i.e., 8%; however, a reduction of outgoing traffic by
3% is achieved too, while IoP increased 3B's outgoing traffic by 32%. The promotion of
IoP by a cache-aware tracker enables a higher reduction of 3B's both incoming and
outgoing traffic, i.e., 30% and 10% in the IoPCT case, and 32% and 7% in the IoPCTUP
case, respectively. The effect of IoP and its variations on 2A's traffic is in accordance but
in an inverse manner, e.g., the impact on 2A's incoming/outgoing traffic is equivalent to
that on 2B's outgoing/incoming, respectively.
Concerning peers' performance, the IoP insertion achieves on the average 32-34%
reduction of download times for peers in all ASes, while the application of the
unchoking policy achieves 25% for peers in 2B, and only 7% for peers in other ASes.
Note that the unchoking policy (as in the 3-AS topologies) dictates that in the seeding
phase the IoP serves only peers located in the same AS with it, i.e., 2B. Alternatively, the
policy could be extended to allow the IoP to serve also peers in 3C. As 3C is customer of
2B, the increase of the outgoing traffic to 3C is beneficial to 2B, i.e., it will lead to
increase of his revenues from transit charges.
The promotion of IoP by a cache-aware tracker to peers located in the same AS with the
IoP, i.e., 2B, results in very high reduction of download times for peers in 2B, i.e., up to
63% for IoPCT and 64% for IoPCTUP, and lower reduction for peers in other ASEs, i.e.,
23% for IoPCT and 20% for IoPCTUP, respectively. Thus, we observe that the
improvement of peers' performance is similar (but higher) to the one observed in the
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evaluations of the 3-AS topology (see Section 4.3.2). Additionally, we observe that for all
IoP variations, all peers' performance is improved regardless their AS id.
Next, we investigate the impact of the IoP insertion and its variations analytically on
2A's and 2B's inter-domain traffic savings in the transit topology, taking into account
the charging schemes summarized in Table 4-1. Note that for simplicity we assume that
all transit agreements adopt the same charging scheme and with the same price per
Mbps. The calculated traffic savings for 3A and 3B are presented in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2: Cost savings for 2A and 2B, when IoP is inserted in 2B (Mbps) - 6-AS, no peering.

Charging
scheme

2A
IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

-17,66

1,26

5,47

4,19

OUT

7,63

4,57

16,89

17,80

SUM

-10,04

5,83

22,36

21,99

DIFF

-25,29

-3,31

-11,42

-13,60

MAX

-17,64

1,28

5,49

4,21

IN

2B
IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

7,63

4,57

16,89

17,80

OUT

-17,66

1,26

5,47

4,19

SUM

-10,04

5,83

22,36

21,99

DIFF

25,29

3,31

11,42

13,60

MAX

-17,64

1,28

5,49

4,21

IN

3C
IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

IN

-5,19

0,15

-2,02

-1,83

OUT

4,58

1,43

3,79

3,64

SUM

-0,61

1,58

1,77

1,81

DIFF

-9,78

-1,27

-5,81

-5,47

MAX

-5,19

0,15

-2,02

-1,83
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We observe that the simple IoP insertion may imply traffic increase for 2B when OUT,
SUM or MAX charging schemes are applied; this effect has been also highlighted in
Section 4.3. However, any of the other three variations of the IoP insertion leads to
significant traffic savings for 2B regardless of the charging scheme considered.
Moreover, IN, SUM and DIFF charging schemes lead to highest savings for 2B. Only
when OUT is in place savings are still observed but lower compared to other cases.
On the other hand, the transparent IoP leads to traffic savings for 2A only when OUT is
considered, while any of the other three variations of the IoP insertion results in traffic
savings for 2A, except the case where DIFF is considered. Highest cost savings are
observed for 2A when IoPCTUP is employed by 2B and OUT charging scheme is
employed. We remind that 3A's peers also experience performance improvements
(even lower than the respective improvement of 3B's peers); thus, we deduce that 3A
has in general benefit due to the IoP insertion by another AS (free-riding).
Concerning the Tier-3 AS, 3C, we observe that when OUT, SUM and MAX charging
schemes are applied, it may have some small traffic savings. Alternatively, and
especially if no policy is employed by the IoP, 3C sees traffic incease in his inter-domain
link, which will result in increase of his transit cost; the latter implies increase of
revenues for 2B. Therefore, we identify that it is beneficial for an ISP inserting an IoP
not to employ the unchoking policy for his lower tier ASes, as the outgoing traffic
towards these ASes will lead to revenues increase for that ISP. We further investigate
this in Section 7.3.2.
Taking into account the results presented in Table 6-2, we conclude that 2B should
select which IoP variation to employ based on the charging scheme: for instance,
IoPCTUP should be employed when IN is applied, or IoPCT when SUM is applied.
Moreover, concerning the analysis in Section 4.2.3.1, on the required traffic savings to
meet the operating cost of the IoP and thus, make profit (under the IN charging
scheme), we observe that 3B has profit when he employes IoPCT and IoPCTUP.
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6.2.2

6-AS extended, peering relationship under consideration

Next in our investigations, we consider the topology of Figure 6-5 extended to include
also a peering link between the tier-2 ASes, 2A and 2B. The extended 6-AS topology
used for the evaluation of IoP in this section is depicted in Figure 6-8.
As previously, IoP is inserted in 2B, who is selling transit to 3C, and buying transit from
1A. On the other hand, 2A, sells transit to 3A and 3B and buys from 1A as well.
Furthermore, a peering link and a respective paid peering agreement are assumed to be
established between 2A and 2B (as already mentioned). Our aim here is to investigate
what is the possible impact for the peering relationship of 2B and 2A.
Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 present the 95-th percentile of traffic on links 2A2B (the
peering one), 2A3A, 2A3B and 2B3C (both directions), and the peers' average download
time per AS, respectively.

Figure 6-8: 6-AS extended topology - peering link between 2A and 2B.
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It should be noted that there is no traffic generated by the swarm in links 1A2A and
1A2B (in both directions). This is due to the fact that the original seeder of the content
file to be disseminated and the overlay tracker are both placed in 2A, thus traffic
from/to these two entities is routed through the less expensive peering link instead of
the two transit ones. Therefore, we focus here on the remaining links and especially the
peering one, and we expectedly observe similar impact on 2B's and 2A's inter-domain
traffic on the peering link, as the one observed on the two transit links, 1A2A and 1A2B,
in Figure 6-6.
Moreover, the impact of the IoP and its variations on peers' performance, depicted in
Figure 6-10, is the same as in Figure 6-7, due to the fact that we consider only the uplink
of peers to be the bottleneck in the network. Otherwise, if the bottleneck laid on the
backbone of each ISP, then further improvement would be noticed in this topology.
Next, we investigate the impact of IoP and its variations on the peering relationship
between 2A and 2B. Taking into account the analysis performed in Section 4.2.3.2 for the
traffic imbalance on the peering link, we derive that for none of the IoP variations a
peering ratio violation happens; thus, no impact due to the IoP insertion is expected on
the peering relationship between 2A and 2B.

6.2.3

9-AS reference topology

In this section, we evaluate the IoP insertion in the 9-AS topology. Figure 6-11 depicts
the 9-AS topology used for our evaluations, which is an extension of the 6-AS topology
including a third 'branch' below tier-1 AS, as explained in Section 6.1.

Figure 6-11: 9-AS reference topology.
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Our aim here is to investigate: i) what is the impact of the extra traffic generated by
peers in 2C, 3D and 3E on the traffic in inter-AS links, and on users' performance as
well, and ii) whether the main conclusions of our investigation of the IoP insertion in
the 6-AS topology are still valid or not.
Obtained simulation results are depicted in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13. Figure 6-12
shows the 95-th percentile of traffic in links 1A2A, 1A2B and 2B3C (in both directions),
while Figure 6-13 depicts the average download times per AS.
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As it can be observed, the impact of the IoP insertion and its variations, e.g., IoPUP,
IoPCT, and IoPCTUP, on the inter-domain traffic between 2B and 2A and their upper
tier AS, i.e., 1A, is similar to that observed in the simple 3-AS and in the 6-AS
topologies.
While in 3-AS and 6-AS topologies we observed inversely symmetric traffic patterns for
2A (compared to 2B), we notice that this is not the case for the 9-AS topology. This is
due to the fact that anothe 'branch' has been added in the considered topology, i.e., 2C
and its lower tier ASes 3D and 3E.
On the contrary, symmetry has been identified here in traffic in links 1A2A and 1A2C
(in both directions), due to similar topology, links' bandwidths, and peers' arrival and
departure rates. The only difference is the fact that the original seeder and the overlay
tracker are located in 2A, which though have negligible impact on traffic in 1A2A. Thus,
we omit traffic measurements in Figure 6-12 for 1A2C.
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Regarding the inter-domain traffic, IoP achieves 13% reduction and 64% increase of 2B's
incoming and outgoing traffic in 1A2B and 2B1A links, respectively. The reduction of
the incoming is the same as in the 6-AS topology, however, the increase of the outgoing
is the double. The latter effect is due to the fact that the IoP serves many new peers,
almost double w.r.t. the 6-AS topology. The new peers are located in the 'right branch'
of the 9-AS topology, i.e., 2C AS and its lower tier ASes. A potential for revenue could
exist here, if 2B is able to negotiate its inter-connection agreements with 1A and the
remaining of his neighbouring ASes, as it is operating in this case similarly to a CDN.
Moreover, IoPUP is observed to lead to 2% reduction of the outgoing traffic of 2B, and
10% reduction of the incoming, which is lower than the reduction achieve by IoP. This
effect has been identified also in 3-AS and 6-AS topologies, and has been extensively
discussed in Section 4.3.1 Additionally, IoPCT and IoPCTUP achieve high reduction of
the incoming, 47% and 43%, respectively, and 6% and 16% of the outgoing traffic of 2B.
Concerning peers' performance, the simple IoP insertion achieves on the average 38%
reduction of download times for peers in all ASes, while the application of the
unchoking policy achieves reduction 23% for peers in 2B, and only 6% for peers in other
ASes. As noted in the 6-AS topology, the policy could be extended also in the 9-AS
topology to allow the IoP to serve also peers in 3C, in order to increase 2B's revenues
out of the increase of the incoming traffic of 3C.
Additionally, the promotion of IoP by a cache-aware tracker to peers located in 2B,
results in very high reduction of download times for those peers, i.e., up to 72% for
IoPCT and 73% for IoPCTUP, and lower reduction for peers in other ASEs, i.e., 23% for
IoPCT and 17% for IoPCTUP, respectively. Thus, we observe that improvements of
peers' completion time are similar to those observed in the 3-AS and 6-AS topologies
(see Section 4.3.2 and Section 6.2.1). In any case, we observe that for all IoP variations,
peers' performance is improved (more or less) regardless of their AS id.
In Table 6-3, the cost savings for 2A, 2B and 3C are presented for the 9-AS topology.
Specifically, savings for 2A and 2B are observed to follow the same patterns as those
obtained for the 6-As topology (see Table 6-2).
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Table 6-3: Cost savings for 2A, 2B and 3C, when IoP is inserted in 2B (Mbps) - 9-AS, no peering.

Charging
scheme

2A
IoP

IoPUP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

-14,02

-0,92

0,15

1,57

OUT

7,39

-1,63

9,39

7,80

SUM

-6,63

-2,55

9,54

9,37

DIFF

-21,41

0,71

-9,24

-6,23

MAX

-14,02

-0,92

0,15

1,57

IN

2B

IN

6,48

4,95

22,80

20,82

OUT

-29,47

1,34

2,98

7,52

SUM

-22,99

6,29

25,78

28,33

DIFF

35,95

3,61

19,82

13,30

MAX

-26,80

4,00

5,64

10,18

3C

IN

-4,96

-1,03

-0,13

-1,43

OUT

2,18

-0,50

2,10

1,66

SUM

-2,77

-1,52

1,97

0,23

DIFF

-7,14

-0,53

-2,23

-3,09

MAX

-4,96

-1,03

-0,13

-1,43

Regarding 2B's traffic savings, they are higher for all IoP variations and under all
charging schemes compared to the 6-AS topology, except the case where the simple IoP
is inserted; then, under OUT, SUM and MAX charging schemes the traffic increases for
2B. Depending on the charging scheme, 2B could select to employ a different IoP
variation, e.g., IoP when the DIFF charging scheme is applied, IoPCT under the IN, and
IoPCTUP under the SUM charging scheme.
In any case, IoPUP seems to bring lowest cost savings to 2B under any charging scheme
in this setup, as it is the variation that leads to the lowest possible utilization of IoP's
bandwidth. Therefore, IoPUP is the least preferred solution under any circumstances.
Moreover, it should be noted that 2B may have a revenue increase due to 3C's transit
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traffic increase under most of the charging schemes. Insight n this isssue is provided in
Section 7.3.2.
Additionally, concerning the analysis for transit cost savings in Section 4.2.3.1, we
identify that under the IN charging scheme, IoPCT and IoPCTUP lead 2B to higher
profits than in 3-AS and 6-AS topologies, which would be even higher, if revenues from
3C are added.
On the other hand, 2A has significantly lower traffic savings than the respective ones in
the 6-AS case; in some cases, they are reduced even up to 50%. Thus, we can conclude
that free-riding diminishes as the number of external ASes and respective peers
increases (i.e. in larger topologies). The latter effect is due to the fact that the positive
indirect effect of the IoP to external peers, through its locals who are the only ones
served when IoPUP, IoPCT and IoPCTUP are in place, is now "split" to a larger (almost
double) population of external peers.
Thus, we can conclude that the extra number of peers located in the three new ASes,
e.g., 2C, 3D and 3E, and participating in the content file dissemination positively
impacts the IoP's effect on 2B's inter-AS traffic (and expectedly cost). Although IoP's
impact on inter-domain traffic is lower in absolute values for the larger swarm, the
traffic savings are higher, which is of upmost importance for the AS deploying the IoP.
Moreover, the free-riding of the opponent AS, i.e., 2A, is limited, as more external peers,
i.e., from 2C and its lower tier ASes, join the swarm. Based on the high reduction of 2A's
savings due to the participation of peers from 3 new ASes, we can safely predict that the
participation of a larger number of external peers in the swarm would lead in
diminished savings for 2A.

6.2.4

9-AS extended, peering relationship under consideration

As a last simulative investigation, we consider the topology of Figure 6-11 extended to
include also a peering link between the 2A and 2B. The extended 9-AS topology used
for the IoP evaluation in this section is depicted in Figure 6-14. We aim here to
investigate the impact of the IoP insertion on the peering relationship between 2B and
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2A, and to identify potential differences w.r.t. the 6-AS topology, due to the
participation of more peers in the swarm.

Figure 6-14: 9-AS extended topology - peering link between 2A and 2B.

Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 depict the 95-th percentile of traffic in links 1A2A, 1A2B,
2A2B, and 2B3C, and the peers' average download time per AS, respectively.
As it can be observed in Figure 6-15, in contrast to the 6-AS topology with peering link,
traffic measurements were obtained also for 1A2A and 1A2B links (in both directions),
as traffic passes through them to reach 2C and its lower tier ASes. On the other hand,
less traffic is measured now to cross the peering link 2A2B.
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Additionally, we observe that traffic in 1A2B (in both directions) is similar to the traffic
in the peering link 2A2B, and ultimately follows the same patterns as previously w.r.t.
the IoP variation that is employed. This means that regardless the IoP variation
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employed, the IoP handles connections to both the transit and the peering AS in the
same manner.
Regarding 2A, we see that the traffic on 1A2A remains almost unaffected, except the
case when the simple IoP is inserted. This is due to the fact that the application of the
unchoking policy and the cache-aware tracker (or both together) leads in less outgoing
traffic from 2B to 2A by means of the peering link. On the other hand, when IoP is
inserted, 2A's incoming traffic from 1A is reduced, though 2A's incoming traffic from
2B, i.e., by means of the peering link, considerably increases (almost doubles).
Finally, 2C's incoming traffic remains unaffected, except the case where the IoP alone is
inserted; then, it increases up to 26%. On the other hand, 2C's outgoing traffic is
reduced up to 12% by IoP, IoPCT and IoPCTUP. Although traffic patterns are similar to
those observed for the 6-AS topology, traffic in 2B3C link is lower in absolute value than
the respective one for the 6-AS topology. This is probably explained by the fact that
peers in 2A, 3A and 3B interact also with peers in 2C, 3D and 3E.
Regarding peers' download times, we observe that thay are exactly the same as in the 9AS topology without peering agreement, and similar to those obtained for the 6-AS
topologies.
Finally, taking into account the analysis performed in Section 4.2.3.2 for the traffic
imbalance on the peering link, we identify potential violation of a 1.1 peering ratio
when the simple IoP is applied. Specifically, for reduction x  13% in 2A2B link, when
IoP is employed, y  33% needs to be achieved to lead to peering violation. Indeed, in
contrast to the 6-AS topology, the achieved increase of outgoing traffic in 2B2A is 60% ,
while the excessive traffic to be charged is 8.87 Mbps. Finally, no peering violation
holds when other IoP variations are employed.
As noted also in Section 6.2.1, traffic in the peering link would expectedly increase, if
the unchoking policy were modified to allow the IoP to serve also peers in peering
ASes, and the cache-aware tracker to include IoP's IP address to his reply towards peers
in peering ASes; in such a case, the traffic balance in the peering link would also be
affected.
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6.3

Summary of the IoP evaluation in Complex Topologies

In this chapter, we evaluated the IoP insertion, both transparent and promoted, with or
without unchoking policy, in 6-AS and 9-AS topologies. The evaluation of the IoP
insertion in these complex topologies, which are more interesting and realistic provides
insight on the IoP's impact on a tier-2 ISPs inter-connection cost, allows us to investigate
the impact of peering agreements between the tagged tier-2 ISP and his same tier
neighbours, and to identify possible implications due to the existence of extra traffic
originating from or destined to the tagged ISP's peers in an even larger topology.
As in Chapter 4, we considered ISPs' inter-AS traffic and peers' download times as
performance metrics. Furthermore, we analyzed IoP's economic implications on the ISP
deploying it, and his neighbouring ISPs, taking into account the inter-connection
agreements and charging schemes applied between them. Finally, we investigated the
benefit of other ISPs due to IoP insertion by one ISP only.
Regarding the impact of IoP on the inter-AS traffic for the ISP that deploys it, we
observed similar impact on traffic patterns to those attained for the 3-AS and 6-AS
topologies. Additionally, although, the reduction of the incoming and outgoing traffic of
the ISP deploying the IoP is lower, it leads to higher traffic savings and therefore, cost
savings.
Re-visiting the free-riding issue that arose in Chapter 4, we identified that as the
number of external peers increases, i.e., the extension of the 6-AS topology to the 9-AS
one, by including three new ASes and their peers, the free-riding effect is limited. This
is due to the fact that the indirect positive effect of the IoP on external ASes is split now
among more ASes, and thus progressively diminishes.
Concerning the impact of the IoP on peers' download times, we observed similar
performance implications as in the 3-AS and 6-AS topologies. In particular, peers in all
ASes get benefit by the IoP insertion, regardless the IoP variation employed.
As in the simple topologies studied in Chapter 4, we investigated the cost savings for
the ISP deploying the IoP. Specifically, we identified that the insertion of IoP with
cache-aware tracker (with or without policy) leads to cost savings that meet the
operating cost of the IoP and thus, to net economic profits. It is important that such an
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net economic profit indeed applies for the Tier-2 ISP deploying the IoP in a realistic
topology, where the charges due to traffic in all associated inter-domain links are taken
into account; i.e., in transit links connecting the Tier-2 ISP to its Tier-1 provider, to its
Tier-3 clients and to its Tier-2 peering ISPs.
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7 Investigation of ISPs' Dynamics when Employing
IoPs Anticipating Users' Reaction
In this chapter, we investigate the interaction of ISPs when employing ETM
mechanisms, such as the IoP insertion, in order to deal with the huge traffic volumes
generated by P2P applications.
In particular, the main contributions of this chapter include: a) the definition of a novel
game-theoretic framework to investigate ISPs’ interactions when employing ETM
mechanisms, b) the development of the decision-making process, taking into account
two separate metrics, i.e., payoffs of current and previous states, in a prioritized way, c)
the modeling of the impact of the users’ reactions on the decision making, and d) the
application of the proposed framework to investigate ISPs’ dynamics when IoPs are
inserted in the overlay.

7.1

Motivation for the Game-Theoretic Framework

Under the ETM approach, the various stakeholders, i.e. ISPs, in peer-assisted content
delivery scenarios, are considered to be interacting, self-interested players, making their
individually preferable choices as permissible by the mechanisms. Therefore, their
interactions can be analyzed by means of Game Theory, in order to gain insight into
their future actions, as well as to describe possible equilibria.
Although Game Theory has been used in related works, an extensive subset of which is
overviewed in Section 2.6, to analyze such interactions by taking into account users'
effect, most of the models proposed in literature use either a single metric for each ISP’s
payoff, which is inadequate to capture both ISP’s monetary benefits and user-related
effects, or a combined metric taking into account also users' performance metric as in
[DJ09], which may lead to cost improvement but at significant users' performance
deterioration in some cases.
In the proposed framework, peers' performance payoff is used as a feasibility metric,
i.e., strategies that lead to (significant) performance deterioration are considered to be
infeasible for the ISP. Thus, our contribution lies in the investigation of the ISPs'
interactions under a more realistic approach that involves two metrics in a separate and
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prioritized way; namely, the QoE of their users and the monetary cost of the ISPs
(players).
Furthermore, the adoption of any new technology or innovation, such as the IoP
insertion, by users, e.g., real people or organisms, can be studied under the prism of
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) theory introduced in [Dav89] and Diffusion of
Information (DoI) theory introduced in [RS71]. TAM and DoI suggest that the perceived
usefulness27 (PU) and the relative advantage28 (RA) are of the most notable factors that
influence users behavior.
Taking into account the aforementioned high impact factors as identified in TAM and
DoI models, we argue that it is meaningful to assume that users will be reluctant and
averse to any performance deterioration upon their usual perceived performance level.
Additionally, we assume that implications of that dissatisfaction may not be expressed
in a short timescale, e.g., due to lock-in costs, but in a longer timescale may result in
users choosing a different provider.
In order to fully describe such a system, a churn29 model would be necessary to describe
the cost and benefits of users entering and exiting an ISP's customer base, both for the
ISP and most important for the user itself. For simplicity, we resort here in
approximation where we consider peers performance as the unique payoff metric based
on which users make decisions (in a larger timescale). Thus, in order to avoid churn,
ISPs in the proposed framework are considered to anticipate users' reactions compared
to their previous state w.r.t. QoE. That is, ISPs are taken to always try to avoid
deterioration of the QoE of their users, due to either their own actions, or those of the
other ISPs.
Therefore, ISPs are assumed also to have memory of previous states’ payoffs and to
make decisions on their strategy based only on their own (i.e. cost) and on their users'

PU is defined as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his
or her job performance
28 RA is defined as the degree to which the innovation is perceived to be better than what it supersedes.
29 Churn rate, when applied to a customer base, refers to the proportion of contractual customers or
subscribers who leave a supplier during a given time period.
27
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payoff (i.e., QoE) at both the current and previous time steps. Note that the use of
memory of the payoffs of previous states in the selection of the current strategy has
been addressed in the game-theoretic literature before (see Section 2.6), e.g., in [Kit93],
and [IYK04], yet in different formulations and contexts than ours.

7.2

A Game-Theoretic Modeling Framework

In this section, we define a novel game-theoretic modeling framework for studying the
dynamics of ISPs’ interactions for different ETM mechanisms under which the ISPs
have to make related choices that affect each other's payoff as well as of their users.
Games under the proposed framework are non-zero sum, multi-player, best-response
games with incomplete information; two metrics are considered separately and in a
prioritized way, while a two-step memory is involved in order for the player to select his
next best strategy.
In order to model the dynamics of players with incomplete information in a realistic
way, we assume that each player knows neither the payoff matrices, nor the state of his
opponent(s). Thus, an ISP plays according to his own (and his users') expected payoffs
only, choosing his best response strategy given the previous and current strategies of the
other player(s) and their consequences. We only assume that each player can indeed
observe and learn such consequences (not necessarily the actions) as well as estimate
the expected payoffs of his own actions, e.g., by means of trial-and-error. Thus, ISPs
interactions in this framework are modeled as a sequence of best-response dynamics with
incomplete information but known own payoffs for each player. Of course, after several
iterations we could reasonably assume that each player has a good knowledge of the
payoff matrix of his opponent(s). However, the games considered may reach their
equilibrium in a few steps only, thus rendering this feature irrelevant.
It should be noted that games within the proposed framework are in general non-zero
sum, in the sense that both players may improve/deteriorate their states simultaneously,
as well as the improvement of one player's state is not necessarily done at the expense
of the detriment of the other(s); thus "win-win" may be achieved. However, we do not
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consider or aim at promoting cooperation between overlay and underlay as in [Dan12]
and [BG+11] (see Section 2.6).
The strategy space in the proposed framework can be either discrete (e.g. application of





an ETM mechanism of not) S  No ETM , ETM1 ,..., ETM S 1 , or continuous (e.g.,
selection of the capacity of a cache from a continuous range). In the sequel, we focus on
the discrete strategy space, where in the simplest case, each ISP has to choose from two
strategies, i.e., an ISP can employ or not a specific and fully specified ETM mechanism,





i.e., S  No ETM , ETM . More complex cases include an ETM mechanism with the
options of multiple variations and/or different permissible values of associated
parameters etc.
Within this modeling framework, the behavior of the interacting self-interested players

Pi  P , i  1,2,..., N  each of which corresponds to an ISP, is studied based on
specific metrics quantifying the consequences of their actions, which are expressed by
the pair Ci , Qi  for each player Pi . In particular, Pi is interested in minimizing his
monetary cost Ci , for which we focus on interconnection costs, i.e. cost for the interdomain traffic crossing the link connecting ISP Pi with his transit ISP. Simultaneously,

Pi is pursuing to attract more customers and to maintain existing ones. Hence, Pi is
also interested in providing his users with services of satisfactory QoE, i.e., maximizing

Qi .
As already mentioned, the game considered is played in the form of best-response
dynamics. That is, we consider a series of discrete steps, in each of which one player
decides to modify his strategy because he is inclined to do so. Moreover, the strategy of
player Pi actually playing at time step m , S i m  , is selected on the basis of two
factors:
a. memory of the payoffs of player Pi at the previous two steps m  1 , m  2 ,
of the game, i.e. on Ci m  1, Qi m  1 ,

Ci m  2, Qi m  2 , and

b. the impact of the action of the opponent player Pi that played at step m  1
on the payoff metrics of Pi .
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The reason why we choose to keep in the memory of exactly the two previous states are
the following: In the case of applications with elastic QoS requirements, e.g. file-sharing
or non-real-time streaming media, there is no pre-specified “strict” QoS guarantee.
However, we assume that if an ISP’s customers get used to nice features, e.g. good QoE,
then they cannot accept a subsequent QoE deterioration (see also Section 7.1). Thus,
using only one state is inadequate, since then no comparison between the payoff of the
state after an opponent's action and the payoff of the state before it can be performed,
therefore the player could not make a decision on his current strategy. Furthermore,
memorization of three or more states is unnecessary, since then there would be no
change in the decision making; indeed, users will not accept QoE deterioration anyway;
even if their new QoE level is better than the respective one e.g., three steps earlier. On
the other hand, in the case of applications with inelastic QoS requirements, each player
needs to compare his customers’ performance payoff to a specific QoE threshold.
Therefore, memorization of previous performance values is not required in this case,
and that is why we consider the elastic case only.
Regarding the decision making criteria, we now argue that the two metrics should not be
combined under a single metric, as in [DJ09], both for applications with elastic and
inelastic QoS requirements. Combining the two metrics under a single one may lead the
system to undesirable effects where the interconnection cost Ci is significantly
improved for an ISP Pi , but together with noticeable deterioration of Qi . The
deterioration of users' performance (for elastic applications), imply loss of customers in
the long-term for this ISP, which ultimately leads to very high monetary cost that
should be definitely avoided. This is modeled in our framework as resulting in
“infinite” cost. Hence, such a situation should be excluded from the set of feasible
equilibria for the ISPs’ interactions, which is achieved by considering the two metrics
separately and in a prioritized way. In particular:
1.

if the action of the opponent of player Pi that played the last (i.e., at step m  1 )
led to deterioration of Pi 's performance metric, then in the long-term this
implies infinite cost for Pi due to dissatisfaction of his users by the performance
they experience and their subsequent migration to another ISP. Thus, if
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Qi m  1  Qi m  2 , then the player Pi must improve his performance
metric at any cost, if possible.
The selection of the reaction of Pi is then done as follows: If the set of strategies
that lead to performance improvement such that the new performance value is
better than the performance value prior to the opponent's move is non-empty,
i.e.,

S Q   , where the set S Q is defined as S Q  S , S i  S Q , if

Qi Si , m  Qi m  2 , then the player Pi chooses among those strategies that
lead in improvement of his performance metric the one that results in lower cost,
i.e.,:

Si* m  arg minCi , Si , m for Si  SQ m  arg minCi , Si , m .
else if none of the strategies lead to performance "restoration" but the set of
strategies that lead to some performance improvement is non-empty, i.e.,

S Q   (where S Q was defined above) and S Q'   , which is defined as





S Q'  S and S i'  S Q' , if Qi Si' , m  Qi m  1 , then the player Pi chooses
among the latter set of strategies the one that leads to the highest possible
improvement of his performance metric, i.e.,:

 



Si* m  arg max Qi , Si' , m , for S i'  S Q' .
If there is no strategy that leads to any improvement of his performance metric,
then the player Pi maintains his current strategy, i.e.,

Si* m  Si* m  1 .
Therefore, it should be noted that the performance metric Qi is considered of
higher priority compared to the cost metric Ci in case of previous performance
deterioration.
2. (Decision of the 1st player) On the other hand, if the action of the opponent of
player Pi that played the last (i.e., at step m  1 ) led to improvement or no
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deterioration of Pi 's performance metric, i.e., if Qi m  1  Qi m  2 , then,
player Pi tries to improve his cost metric without deteriorating his performance
metric, if possible, or otherwise he maintains his current strategy. In particular,
if the set of permissible strategies for this case is non-empty, i.e., S C   ,





which is defined as S C  S and S i  S C , if Ci S i , m  Ci m  1 and





Qi Si , m  Qi m  1 , then the player Pi chooses among this set of strategies
the one that leads to the highest possible improvement of his cost metric , i.e.,

 



Si* m  arg min Ci , Si' , m , for S i  S C ,
else player Pi maintains his current strategy:

Si* m  Si* m  1 .
Note also that case 2 describes also the decision-making process for the 1st player, as he
experience not improvement or degradation, and he aims only to improve his cost
metric, without affecting negatively its end-users (i.e., by selecting its strategy out of the
space of feasible ones w.r.t. users' performance).
In the discussion above, we have presented the criteria under which a player Pi has the
incentive to modify his strategy after the action of one of his opponents. If multiple
players have such incentives, then we take that a randomly selected one acts first in the
way presented above. Then, all other players re-assess their strategy after observing the
consequences of this last action.
We further illustrate our approach in Figure 7-1, for a game with two players, i.e., 3A
and 3B, and two strategies, i.e., No ETM, ETM. We depict two payoff matrices, one for
inter-domain cost C and the other for users' performance Q at the application level,
for either an elastic application such as file-sharing, or one with stricter requirements
such as video streaming. As explained above, these metrics are not treated
symmetrically in order to determine the equilibrium point and the achieved monetary
payoffs; on the contrary, performance is given a higher priority.
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Figure 7-1: Strategy decisions w.r.t. the previous state payoffs.

The game’s initial state is (No ETM, ETM) and 3B is the first one to decide his strategy.
If he plays No ETM, e.g., no IoP, his users will experience performance degradation
(depicted by a red 'X' in the upper left table - performance payoff matrix), although this
would benefit him more (green state in the upper left cell of the upper right table - cost
payoff matrix) than the current state in terms of inter-domain traffic cost. Thus, 3B
maintains his current strategy. However, 3A modifies his strategy due to the
improvement of his costs (green '' in the bottom right cell of the bottom right table cost payoff matrix), while his users' performance remains unchanged (orange state in
the bottom right cell of the bottom left table - performance payoff matrix). Thus the
system is lead to a new state, i.e., (ETM, ETM).

7.3

ISPs' Dynamics when Employing IoP Insertion

In this section we analyze and investigate ISPs dynamics, when resourceful caches such
as IoPs and their variations can be inserted by one or more ISPs in the overlay.
As described in Section 3.1, an IoP is a cache controlled by the ISP and installed within
his premises. Its purpose is to assist the content delivery by pre-fetching content from
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remote locations and delivering it to local peers, aiming at both cost reduction and
peers' performance improvement. The IoP can be either deployed to be either in a
transparent, promoted or advertised mode by the ISP.
To investigate the ISP dynamics when inserting IoPs, extensive evaluations have been
performed both by means of:
a.

the theoretical model of [LD+10], which extends the model of [QS04] for
BitTorrent performance evaluation to include also caches, and is combined
with a simple model for inter-domain traffic (see Section 2.5), and

b.

simulations, using the SmoothIT simulator [Smo09], in complex, more
realistic scenarios where also business agreements, e.g., peering, can be
considered between ISPs.

Note that we have also investigated the dynamics of more than two competing ISPs by
means of the theoretical model of [LD+10], however the analysis didn't provide any
further insight; thus, we confine our forthcoming discussion to the case of two ISPs.

7.3.1

Proof of concept

In this section, we use evaluation results obtained by the theoretical model in [LD+10] to
analyze the case of two competing ASes, where 3B has 3 times more peers than 3A
(asymmetric case). The ISPs are assumed to be interconnected by means of a common
transit provider that has no peers; background traffic in the transit links is ignored.
After peers finish downloading, they serve as seeders with mean seeding time = 600.0
sec. Peers' access bandwidth is 16/1 Mbit/s, while the IoPs are assumed to have
symmetric access links, taken as 40 Mbit/s. Finally, we assume a single swarm where a
video of 150 MB size is disseminated. The complete set of the parameters of the model,
i.e., their definition, notation and values, are summarized in Table 7-1.
In our setup, we assume that each ISP (player) can follow two strategies: i) no cache
insertion (no IoP), and ii) transparent cache insertion with policy (IoPUP). We use peers'
demand rate as performance payoff metric, and ISP's incoming and outgoing inter-AS
traffic as a proxy to denote the respective cost metric.
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We start our investigation taking into account as cost metric the incoming traffic to
address cases where the IN charging scheme is applied. Performance and cost payoffs
are presented in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, respectively.
Table 7-1: Parameters used, notation and values.
Parameter

Notation

Value

Arrival rate

λ = [λ1, λ2]

[6, 18]

Abort rate of leechers

θ

0.01

Departure rate of seeders

γ

0.1

Effectiveness of file sharing

η

0.9

Peer upload capacity

μ

0.05

Peer download capacity

c

0.8

Cache upload capacity

κ

2

Table 7-2: Performance payoff for 2 tier-3 ISPs.

Table 7-3: Cost payoff for 2 tier-3 ISPs based on
incoming traffic.

3B
3A

no IoP

3B

IoPUP

20

17.97

no IoP

no IoP
6.66

7.09
20.43

18.46

IoPUP

IoPUP
4.63

no IoP

3A

4.99

IoPUP
5

5

4.62
5.26

4.46
3.57

(1)

4.36
3.81

(2)

Initially neither of the ASes employs an IoP, i.e., the initial state is (no IoP, no IoP). 3A,
the smaller ISP, is considered to play first. Indeed, IoPUP results in both performance
improvement and cost reduction for 3A; thus, 3A will change its strategy to IoPUP, and
the system will be led to {IoPUP, no IoP} (arrow (1) in Table 7-3).
The new strategy played by 3A benefits also 3B in terms of cost, but it implies
performance deterioration for its users, i.e., from 20 to 20.43. Therefore, according to our
game-theoretic framework, 3B needs to change his strategy to improve his performance,
if possible. Indeed, if 3B changes its strategy to IoPUP too, both its users' performance is
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improved and its cost is reduced; thus, 3B plays IoPUP, and the system is led to {IoPUP,
IoPUP} (arrow (2) in Table 7-3).
In this state, the performance of 3A's users is deteriorated compared to the previous
state, but there is no strategy to lead to an improvement; thus, 3A will maintain its
current strategy, and state {IoPUP, IoPUP} is the new equilibrium. Note that under only
the cost metric, the system would be lead in the same equilibrium.
Next, we consider the same setup as previously, but we take into account the outgoing
traffic (to address cases where the OUT charging scheme is employed). The new cost
payoff based on the outgoing traffic is presented in Table 7-4. Table 7-2 is repeated only
for the reader's convenience.
Table 7-2: Performance payoff for 2 tier-3 ISPs.

Table 7-4: Cost payoff for 2 tier-3 ISPs based on
outgoing traffic.

3B
3A

no IoP

3B

IoPUP

20

17.97

no IoP

no IoP
6.66

7.09
20.43

18.46

IoPUP

IoPUP
4.63

no IoP

3A

4.99

IoPUP
5

5

5.26
4.62

3.57
4.46

(1)

3.81
4.36

(2)

We take again that initially neither of the ASes employs an IoP, thus, the initial state is
(no IoP, no IoP). 3A, the smaller ISP, is considered to play first. Indeed, IoPUP results in
both performance improvement and cost reduction for 3A; thus, 3A will change its
strategy to IoPUP, and the system will be lead to {IoPUP, no IoP} (arrow (1) in Table 7-4).
The new strategy played by 3A benefits also 3B in terms of cost, but it implies
performance deterioration for him, i.e., from 20 to 20.43. Therefore, 3B needs to modify
his strategy to improve his performance, if possible. Indeed, if 3B adopts the strategy
IoPUP too, both its users' performance is improved and its cost is reduced; thus, 3B
plays IoPUP, and the system is lead to {IoPUP, IoPUP} (arrow (2) in Table 7-4).
In this state, the performance of 3A's users is deteriorated compared to the previous
state, but there is no strategy to lead 3A to an improvement; thus, 3A will maintain its
current strategy, and state {IoPUP, IoPUP} is the new equilibrium.
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It is notable that under only the cost metric, the system would be led in a different
equilibrium, i.e., {IoPUP, no IoP}. In this state, 3B would practically exploit the positive
impact of 3A's IoP mechanism on its inter-domain traffic (free-riding), but would
perform no action to counterbalance the negative impact on its users' performance. The
use of the two separate metrics allows us to avoid exactly such situations.
In the next sections, we apply this methodology to different setups in order to provide
further evidence that the proposed decision-making that is based on the two metrics,
indeed, leads to mutually beneficial situations, i.e., win-win.

7.3.2

Strategy decision w.r.t. the customer ASes

In this section, we use simulation results obtained by the SmoothIT simulator to analyze
the case of two competing ISPs in a more complex and realistic 9-AS topology (similar
to those evaluated in Chapter 6), which is depicted in Figure 7-2.
We assume again peers' bandwidth equal to 16/1 Mbps (down/up), and IoP capacity
equal to 50 Mbps (down/up). The content file disseminated is again a video of 150 MB
size, the peers' arrival rate in each 2-Tier AS is mIAT = 10.0 sec., while in each 3-Tier AS
is 20.0 sec. Moreover, we assume that the mean seeding time is mST = 600.0 sec.
regardless the AS.

Figure 7-2: ISPs' dynamics analysis in a 9-AS topology.

The two players are ASes 2A and 2B, while their allowable strategies are: i) no IoP, i.e.,
no IoP insertion), ii) IoPCT, i.e., insertion of IoP with cache-aware tracket, and iii)
IoPCTUP, i.e., insertion of IoP with policy and cache-aware tracker. In order to calculate
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costs, we consider initially the 95-th percentile of the incoming traffic only from 1A, as if
2A and 2B were tier-3 ones, while we use the average download time of peers per AS as
a performance metric. Obtained results are presented in Table 7-5 and Table 7-6.
Table 7-5 : Performance payoff for 2 ISPs.

Table 7-6: Cost payoff for 2 ISPs based on
incoming traffic.

2B
2A
no IoP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

no IoP

IoPCT

651
650

174
542

545
173

157

IoPCT

162
161

156

no IoP

562

159

167

2A

168

162

555

2B

IoPCTUP

157

IoPCTUP

158

no IoP

IoPCT

69.6
71.8

58.9
69.3

65.9
48.6

59.8

48.4

(1)

55.0

54.9

64.4
53.8

IoPCTUP

58.1
49.4

50.1
46.3

49.9
47.0

(2)

We assume that the initial state of the game is {no IoP, no IoP}, from which both 2A and
2B have the incentive to deviate. We take that 2A plays first: both IoPCT and IoPCTUP
improve 2A's performance metric, but IoPCTUP leads to higher reduction of its cost;
thus, 2A will play IoPCTUP (arrow (1) in Table 7-6), leading the game to the state
(IoPCTUP, no IoP).
Although, 2A action has led to improvement of 2B's both performance and cost metric
compared to the previous state, 2B checks whether another feasible strategy can lead
him to further cost reduction. Indeed, both strategies, IoPCT and IoPCTUP, are feasible
(i.e., they lead to further performance improvement for 2B) and moreover, they both
lead 2B to further cost reduction. Therefore, 2B will choose the strategy that leads to the
highest cost improvement; thus, it will play IoPCTUP (arrow (2) in Table 7-6), and the
system will be lead to {IoPCTUP, IoPCTUP}.
In this state, 2A's performance and cost metrics are improved as well, and based on the
alternative strategies, they cannot be further improved. Therefore, 2A will maintain his
current strategy, and thus, state {IoPCTUP, IoPCTUP} is the equilibrium. If 2B played
first, or only the cost metric were considered, the system would be lead in the exact
same equilibrium.
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Next, we consider the costs costs of 2A and 2B more globally, by taking into account the
95-th percentile of the incoming traffic from 1A as well as potential revenues from
outgoing traffic towards lower tier AS, i.e., 3A and 3B for 2A, and 3C for 2B, as well as
revenues or cost from any potential violation of the peering ratio in link 2B2C.
Regarding the peering link, the 95-th percentile and relative savings are presented in
Table 7-7. We observe that the reduction of traffic

x%

from 2C to 2B (i.e., 2B's

incoming traffic) lies between 12% and 32%. For such reduction and taking into account
the analysis in Section 4.2.3.2, we identify that in order to violate a 1.1 peering ratio,
traffic increase

y%

from 2B to 2C (i.e., 2B's outgoing traffic) should be higher than 34%

and 12%, respectively; this is not the case though, as traffic increase in 2B2C is up to 5
times lower, i.e., between 7% and 2% respectively.
Thus, we can safely assume that the impact of the mechanisms adopted by the ISPs on
the traffic in 2B2C has no cost implications for 2B; the latter is in agreement with our
finding in Section 6.2.4, where only the simple IoP (with cache-unaware tracker) led to
peering ratio violation.

IoPUP in
2A, 2B

IoPUP in
2A, IoP in
2B

IoPUP in
2A

IoP in 2A,
IoPUP in
2B

IoP in 2A,
2B

IoP in 2A

IoPUP in
2B

No IoP

IoP in 2B

Table 7-7: 95-th percentile and traffic savings in 2B2C (peering link).

2B2C

63,59

67,89

66,81

69,42

65,90

65,08

70,71

65,62

63,46

2C2B

63,86

56,12

51,46

55,05

45,88

43,58

55,97

44,74

45,81

x%

-

12,12%

19,42%

13,80%

28,15%

31,75%

12,35%

29,93%

28,27%

y >=

-

33,67%

25,64%

31,82%

16,03%

12,08%

33,42%

14,07%

15,90%

6,77%

-1,60%

3,91%

-5,06%

-1,25%

8,64%

-7,19%

-3,29%

y%

Therefore, we estimate the cost of 2A as follows:
while similarly, for 2B it holds:

95
95
C2 A  T195
A2 A  T2 A3 A  T2 A3B ,

95
C2 B  T195
A2 B  T2 B3C , where it is also taken that the

price per Mbps is the same for all links. Again, we use the average download time of
peers per AS as a performance metric. Obtained results for the new cost estimates are
presented in Table 7-8; note that negative values for 2A's cost imply net profit for 2A.
Moreover, we provide again Table 7-5 for the reader's convenience.
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We assume again that the initial state of the game is {no IoP, no IoP}, from which both 2A
and 2B have the incentive to deviate. We take that 2A plays first: both IoPCT and
IoPCTUP improve 2A's performance metric, but IoPCT leads to higher reduction of its
cost; thus, 2A will play IoPCT (arrow (1) in Table 7-8), leading the game to the state
(IoPCT, no IoP).
Table 7-5: Performance payoff for 2 tier-2 ISPs.

Table 7-8: Cost payoff for 2 tier-2 ISPs based on
incoming traffic.

2B
2A
no IoP

IoPCT

IoPCTUP

no IoP

IoPCT

651
650

174
542

545
173

167

no IoP

562

159

157

IoPCT

162
161

156

2A

168

162

555

2B

IoPCTUP

157

IoPCTUP

158

no IoP
39,30
16,04

IoPCT
27,54
10,62

(1)
33,94 (2) 24,43
-7,68
34,56
-2,43

-10,84
17,65
-15,83

IoPCTUP
21,95
10,23
21,47
-8,81
14,57
-5,84

Although, 2A action has lead to improvement of 2B's both performance and cost metric
compared to the previous state, 2B checks whether another feasible strategy can lead
him to further cost reduction. Indeed, both strategies, IoPCT and IoPCTUP, are feasible
(i.e., they lead to further performance improvement for 2B) and moreover, they both
lead to further cost reduction. Therefore, 2B will choose the strategy that leads to the
highest cost improvement; thus, it will play IoPCTUP (arrow (2) in Table 7-8), and the
system will be lead to {IoPCT, IoPCTUP}.
In this state, 2A's performance and cost metrics are improved as well, and based on the
alternative strategies, they cannot be further improved. Therefore, 2A will maintain his
current strategy, thus, state {IoPCT, IoPCTUP} is an equilibrium. If 2B played first, or
only the cost metric were considered, the system would be led in the exact same
equilibrium.
Thus, we can conclude that an ISP deploying a caching mechanism such as IoP must
must consider the lower tier ASes, its customers, when deciding on whether to apply a
policy or not. As observed in our investigation in this section, profits may be
considerably higher due to the outgoing traffic towards these ASes.
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8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we conclude our work, we present lessons learnt and provide possible
future extension of this doctoral research.

8.1

Summary of conclusions

In this doctoral dissertation, we studied and evaluated a simple, yet innovative
incentive-based caching mechanism, the insertion of the IoP, originally proposed in
Master's Thesis [Pap08] and published in [PSS09], to allow for a more efficient operation
of the underlying network and the overlay, i.e., BitTorrent, and therefore to achieve
mutual benefit for the ISP (underlay) and the overlay users.
To address the incentives of the ISP, we take that ISP's utility is expressed in terms of
the volume of inter-domain traffic, which is employed as a proxy for ISP's interconnection/operating cost. The latter is considered to be calculated according to the
inbound and/or the outbound traffic (or a combination thereof) in an ISP’s network, as
is usually the case in reality, when the 95th percentile scheme is in general applied.
Additionally, to address the incentives in the overlay download time (or duration) is
used as a QoS metric and a proxy for users' QoE/performance, and thus represents
utility of the overlay users.
As mentioned previously, the motivation for this economic mechanism stems from the
potential to take advantage of the already deployed self-organization mechanism for
peer selection, i.e., the choking algorithm which is based on T4T. In particular, due to
the high upload capacity of the IoP compared to regular peers, the latter attempt to
establish connections to the IoP more frequently than to other peers; thus resulting in
traffic localization, i.e., reduction of traffic volumes on (potential expensive due to
transit costs) inter-domain links and performance improvements for themselves.
Caching is a well-known idea, however, the innovation lies in its binding with an
overlay node running the actual overlay protocol, its configuration (i.e., enhanced
resources) to exploit the self-organizing capability of the overlay without requiring a
modification/adaptation of the BitTorrent client software, and the admission policies,
i.e., unchoking policy and swarm selection, that accompany it (see below).
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In order to evaluate the proposed mechanism, we first considered a multitude of
potential topologies between two or three ISPs, where only one of those inserts an IoP,
and for the first time we employed apart from single-swarm simulations also multiswarm ones. Concerning performance metrics, we have monitored the inter-AS traffic
as a proxy for ISPs' inter-connection cost, and peers' download time as a performance
metric. Moreover, rhe ISPs are assumed to have established certain inter-connection
agreements between them, i.e., transit and peering.
Additionally, we have developed and studied a probabilistic model that employs a
Markov chain to approximate the transient evolution of the BitTorrent P2P file sharing
network,. This model aims at studying performance properties of the BitTorrent
protocol, as well as at evaluating optimization approaches applicable to peer-to-peer
networks such as cache insertion. The model estimates the transient distribution of the
number of chunks downloaded by a tagged peer. Based on this, other performance
measures such as the upper tail of the distribution of the time required for an individual
peer to complete downloading a file can be also computed. We compared results
obtained by simulation of the BitTorrent protocol to numerical results by means of the
Markov model and have verified that the Markov model constitutes a satisfactory
approximation.
Finally, we investigated the dynamics of ISPs that deal with overlay traffic by
employing ETM mechanisms such as IoP, anticipating users’ reactions. We introduced a
novel game-theoretic framework that employs two metrics in a prioritized, separate
way to perform decision-making. These metrics include: 1) peers' performance to derive
feasible strategies and b) ISP's cost; thus, quantifying the effects of ETM mechanisms to
the ISP and his users. Additionally, the proposed game-theoretic framework employs
memory of the payoffs of the previous two states to assess current strategies. We
studied the equilibria of games that model, the adoption of IoP that intervene in the
overlay, by means of a theoretical model presented in the literature as well as
simulations.
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8.1.1

Evaluation in Simple Topologies

By the transparent IoP insertion in a swarm, a significant decrease of incoming traffic of
the ISP deploying the IoP is achieved; however, simultaneously, an also significant
increase of the outgoing traffic is observed. This is due to the fact that the IoP uploads
content blocks also to peers located to its counterpart ISP as much as he does to peers
within his AS. This phenomenon is alleviated by
the insertion of the IoP with unchoking policy achieves a similar but slightly lower
reduction of the incoming traffic, and also a reduction of the outgoing traffic. As
external peers are not served by the IoP, they interact more with regular peers within
IoP's domain; thus, due to the T4T reciprocation principle, a minor increase of incoming
traffic of the ISP inserting the IoP is seen.
On the other hand, the insertion of an IoP that is promoted by the overlay tracker, with
or without policy achieves double incoming traffic reduction, while a slightly higher
reduction of the outgoing traffic can be seen compared to the transparent case. The high
reduction of inter-AS traffic, and improvement of the performance of peers in the same
domain with IoP is due to the more efficient utilization of the IoP resources.
Moreover, the combination of the transparent IoP insertion with the Biased Neighbor
Selection (BNS) approach [BC+06] leads to significant benefit both for the ISP and its
end-users. In particular, it was observed that the BNS reduces significantly the increase
of the (potentially harmful) outgoing traffic increase, while the IoP eliminates the
potential deteriorating effect of the BNS on peers' performance.
Regarding cost savings, when a transit agreement is in place, we observe that there is
clear net profit for the ISP deploying an IoP, which is promoted by the overlay tracker
(or advertised by the ISP itself), despite the associated costs under the IN charging
scheme. Under the remaining charging schemes, traffic savings are achieved as well,
which are significantly higher in the case of the promoted IoP.
On the other hand, in peering topologies, we observed that a peering ratio violation is
possible when the transparent IoP is employed, mainly due to the high increase of the
outgoing traffic. Even in these cases though, the excessive inter-AS traffic in the peering
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link is measured to be relatively low; the latter is important if we assume that the ISP
inserting the IoP is the one to be charged for provoking this traffic imbalance.
Concerning download times, the transparent IoP insertion achieves high improvement
for peers in all ASes, while the application of the policy achieves slightly lower
reduction of the download times of the local peers, and expectedly, significantly lower
improvement for the external ones. The fact that local peers' performance is slightly
worse, compared to the case where no policy is applied, is due to the fact although the
IoP does not serve external peers, local peers do not get benefit by that. The latter is due
to the fact that local peers are not aware of the IoP and their potential to connect to it by
optimistic unchoking is rather low. Thus, the high capacity of the IoP is not fully
utilized, which however is due also to the fact that we considered that it serves only a
single swarm (see below). This issue is resolved by the promoted IoP insertion, as then,
significantly higher improvement of the performance of local peers is attained.
Moreover, also peers in other domains still get benefit, indirectly through their
interaction with the peers located in IoP's domain.
Concerning the counter-part ISP, when a transit agreement is in place, there is high
potential of cost increase under some charging schemes due to the increase of its
incoming traffic, when the transparent IoP is in place. However, when a promoted IoP
is deployed, it has (lower) cost savings and, additionally, (lower) improvement of the
performance of its peers is achieved, due to indirect exploitation of the IoP's capacity
(free-riding). In our evaluations of the IoP mechanism in more complex topologies (see
Chapter 6), we investigate more deeply into the free-riding issue.
Finally, we evaluated the transparent IoP insertion in a two-swarm environment. In this
study, we employed default values for certain set-up parameters of the overlay, namely,
the size of the content file, the mean inter-arrival time of leechers and the mean seeding
time of seeders, and tuned these parameters, one by one or in pairs, for one of the
swarms. We identified that the IoP insertion has a larger impact on swarms with lower
total available upload capacity, or equivalently, higher capacity needs, while higher
performance improvement is achieved only for the peers of the swarm that the IoP joins
each time. Notably, we also observed that the overall performance of all peers located in
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the ISP deploying the IoP is better, when the IoP splits its upload capacity between
peers of the two swarms, instead of offering his capacity only to one of them.

8.1.2

Evaluation by means of the theoretical model

Concerning the theoretical evaluation of the IoP using the Markov model, we have
observed that the insertion of an ISP-owned Peer or Seed (even with a moderate value
of cache upload capacity) considerably improves download completion times. This is in
agreement also with simulation results presented in Chapter 4, as well as with
estimation of other theoretical models as those presented in [KR06] and [YV06].
Additionally, we have shown that the Markov model is indeed a suitable tool to assess
overlay's capabilities and characteristics such as monotonicity of performance with
respect to the swarm size and the impact of the original seeder’s capacity on completion
times.
More significantly, we have shown that the Markov model can serve as a nice tool for
providing guidelines to ISPs for the dimensioning of the IoP's capacity (i.e., bandwidth)
or other similar capacity enhancing approaches, which saves significant amount time
compared to a similar investigation for dimensioning by means of simulations.
Specifically, an outcome is obtained within few minutes by use of the Markov model,
compared to several tens or hundreds of minutes per experiment in the case of
simulations; note that tens of simulation runs need to be performed also in order to
derive confidence intervals.

8.1.3

Evaluation in Complex Topologies

The evaluation of the IoP insertion in complex topologies, which are more interesting
and realistic provides insight on the IoP's impact on a tier-2 ISPs inter-connection cost,
allowed us to investigate the impact of peering agreements between the tagged tier-2
ISP and his same tier neighbours, and to identify possible implications due to the
existence of extra traffic originating from or destined to the tagged ISP's peers in an
even larger topology.
As in Chapter 4, we considered ISPs' inter-AS traffic and peers' download times as
performance metrics. Furthermore, we analyzed IoP's economic implications on the ISP
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deploying it, and his neighbouring ISPs, taking into account the inter-connection
agreements and charging schemes applied between them. Finally, we investigated the
benefit of other ISPs due to IoP insertion by one ISP only.
Regarding the impact of IoP on the inter-AS traffic for the ISP that deploys it, we
observed similar impact on traffic patterns to those attained for the 3-AS and 6-AS
topologies. Additionally, although, the reduction of the incoming and outgoing traffic of
the ISP deploying the IoP is lower, it leads to higher traffic savings and therefore, cost
savings.
Re-visiting the free-riding issue that arose in Chapter 4, we identified that as the
number of external peers increases, i.e., the extension of the 6-AS topology to the 9-AS
one, by including three new ASes and their peers, the free-riding effect is limited. This
is due to the fact that the indirect positive effect of the IoP on external ASes is split now
among more ASes, and thus progressively diminishes.
Concerning the impact of the IoP on peers' download times, we observed similar
performance implications as in the 3-AS and 6-AS topologies. In particular, peers in all
ASes get benefit by the IoP insertion, regardless the IoP variation employed.
As in the simple topologies studied in Chapter 4, we investigated the cost savings for
the ISP deploying the IoP. Specifically, we identified that the insertion of IoP with
cache-aware tracker (with or without policy) leads to cost savings that meet the
operating cost of the IoP and thus, to net economic profits. It is important that such an
net economic profit indeed applies for the Tier-2 ISP deploying the IoP in a realistic
topology, where the charges due to traffic in all associated inter-domain links are taken
into account; i.e., in transit links connecting the Tier-2 ISP to its Tier-1 provider, to its
Tier-3 clients and to its Tier-2 peering ISPs.

8.1.4

Investigation of ISPs' Dynamics

Finally, investigating ISPs' dynamics when employing IoPs, we showed that indeed the
decision-making, i.e., prioritization of performance to cost, memory of previous payoffs,
under the proposed game-theoretic framework can lead the system to an equilibrium
that is different than the one to be reached, if users' reactions were not anticipated.
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Nevertheless, following the proposed decision-making, ISPs employing IoP or similar
ETM mechanisms manage to achieve at the same time both cost reduction and
performance improvements for their users; thus leading again to a mutually beneficial
situation for themselves and their users, i.e., win-win.
Moreover, we studied ISPs' dynamics in a complex 9-AS topology and concluded what
is the optimal strategy for an ISP in terms of inter-connection cost, to employ or not the
unchoking policy, taking into account the lower tier-ASes and the potential revenues by
them.

8.2

Future Extensions

We believe that the research carried out in this doctoral thesis can be extended in
several different directions, some of which are briefly described below.
Concerning the proposed game-theoretic framework, we have argued for the need to
take into account both the revenues of each player due to serving other customer, lower
tier ISPs, since these may considerably affect the game outcome. Moreover, so far we
assumed the same price per bit for all transit links in our setup; next steps could employ
different prices for different tiers in the hierarchical topology. Also, this game-theoretic
framework can be more generally applicable. Future research can focus on games
modeling dynamics of multiple ISPs and for other types of overlay traffic, such as traffic
generated by cloud applications (see also below).
Finally, future work may include the design of a similar caching mechanism to the IoP
to address other types of traffic generated by increasingly popular applications such as
cloud applications, video streaming, online storage and social networks, and the
evaluation of such a mechanism taking into accounte new performance metrics such as
energy consumption or efficiency, which are highly important especially for mobile
devices using batteries such as smartphones, tablets, etc.
The game-theoretic framework can also be employed in these settings, with additional
metrics being also considered (either separately or in combination with those already
employed) such as metrics related to energy efficiency, in order to assess the dynamics
of the providers adopting such economic mechanisms.
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Abbreviations
ADSL

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

API

Application Programming Interface

AS

Autonomous System

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CDN

Content Delivery Network or Content Distribution Network

DIFF

Charging scheme considering the difference of incoming minus
outgoing traffic

ETM

Economic Traffic Management

HTTP

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol

IN

Charging scheme considering only the incoming traffic

IoP

ISP-owned Peer

IoPCT

IoP with Cache-aware Tracker

IoPCTUP

IoP with Cache-aware Tracker and Unchoking Policy

IoPUP

IoP employing the Unchoking Policy

ISP

Internet Service Provider

MAX

Charging scheme considering the maximum of incoming and outgoing
traffic

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

OUT

Charging scheme considering only the outgoing traffic

P2P

Peer-to-Peer

RTT

Round-Trip Time

SUM

Charging scheme considering the sum of incoming and outgoing traffic

pIoP

IoP promoted by the overlay tracker
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QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

T4T

Tit-for-Tat

TE

Traffic Engineering

TM

Traffic Managemnet

UP

Unchoking Policy

VDSL

Very-high speed Digital Subscriber Line

xDSL

x Digital Subscriber Line (refers to the family of DSL technologies)

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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A. Evolution of the Markov Chain
In this appendix, we describe the evolution of the Markov chain employed in our
proposed theoretical model for the evaluation and dimensioning of the IoP and
similar approaches.
Below, we summarize the parameters of the Markov model and the respective
notation,
Table A-1: Markov model parameters and notation.
Parameter

Notation

Total file size in chunks

K

Swarm size

N

Leecher's upload capacity

CL

Original seeder's upload capacity

CS

IoP/IoS's upload capacity

C

A.1 BitTorrent overlay without IoP/IoS insertion
In this section, we describe the Markov chain evolution for a BitTorrent overlay
without the insertion of IoP/IoS. In every step n, we characterize the distribution
of the number of chunks that a tagged peer D has acquired, taking into account
that during its transition to this state, zero, one or two chunks were uploaded to
it by other peers in the swarm.
Step 0: D has exactly 0 chunks:

P0  1,0,...,0 .

Step 1: D can be unchoked only by the seed:

 CS 
P1 0  P0 0  P1 0,0  P0 0  1 
,
N 


P1 1  P0 0  P1 0,1  P0 0 

CS
, and
N

P1 2  P1 3  ...  P1 K   0 .
Step 2: D can be unchoked either by the seed or the peers that were unchoked in step 1:
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 CS   CL 
P2 0  P1 0  P2 0,0  P1 0  1 
  1 

N  
N 


CS

, and

P2 1  P1 0  P2 0,1  P1 1  P2 1,1 ,
where P2 0,1 

CS
N

CL 

 1 

N 1


CS

 CS   CL

P2 1,1  1 
 Q2 1
  1 
N  
N



CL 
CL 
 CS 
 1 
 1 
  CS 

N 
N 
N 1


CS 1

, and

CS 1
.

Respectively, transition probabilities are calculated for

P2 2 and P2 3 using

probabilities Q2 2 and Q2 3 . Note that the terms Q2 1 , Q2 2 and Q2 3 are special
cases of Qn1 k  which is the probability for a peer to find a useful chunk given that it is
unchoked by another peer and it has k chunks at the beginning of step n+1. The
expression for Qn1 k  is derived at the end of Section A.1.
Step n: Let Pn  Pn 0, Pn 1,..., Pn K  be the marginal distribution of the state of D
at step n.
Step n+1: The number

N s n  of downloaders influences the contention among the

remaining downloaders; thus it should be taken into account. We distinguish two cases
here:
a.

n  K : N s n   0 ; there are surely N downloaders and only one seeder in the
swarm, and

b. n  K : N s n   0 ; some downloaders may have finished downloading and are
serving as seeders too.
We also make use of the distribution of the number

N e n  of peers that have no

chunks, since they cannot serve as sources of chunks for D.
For k  0 : Pn1 0  Pn 0  Pn1 0,0 , where


 

CS
CL
  1 

Pn1 0,0  E N e n , N s n  1 
 N  N s n    N  1  N s n  
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N 1 N e n  

.



CL  
 CS  
 
When n  K , then: Pn1 0,0  1 
   Pn 0  1  Pn 0  1 
N  

 N  1  

N 1

,

else:

Pn 1 0,0 

N 1

 N  1

  Pn K  x  1  Pn K  N 1 x
x 
x 0 



x

CS  
CL 

 1 
  1 
 
N  x 
N  x


 Pn 0

Pn 0  
 
CL

  1 

 1 
 1  P K 

n
 1  Pn K    N  1  x   


N 1 x

.

For k  1,2,...K  1 , the transient distribution is characterized by the following equation
(especially for k  1 the 1st term of the sum is zero):

Pn1 k   Pn k  2Pn1 k  2, k   Pn k  1Pn1 k  1, k   Pn k Pn1 k , k ,

 

CS
CL
  1 
 Qn1 k 
where Pn1 k , k   E Ne n , N s n  1 
 N  N s n    N  1  N s n 

When

N 1 N e  n 

.

n  K , then:

CL
 CS  


Pn1 k , k   1 
Qn1 k  
   Pn 0  1  Pn 0  1 
N  
N 1





CL


 Pn 0  1  Pn 0  1 
Qn1 k  
N 1



Pn 1 k , k  

N 1

N 1

, else:

N 1

 N  1

  Pn K  x  1  Pn K  N 1 x
x 
x 0 




Pn 0  

CL
1 
  1 
 Qn 1 k  
 
 1  Pn K    N  1  x 

x
CS  
CL   Pn 0

 1 

1


 
 
N  x 
N  x   1  Pn K 


N 1 x

.

Probability Pn1 k  1, k  is derived accordingly. Since probabilities Pn1 k  2, k  1
and Pn1 k  2, k  2 have been calculated already for smaller states of the current
step,

probability

Pn1 k  2, k 

can

also

Pn1 k  2, k   1  Pn1 k  2, k  1  Pn1 k  2, k  2 .
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be

easily

calculated

as:

Finally, note that the term

Qn1 k  is the probability for tagged peer D to find a useful

chunk to download from another peer, given that D is unchoked by that other peer and
D has k chunks. Analytically, this equals to:
K
 K  k ! k! 
1
1 2 



Qn 1 k   Pn 1  1    Pn 2  1 
Pn l  
  ...  Pn k   1 
K
K K 1
K !k  1!  l k 1








K
 K  m !m! 
 
Pn m   1 
Pn l .


K
!

m

1
!


m 1
l  k 1
k







Particularly, term Pn m   1 



K  m!m! 
K!m  1! 

expresses the probability for tagged peer D

to find a useful chunk to download from another peer say D’ that has m chunks, for a
certain m  k . This equals the probability of peer D’ being in the state m multiplied by
the probability that D’ has a chunk that is different from the k chunks of the tagged peer
D. This expression is also used in [QS04], and is a consequence of the assumption of
random and uniform chunk selection. In the displayed equation above, the last term
implies that if another tagged peer D’ has even one more chunk than D, then D will find
definitely a useful chunk to download from D’ (with probability 1).

A.2 BitTorrent overlay with IoP insertion
In this section, we provide the rationale of Markov chain evolution for a
BitTorrent overlay where the IoP is inserted. Therefore, we characterize the
distribution of the number of chunks that a tagged peer D has acquired for the
first 2 steps, taking into account that during its transition to this state, zero, one
or two chunks were uploaded to it by other peers in the swarm.





Step 0: D has exactly 0 chunks: P0  1,0,...,0 .
Step 1: D can be unchoked only by the seeder. Based on the highest download criterion
(employed in BitTorrent), the seeder selects to unchoke the peers that download with
highest rate from it, in order to achieve quick dissemination of the content file. Thus,
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until step n  K 2 and in every step, we assume that the IoP gets unchoked twice by
the seeder:

 CS  2 
P1 0  P0 0  P1 0,0  P0 0  1 
,
N 


P1 1  P0 0  P1 0,1  P0 0 

CS  2
, and
N

P1 2  P1 3  ...  P1 K   0 .
Step 2: D can be unchoked either by the seed or the peers that were unchoked in step 1:
CS  2  
CP  
CL 

P2 0  P1 0  P2 0,0  P1 0  1 
  1 
  1 

N  
N  
N  1


CS  2

, and

P2 1  P1 0  P2 0,1  P1 1  P2 1,1 , where
P2 0,1 

CS  2 
CP  
CL 
 1 
  1 

N
N  
N  1


CS  2

CS  2  CP 
CL 

 1 
 1 


N  N 
N  1


CS  2  
CP 
CL 
CL 

 1 
 1 
  1 
  CS  2 

N  
N 
N 1 
N  1


CP  
CL
 CS  2  

P2 1,1  1 
 Q2 1
  1 
  1 
N  
N  
N 1



CS  2



CS  3

, and

CS  3
.

Respectively, transition probabilities are calculated for P2 2 and P2 3 using
probabilities Q2 2 and Q2 3 . The expression for Qn1 k  is derived at the end of A.1.
After step n  K 2 , when the IoP has acquired the complete file, all unchoking slots of
the seeder become available again for the regular peers.

A.3 BitTorrent overlay with IoS insertion
In this section, we provide the rationale of Markov chain evolution for a BitTorrent
overlay where the IoS is inserted. Therefore, we characterize the distribution of the
number of chunks that a tagged peer D has acquired for the first 2 steps, taking into
account that during its transition to this state, zero, one or two chunks were uploaded to
it by other peers in the swarm.
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Step 0: D has exactly 0 chunks: P0  1,0,...,0 .
Step 1: D can be unchoked by either the seeder or the IoS:

 CS   CP 
P1 0  P0 0  P1 0,0  P0 0  1 
  1 
,
N  
N 


 CS  CP   CS  CP 
 , and
P1 1  P0 0  P1 0,1  P0 0  
 1 
  1 

N  
N  N 
 N 

P1 2  P1 3  ...  P1 K   0 .
Step 2: D can be unchoked either by the seed or the peers that were unchoked in step 1:
CS  
CP  
CL 

P2 0  P1 0  P2 0,0  P1 0  1 
  1 
  1 

N  
N  
N  1


CS  CP

, and

P2 1  P1 0  P2 0,1  P1 1  P2 1,1 , where
P2 0,1 

CS 
CP  
CL 
 1 
  1 

N 
N  
N  1

CS  CP

CS  CP 
CL 

 1 
 1 


N  N 
N  1


CL 
CL 
 CS   CP 
 1 
 1 
  1 
  CS  CP  

N  
N 
N 1 
N  2


CL
 CS   CP  

P2 1,1  1 
 Q2 1
  1 
  1 
N  
N  
N 1



CS  CP



CS CP 1

, and

CS CP 1
.

Respectively, transition probabilities are calculated for

P2 2 and P2 3 using

probabilities Q2 2 and Q2 3 . The expression for Qn1 k  is derived at the end of A.1.
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